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1. Introduction
Introduction
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Neil Allen Associates were commissioned in November 2010 to produce a Playing Fields Report for
Northampton Borough Council. The study updates the existing strategy, produced in March 2005,
which identified a mixture of poor quality pitches and some key areas of unmet demand.
For clarity and readability, the study is split into two sections, specifically:



Evidence Base
Playing Fields Key Issues and Recommendations.

This document is the evidence base. It summarises the data collected as part of the report
development and identifies the key issues that need to be considered as part of a strategy. The
Key Issues and Recommendations report summarises the key issues, and outlines the priorities for the
future delivery of playing fields in Northampton.
The study considers the adequacy of provision for key pitch sports in Northampton, specifically:





Football, including Multi Use Games Areas (MUGAs)
Cricket
Rugby
Hockey.

This document is set out as follows:
Section 2 – Report Methodology
Section 3 - Context and Participation Profile
Section 4 – Overview
Section 5 - AGPs
Section 6 – Football
Section 7 – Cricket
Section 8 – Rugby
Section 9 – Hockey
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2. Report Methodology
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This section sets out the methodology that has been used to develop the playing field
recommendations and issues report for Northampton. The report has been developed in line with
‘Towards a Level Playing Field: A Manual for the Production of a Playing Pitch Strategy’ (Sport
England, 2003)(TaLPF).
The aim of the Playing Pitch Methodology (PPM) is to determine the adequacy of pitch supply in a
given area to meet current and future demand and to guide the development of a strategy for the
future delivery of pitch sports. It seeks to promote the development of strategies that reflect the
local situation.
The methodology comprises eight stages, which broadly cover the issues of supply and demand.
While stages one to six are largely numerical calculations designed to evaluate the current supply
and demand, it is steps 7 and 8 the evaluation of issues and solutions, which are the essential
components of a successful strategy.
Figure 2.1 summarises the key stages of the Playing Field Methodology.
Figure 2.1 - The key stages of the Playing Pitch Methodology
Stage 1 Identifying teams

Stage 2 Calculating home games per team per week

Stage 3 Assessing total home games per week

Stage 4 Establishing temporal demand for games

Stage 5 Defining pitches used/required on each day

Stage 6 Establishing pitches available

Stage 7 Assessing the findings

Stage 8 Finding solutions
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Our approach
Demand (Steps 1 – 5)
The success of the methodology depends largely on obtaining as accurate a tally as possible of the
number of teams and pitches within Northampton Borough.
To achieve this, a full audit of pitches, users and providers within the authority boundary was
conducted, in conjunction with National Governing Bodies for Football (the FA), Cricket (the ECB),
Rugby Union (the RFU), and Hockey (EH).
This audit involved:


Use of data collected by National Governing Bodies on participation in their sports and the
surrounding area and discussions with National Governing Bodies on issues arising



Cross referencing of NGB data through discussions with local league secretaries, fixture lists,
pitch booking lists and internet research



Clarification telephone calls to clubs and providers.

Participation within 3 miles of the Northampton Borough Council boundaries was also recorded.
While much of the focus of the PPM is on community teams, consideration has also been given to
the implications of training patterns and demand arising from school use of pitches, and school
teams through the inclusion of team equivalents. This is explained where relevant in the sport
specific sections that follow. Such activity will produce wear and tear and influence the capacity
of pitches to accommodate competitive games.
As well as collecting baseline data on the teams participating in and around Northampton, a
consultation exercise was carried out in order to provide full understanding of the issues and
challenges currently experienced. This comprised:


Discussions with National Governing Bodies covering current issues and key policy and facility
priorities



Face to face meetings with officers of Northampton Borough Council, Northamptonshire
County Council and Northamptonshire Sport



Telephone discussions with other key external stakeholders including Sport England and
consultation with adjacent authorities



Telephone discussions with Parish Councils



Distribution of questionnaires to all schools, colleges and the university and follow up telephone
calls to all none respondents. 33 schools responded to the surveys, which were distributed on
the 10th January 2011, with reminders sent on the 21st January. Telephone calls were
undertaken to the remaining schools to ensure that 100% of data was collected



Telephone discussions with league secretaries operating in the area
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A full programme of telephone calls to sports clubs for cricket, rugby and hockey



Distribution of questionnaires to football clubs participating in two leagues (distributed via two
league secretaries who suggested questionnaire would be a better method of contacting their
clubs), and telephone calls to all other clubs and clubs not responding to the questionnaires.

The above consultation provides a comprehensive understanding of the adequacy of pitch
provision in Northampton and the issues associated with participation in this area and therefore
enables a robust assessment of needs. Overall, a high proportion of teams within Northampton
were contacted successfully, with specific figures being:





Football –65% of teams
Cricket - 62%
Rugby - 80%
Hockey – 100%.

Attempts were made to contact all clubs where contact details were held on at least two
occasions.
Supply (Step 6)
As well as understanding the demand for pitches, a full audit of the supply of playing fields is an
essential component of a Playing Pitch Strategy.
A detailed audit of the current pitches in Northampton was compiled by:


drawing on the findings of the PPG17 audit of open spaces and outdoor sports facilities and the
previous Playing Pitch Strategy



reviewing National Governing Body data on pitches and using the Sport England Active Places
tool, which provides data on playing fields



undertaking non technical site visits to all public playing fields and a sample of school sites



consulting with Grounds Maintenance staff and pitch providers across the Borough, including
schools and Parishes



carrying out internet searches and local consultation.

Availability and accessibility
The ownership and accessibility of pitches will influence their actual availability for community use.
In line with Towards a Level Playing Field, the term ‘secured community use’ has been adopted to
define this.
This embraces:


all local authority facilities



school facilities where they are subject to formal community use agreements
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other institutional facilities that are available to the public as a result of formal community use
agreements



any facilities that are owned, used or maintained by clubs/private individuals and which, as a
matter of policy and practice, are available to large sections of the public through membership
of a club or through an admission fee.

Pitches in secured community use are pitches that are available for use by community teams and
whose future use is secured for the coming seasons by one or more of the following:


a formal community use agreement



a leasing/management arrangement between the school and LEA requiring the pitch(es) to be
available to community teams



a policy of community use minuted by the school or LEA, including tariff of charges, etc



minutes of the board of school governors allowing use of pitches by community teams



written commitment from the school to the current community team(s) using the pitch(es) and
where it is the intention of the school to maintain access for community teams to its pitch(es) at
peak times (ie evenings, weekends and/or school holidays) for the next two or more years.

The strategy evaluates the role of facilities that are available for community use as well as those
that are not currently secured for these purposes. There are some complexities around the use of
school facilities in Northampton, and these will be covered in the sport specific sections.
Issues and recommendation report Development (Stages 7 and 8)
Following the collation of supply and demand data, calculations were undertaken to evaluate the
adequacy of pitches in the Borough. In discussion with the project steering group, as well as with
National Governing Body representatives and Sport England, and drawing on the key issues
identified, a issues and recommendation report was then devised setting out the key priorities for
the future delivery of playing fields in Northampton.
Artificial Grass Pitches
Analysis of artificial grass pitches has also been undertaken as part of the preparation of the
preparation of the Playing Pitch Issues and recommendation report. This assessment draws on the
Sport England Facility Planning Model (FPM) and is set out in Section 5. The key findings of this
evaluation of the adequacy of pitches provide important context for pitches across the Borough.
Geographical Analysis
For completeness, and to fully understand the patterns of supply and demand in Northampton, the
adequacy of provision is analysed both on a Borough wide level and within four neighbourhood
areas. These areas have been devised taking into account the patterns of travel and pitch usage
within the Borough, as well as the demographic context of the Borough. The neighbourhood areas
are summarized in Table 2.1 and are illustrated on Map 2.1. Population figures have been taken
from the 2009 Mid Year Estimates at Lower Super Output Area (LSOA) level (ONS 2009).
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Table 2.1 – Neighbourhood Areas in Northampton Borough
Area

Population

Wards / Neighbourhoods

Central

33830

Abington, Castle, Semilong, Trinity,

West

59167

Kingsthorpe, Kings Heath, Kingsley, New Duston, Obelisk, Parklands, St
David, Spencer, Spring Park, Sunnyside,

South

56742

Delapre, Briar Hill, East Hunsbury, Nene Valley, Rushmills, St James,
Upton, West Hunsbury

East

63818

Billing, Brookside, Boothville, Eastfield, Headlands, Rectory Farm,
Riverside, Park, Talavera, Westone

In addition to provision located within Northampton BC, consideration has been given to the role of
pitches within a 3km buffer of Northampton Town. This ensures that inward and outward migration
of playing field users is taken into account within the issues and recommendation report, and also
enables the analysis of the implications of projected population growth and new housing
development, much of which is likely to take place on the periphery of the NBC boundaries, but
located within South Northamptonshire and Daventry Districts.
Future Population Projections
Future population projections take into account the changing profile of the Borough, as well as the
projected increase in the number of people living within Northampton. Population projections are
based upon the 2009 West Northamptonshire Growth Estimates. Assumptions have been applied
with regards the location of the projected growth, using the known major housing sites. Table 2.2
summarises the anticipated growth in each part of the Borough for the years 2016, 2021 and 2026.
Table 2.2 – Population Projections
2010

2016

2021

2026

Area 1

33,831

33,803

33,558

33,230

Area 2

59,167

60,294

62,693

66,107

Area 3

55,262

59,619

67,044

71,695

Area 4

62,288

62,237

61,787

61,182

210,548

215,953

225,081

232,214

Section 3 provides a full profile of the current population and projected areas of high growth, as
well as an understanding of the participation profile in sport and physical activity of residents in the
Borough.
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Map 2.1 – Neighbourhood Areas in Northampton Borough
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3. Population and Sports Participation Profile

03

Introduction
This section sets out the trends in the Northampton population to enable the review of adult
sports participation and, in particular, in pitch sports.
It evaluates the findings of the Sport England evidence base on adult sports participation
including the Sport England Active People surveys and Market Segmentation work.
In particular this section covers







Population trends in Northampton - and in particular for the main adult age groups (16 – 34)
that participate in outdoor pitch sports – what are the Northampton population trends and
what does this mean for changes in pitch sports participation?
Sports Participation Headlines - National Level and In Northampton – drawn from the Sport
England Active People Survey, what are the trends overall in participation, how are these
changing and what does it mean for pitch sports participation?
Sports Participation Analysis - Which are the most popular sports played by adults in
Northampton – again drawn from the Sport England Active People survey and where do
pitch sports rank in terms of popularity when compared with other sports/physical activity?
Sports Participation Analysis - What is the profile of sports participation in Northampton and
where do they live – using the Sport England Active People market segmentation data to
set out a sports profile and spatial profile of the most dominant market segments in
Northampton. How do pitch sports “rank” in terms of the importance and the amount of
pitch sports played by these groups in Northampton when compared with the national
profile of participation in pitch sports?
Sports Participation Analysis- What is the current and latent demand for pitch sports in
Northampton – based on the Active People market segmentation survey findings, what
percentage of the Northampton population DO play pitch sports now and where are they
located in the authority? Then what percentage of the Northampton population would LIKE
TO play pitch sports and where do they live?

In reporting the findings for each of these bullet points, the implications of what this could mean
for the provision of playing fields in Northampton are set out.
Population Trends in Northampton
The population profile and projected changes over the 2010 – 2026 period for Northampton
and for context, East Midlands Region and England wide are set out in Table 3.1overleaf. These
are taken from the West Northamptonshire Population Projections (2008) for this period.
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Table 3.1 – Population Projections
Area

2010

2016

2021

2026

Area 1

33,831

33,803

33,558

33,230

Area 2

59,167

60,294

62,693

66,107

Area 3

55,262

59,619

67,044

71,695

Area 4

62,288

62,237

61,787

61,182

210,548

215,953

225,081

232,214

Northampton
Borough

The significant finding from Table 3.1 is that over the period 2010 - 2026, the Northampton total
population is projected to increase by 10%. The population growth in Northampton is broadly in
line with East Midlands and national population growth averages.
Age Profile of the Northampton Borough Population
The percentage of population in each band of the Northampton population over the period
2010 to 2026 is set out in Table 3.2 below.
Table 3.2 - % of population in each age group
2008

2011

2016

2021

2026

0-19

24.6

24.3

24.4

24.4

24.0

20-44

38.5

37.1

34.7

33.2

31.9

45-64

23.5

24.3

24.5

24.8

24.9

65-69

3.7

4.3

5.2

4.5

4.9

70-89

9.1

9.3

10.3

12.0

13.0

90+

0.6

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

Table 3.2 illustrates that the proportion of people aged 20 – 44 is projected to decrease
significantly over the period. In contrast, the amount of people aged 45 and above will rise.
People aged 44 and under are more likely to participate in pitch sports than those above.
Research undertaken by Sport England (Local Profiles 2010) illustrates that the age groups,
which have the highest representation In Northampton, are, in order of size


25 – 29 age group (shaded blue in table 3.3) which is 17,600 of the Northampton population
in 2009 and increases to19,700 people by 2015, an 11.9% increase over the period
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20 -24 age group (shaded red in table 3.3) which is 17,000 people in the Northampton
population in 2009 and increasing to 17,200 people by 2015, a 1.2% increase over the period



30 – 34 age group (shaded green in table 3.3) which is 15,100 people in the Northampton
population in 2009 and increasing to 18,700 people in 2015, a 23.8% increase over the
period.



The three junior age groups of 5 – 9, 10 – 14 and 15 -19 are the 8th, 10th and 9th respectively,
highest age groups in total size in the Northampton population. These age groups have
increases of 23.1%, 0.9% and a decrease of 9.5% (for the 15 – 19 age group) over the same
period. However by 2015 they are smaller in total number than the current 20 – 34 age
range.

Table 3.3 overleaf summarises the population data used in the Local Profile. The information is
taken from projections by the ONS. The key finding from this age profile table is that the three
top dominant age groups in the Northampton population between 2009 – 2015 are in the age
range for adults playing pitch sports. This is the 20 -34 age range.
By 2015 and beyond this age range will “move on” and the age groups of juniors playing pitch
sports 5 – 19 are only ranked 8th, 9th and 10th in the size of the total twenty 5 year age bands. So
the peak for the adult population who will be playing pitch sports is now to 2015 and a bit
further beyond. This peak will decrease, as the age groups who replace this current adult age
range are a lower total of the current adult Northampton population. So it is reasonable to
assume, based on changes to the current population profile (not pitch sports participation or
taking into account the projected increase in population through new housing development)
that the peak adult population for pitch sports is now and will decrease (for adult playing) as
the Northampton population ages.
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Table 3.3 - Age Profile of the Northampton Population in Five Year Age Bands 0 – 90+ over the
period 2009 – 2015 (Data Source Sport England Local Profiles 2010).

Indicator

Northampton
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Chg 09 - 15

104.6

106.1

107.7

109.2

110.7

112.2

113.7

9.1

8.7%

Female

107

108.5

110

111.4

112.9

114.3

115.6

8.6

8.0%

0-4

14.7

15.2

15.4

15.6

15.7

15.8

15.9

1.2

8.2%

5-9

11.7

12

12.4

12.9

13.6

14

14.4

2.7

23.1%

10-14

11.6

11.4

11.4

11.3

11.3

11.4

11.7

0.1

0.9%

15-19

13.7

13.4

13

12.8

12.7

12.6

12.4

-1.3

-9.5%

20-24

17

17.2

17.5

17.6

17.7

17.5

17.2

0.2

1.2%

25-29

17.6

18.2

18.7

19

19.2

19.5

19.7

2.1

11.9%

30-34

15.1

15.5

16.2

16.9

17.7

18.2

18.7

3.6

23.8%

35-39

15.7

15.7

15.5

15.1

15.1

15.3

15.6

-0.1

-0.6%

40-44

16

15.9

16

16

15.9

15.8

15.7

-0.3

-1.9%

45-49

14.6

14.9

15.3

15.7

15.7

15.8

15.7

1.1

7.5%

50-54

12.2

12.7

13.1

13.4

13.9

14.3

14.7

2.5

20.5%

55-59

11.4

11.2

11.2

11.3

11.6

11.8

12.3

0.9

7.9%

60-64

11.6

11.9

11.9

11.5

11.1

10.9

10.7

-0.9

-7.8%

65-69

8.2

8.6

9

10

10.6

10.9

11.2

3

36.6%

70-74

6.7

6.8

6.8

6.9

7.2

7.5

7.9

1.2

17.9%

75-79

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.6

5.8

6

6.1

0.6

10.9%

80-84

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.5

4.4

4.5

0.1

2.3%

85-89

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.9

3

3

0.2

7.1%

90+

1.2

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.7

1.8

0.6

50.0%

Male

% Chg

(Source: Sport England Local Borough Profile 2010)
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Housing Growth in Northampton
As well as natural population growth, Northampton is located within the Milton Keynes & South
Midlands region, an identified growth point.
In addition to growth within Northampton Borough boundaries, much of the growth in Daventry
and South Northamptonshire Districts will also impact upon Northampton, as there are a number
of significant new housing sites outside and bordering Northampton.
Housing developments of particular significance that will impact upon the demand for playing
fields include:


Dallington Grange 3,500 houses



Upton Lodge 1,688 houses



Pineham 946 units



St Crispin and Princess Marina Hospital 774 units



Nunn Mills and Ransome Road 1,200 houses and 600 apartments



Northampton South 1,000 houses



Wootton Extension 1,000 houses.

Adult Sports Participation: Headline Overview
The nationally accepted measure of adult participation in sport is the Sport England Active
People survey. The first year of the survey, was conducted between October 2005 and October
2006, and was a telephone survey of 363,724 adults in England (aged 16 plus) and is unique in
providing reliable statistics on participation in sport and active recreation for all 354 local
authorities in England (a minimum of 1,000 interviews were completed in every Local Authority).
The Active People survey has been updated on the same basis, commencing in October each
year until the following October. The latest Active People survey is AP 4, which commenced in
October 2009 and finished in October 2010. The headline findings from this latest Active People
survey were published on 16 December 2010 with the detailed findings to follow. (Note: The
headline findings from AP 4 are set out below and where the data is available have been
incorporated into the various tables on the findings for AP 4).
The survey provides by far the largest sample size ever established for a sport and recreation
survey and allows levels of detailed analysis previously unavailable.
It identifies how
participation varies from place to place and between different groups in the population.
The survey also measures; the proportion of the adult population that volunteer in sport on a
weekly basis, club membership, involvement in organised sport/competition, receipt of tuition or
coaching, and overall satisfaction with levels of sporting provision in the local community.
The questionnaire was designed to enable analysis of the findings by a broad range of
demographic information, such as gender, social class, ethnicity, household structure, age and
disability.
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Active People 4 Survey Findings - National Level
During 2009/10, 6.938 million adults (aged 16 and over) participated in sport three times a week
for 30 minutes at moderate intensity (16.5% of the adult population in England). This is 123,000
more adult participants than the 2007/08 baseline.
Compared with Active People Survey 2, sports participation among non-white adults has
increased by 64,100, from 722,800 (16.1%) to 786,900 (17.3%).
Since 2007/08, participation in athletics (including running and jogging) has grown by 263,400 to
1.876 million adults (4.5%) in 2009/10. Cycling has grown from 1.767 million adults (4.3%) in 2007/8
to 1.866 million adults (4.4%) in 2009/10, an increase of 99,200 participants.
Active People Survey NI8 Measure of Adult Sports Participation - National Level
Most importantly the Active People survey provides the measurement for National Indicator 8
(NI8) - adult participation in sport and active recreation. This measures the percentage of the
adult population who participate in 3 x 30 minutes of moderate sport and active recreation in
any 12 days a month (or rounded for once a week).
This national measurement has become the benchmark measure for the rate of adult sports
participation. Any assessment of adult sports participation has to start with setting out the
findings for NI8. The England wide trend for this NI8 measure for adults in the important age
group for pitch sports of 16 – 34 has decreased from 26.7% of the adult population in AP 2, to
26.2% of the adult population by AP 4, a decrease of 0.5% over the Active People surveys 2 – 4.
In short, there is no national trend for an increase in sports participation for the adult age groups
which participate in pitch sports, as well as other sports/physical activity. This is set out in Table
3.4
Table 3.4 - Active People 2 – 4 Trends in Adult Sports Participation at England Wide Level for Age
Bands 16 – 34, 35 – 54 and 55+ Based on NI 8
APS2 (Oct 2007-Oct 2008)

APS3 (Oct 2008-Oct 2009)

APS4 (Oct 2009-Oct 2010)

16 to 34

26.7%

3,421,900

27.0%

3,486,900

26.2%

3,406,400

No Change

35 to 54

15.9%

2,293,900

16.2%

2,348,100

16.6%

2,414,600

Increase

55 +

7.8%

1,099,300

7.6%

1,095,200

7.7%

1,117,000

No Change

Active People Survey NI8 Measure of Adult Sports Participation - Northamptonshire
In terms of the NI8 measure of adult sports participation in Northamptonshire this is set out in
Table 3.5 for the Active People Survey 1 (2005/06), AP 2 (2007/08) and the most recent
published results for AP 3 and 4 (2008/10). The corresponding findings for Northamptonshire
County and neighbouring authorities of South Northamptonshire and Daventry are set out for
information.
Table 3.5 - Active People Surveys 1 - 4 for the NI8 measure of Adult Sports Participation of 3 x 30
Minutes of Moderate Sport and Physical Activity 3 times a week
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AP Survey Year

Northampton

Northants
County

Daventry

South
Northampto
nshire

AP 1 - 2005/06

20.4%

21.4%

24.5%

22.6%

AP 2- 2007/08

24.1%

22.5%

28.2%

22.6%

AP 3 & 4 2008/10

18.4%

21.4%

25.7%

25%

Source: Sport England Results for participation in sport and active recreation based on data from Active People Survey 3
(2008/09) and 4 (2009/10) shown against the baseline data from 2005/6 (Active People Survey 1). Published December
2010.

The main findings from this table are:


The Northampton rate of adult sports participation as measured by NI8 rose considerably
between AP 1 and 2 from 20.4% of all adults in AP1 to 24.1% in AP2. However based on the
combined findings for AP3/4 this has now reduced to 18.4% of the Northampton adult
population. Northampton was above the County average at 22.5% of the County
population participating based on AP2 but is now below the County average at 21.4%
based on the combined AP3/4 findings. There is evidently scope to increase adult
participation to the levels achieved in AP 2 of 24.1% for the Northampton population.



The other local authorities have consistently higher rates of adult sports participation as
measured by NI8 across the survey years. The gap is most marked between Northampton
and the other authorities when reviewing the findings for the combined AP ¾ surveys.

Sports Participation Analysis - Which are the most popular sports played by adults in
Northampton?
Alongside the rates of adult sports participation, it is also important to also understand which
sports/activities people most like to participate in. What people like to do can often be informal
sporting or physical activity such as walking and as much for a health benefit as well a playing
formal sport.
The profile of the five most popular sporting activities based on participation at least once a
month (from the Active People 3 survey) is set out in Table 3.6. This shows that:


Football is the fourth most popular sport in Northampton at around 6% - 7% of adults who
play sport, playing football at least once a month. It is also the fourth most popular sport
both county wide and in Daventry and South Northamptonshire



Whilst this may seem to be a low percentage of the adult population playing football at
least once a month, the England wide percentage from AP 3 is that between 4% and 5% of
adults who play sport play football at least once a month. So whilst the Northamptonshire
authorities percentages may appear low and football is the 4th or 5th most popular sport, this
level of participation is above the national average for football participation.



Across the Northamptonshire authorities no other pitch sport is amongst the five most
popular sports played by adults at least once a month. (Note the single biggest
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percentage category for the most popular sports played at least once a month is classified
as “remaining sports” and in Northampton this is 63.4% of the audit population who play
sport at least once a month).
Table 3.6 - Profile of the Most Popular Sporting Activities (Participation Rate of the Top 5 Sports of
People That Participate at Least Once a Month)
Northampton

Northants
County

Daventry

South
Northamptonshire

Gym

Swimming

Cycling

Swimming

9.9%

12.4%

13.8%

14.2%

Cycling

Cycling

Gym

Cycling

7.8%

11.9%

13.7%

14%

Swimming

Gym

Swimming

Gym

10.3%

10.9%

12.2%

9.9%

Football

Football

Football

Football

6.5%

6.7%

7.1%

6.5%

Athletics

Athletics

Golf

Athletics

2.1%

5.6%

3.3%

4.9%

Source: Active People Survey 3, Population data ONS Annual Population Survey 2008 Measure: Participation rate of the
top 5 sports and the number of people that participate at least once per month

Sports Participation Analysis - What is the profile of sports participants in Northampton and where
do they live
As part of the Active People survey findings, Sport England analysed the data on the English
population (18+) to produce 19 market segments with distinct sporting behaviours and attitudes.
This includes information on specific sports people take part in as well as why people do sport,
whether they want to do sport and the barriers to doing more sport. In addition, the segments
provide information on media consumption and communication channels, social capital,
health indicators including obesity and engagement in the wider cultural sphere.
The power of these sporting segments lies not only in their ability to help us better understand
the characteristics of our potential market but also to explore the market base at differing
geographic levels. It is possible to analyse the market in a particular community, local authority
or regions. Each segment has been assigned a name, which reflects the most popular first
names for the group.
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Market segmentation allows us to develop a more sophisticated, tailored approach to
delivering services. In tailoring the service we provide to the customer’s individual needs, rather
than adopting a ‘one size fits all’ approach. It is one of the best tools we have to improve
public services and outcomes.
The market segmentation Map and profile for Northampton is set out in map 3.1 below. This
same information can also be set out in bar chart form and this follows as chart 3.1. This is
followed by a description of each of the dominant market segments in Northampton and their
sporting activity profile.
Map 3.1 - Dominant Market Segments in Northampton by Population and Location

Chart 3.1 - Dominant Market Segments in Northampton by Population Total

The six most dominant market segments in Northampton – in order of most population, are Tim;
Philip; Elsie and Arnold; Roger and Joy; Jamie; and Elaine. The Active People Market
Segmentation profile of these segments are described as:
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Tim - a very active type enjoying high intensity activities. Enjoys technical sports such as
skiing, uninhibited by financial outlay. Both team games and individual activities feature
high on his agenda and personal fitness activities are also popular.
21% of the Tim segment take part in cycling compared to 9% of all adults nationally; 20% of
this segment takes part in keep fit/gym, compared to 17% of all adults nationally.
Swimming, football and athletics or running are also popular sports for Tim. Tim is more likely
than all adults to take part in football and athletics.



Philip is in his late forties and is the most active in his age group. Philip enjoys team sports,
racquet games and technical sports such as golf and cricket. Philip’s sporting activity levels
are below the national average.



The top sports that Philip participates in are cycling which is the top sport, and 16% of this
segment do this at least once a month, almost double the national average. Philip also
enjoys keep fit/gym, swimming, football, golf and athletics (running). His participation in
most of his top sports is below the national average, which is indicative of the priority he
places on sport.



Ralph and Phyllis are in their late fifties, retired and do sport to meet with friends, improve
performance, and because they enjoy it. They take part in sports such as swimming, fishing
and golf.



Ralph & Phyllis are generally less active than the average adult population, but their activity
levels are higher than others in their age range. They are likely to be doing the same or less
sport than 12 months ago, with health the main issue for those doing less.



The top sports that Ralph & Phyllis participate in are keep fit or gym, 9% swimming, 7%, play
golf and 4% play bowls.



Elsie & Arnold are much less active than the average adult population, but their activity
levels are more consistent with other segments in this age range. They are likely to be doing
less sport than 12 months ago, mainly due to health or injury.



The top sports that Elsie & Arnold participate in are keep fit and gym with 10% of this group
taking part, 7% take part in swimming, and 3% do bowls.



Roger & Joy are slightly less active than the average adult population. Roger & Joy have
below average levels of sports participation. 66% of this segment has done no sport in the
past four weeks, compared with 60% of all adults. 38% have participated in sport at least
once a week, which is consistent with other segments of the same age.



The top sports that Roger & Joy participate in are keep fit/gym and swimming which are the
most popular sports with 13% of the segment doing these, followed by cycling with 8% of this
segment cycling, golf with 6% of the segment playing golf and angling with 2% of this
segment doing angling. Their participation levels are below average for all these sports,
with the exception of golf and angling.



Jamie is a very active type that takes part in sport on a regular basis. Almost 60% do sport at
least once a week compared with 40% of adults. 31% of this segment does three 30-minute
sessions of moderate intensity sport per week, compared to 15% of all adults. Jamie is the
second most active segment, after Ben of all the market segments.
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The top sports that Jamie participates in are football with 28% of this group playing football,
compared to 4% of all adults, 22% take part in ‘keep fit and gym’ compared to 17% of all
adults; 12% take part in both athletics (running) and cycling, and 10% go swimming. Jamie
may also take part in badminton, tennis, cricket, basketball and golf.



Elaine’s sporting activity levels are consistent with the national average, and slightly above
average for some indicators. 23% of Elaine’s are likely to be a member of a health club and
may also attend classes – 22% of this segment has received instruction in the past 12 months.



The top sports that Elaine participates in are Keep fit/gym and swimming which are the most
popular sports with around a fifth of the segment doing these, followed by cycling (7%),
athletics or running (3%), tennis (2%), badminton (2%) and horse riding (2%).

What do these Market Segmentation findings say about Participation in Pitch Sports?
There are some key findings to report on the implications of these market segments for pitch
sports participation. These are:


The findings show that of the six top market segments in Northampton, Tim which is the
segment with the highest population Northampton, (15,500 of the Northampton population
classified as Tim), participates in football. 15% of Tims are likely to play football compared
with a national adult participation rate of 4%. So Northampton’s highest market segment
has a very high participation rate in football. Also Tim’s are located right across the southern
half of the borough – as shown on map 1. So there is a very large geographical
concentration of Tim’s.



The only other market segment that has a high participation rate in football is Jamie (5th
highest of the Northampton market segments). Jamie is the second most sports active of
the 19 market segments and a staggering 28% of Jamie’s play football, compared with the
national adult participation rate of 4% of adults. There are an estimated 10,800 Jamie’s in
Northampton and as map 1 shows they are concentrated in the central area of the
borough



The four other dominant market segments are either (1) not of the age profile for playing
pitch sports – Elsie and Arnold (3rd highest segment) Roger and Joy (4th highest segment)
Philip (2nd highest segment), or, are of the age group for playing football but football is not
one of their sports activities Elaine (6th highest segment).

Overall, when looking at the borough profile for sports participation based on the 6 highest
market segments in Northampton, it is only characterised by 2 market segments that play pitch
sports (primarily football) (ranked 1st and 5th in the market segments in terms of population).
There is a geographical concentration of these two segments in the whole southern half of the
borough and in the central area. The total population of these two segments in Northampton in
2010 is just over 33,000 people out of the total 2010 Northampton population.
On a more strategic note, a reason for the comparatively low rate of adult sports participation
in Northampton when compared to other authorities and regional percentages of the
population participating is because 3 of the 6 highest market segments in Northampton have
lower rates of sports participation when compared to national averages, whilst the 4th segment
(Elaine) has a participation rate in line with national averages. Only two of the 6 dominant
segments in Northampton (Tim and Jamie) have above national average rates of sports
participation. This means that the higher paticipation rates in football than national averages
are particularly positive, as residents in the Borough in reality have a lower propensity to
participate.
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Sports Participation Analysis- What is the current and latent demand for pitch sports in
Northampton?
Again based on the Active People market segmentation survey findings, it is possible to identify
the percentage of the adult population who play pitch sports now and those who would like to
play pitch sports, as well as to see how this profile is distributed spatially across Northampton.
This profile can be reviewed for several pitch sports and is set out here for football, cricket,
hockey and rugby union. Looking first at football, the profiles set out:


how many of the Northampton population DO participate in football and how this varies
across the authority



how many of the Northampton population WOULD LIKE to participate in football and again
how this varies across the authority.

This data can provide a spatial and population profile of football participation. Map 3.2 shows
the percentage of the Northampton population who based on the Active People survey 4
findings are currently participating in football across Northampton.
Map 3.2 - Percentage and Location of the Northampton Adult Population Who Do Play Football.

This spatial profile can also be presented showing which of the market segments make up this
football population and this is set out below in chart 3.2.
Chart 3.2 - Profile of the Market Segments Who Participate in Football in Northampton.
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The key findings from both the map and the bar chart are that:


Across Northampton with the exception of 2 output areas, between 5% -10% of adults
participate in football as measured by the Active People 4 survey. The exceptions are one
output area in the centre of the borough where the percentage of adults participating in
football is between 10% - 20% and another output area to the NE of the borough where the
percentage of adults participating in football is between 2.1% - 5%.



In terms of which of the market segments are participating this is dominated by Jamie, Ben
and Tim. The profiles for Jamie and Tim have already been set out above. Ben is a very
active type that takes part in sport on a regular basis: he is the sportiest of the 19 segments.
33% of Bens play football, compared to 4% of all adults; 24% of this segment take part in
‘keep fit and gym' compared to 17% of all adults; 18% of this segment take part in cycling,
and 15% take part in athletics or running. There are 7,100 Ben’s in the Northampton
population.

Overall the Active People survey findings are showing an above national average rate of adult
sports participation in football and this is universal across the borough. However the football
participation is focused in three market segments and participation is by young adult males
who play team sports on a very regular basis and for competitive sporting reasons. It is not
casual irregular football participation where the participation is spread across several market
segments.
Turning to the Active People analysis of the percentage of adults who would Like To play
football this is again represented in map and bar chart form and set out in map 3.3 and chart
3.3.
Map 3.3 - Percentage and Location of the Northampton Adult Population Who Would Like To
Play Football.
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Chart 3.3 - Profile of the Market Segments Who Would Like To Participate in Football in
Northampton.

The key findings from both the map and the bar chart are that:


Again the map is showing a near universal finding for the borough that between 1.1% 2% of the Northampton adult population who would like to participate in football. The
same 2 output areas are the exceptions, with the central output area showing a “would
like to” participation rate in football of between 2.1 – 5% of the adult population. The
output area to the NE of the borough has a lower “would like to” participation rate of
between 0.1% - 1% of the Northampton adult population.



In terms of the potential market profile for football based on the Active People market
segments, this is showing that the ‘potential” football population is around 1,400 people
and again this is dominated by the three market segments of Jamie, Ben and Tim, in that
order.

Overall the Active People survey findings are showing there is a very low latent demand for
football of only between 1.1% - 2% of the adult population across the vast majority of
Northampton, who would like to play football. This potential football participation is dominated
by the same three male, competitive team based football participation profiles and to a much
lesser extent the casual type of football participation from Kev and Philip – but their
participation rates in football is much lower than the other segments. The total latent demand
for football across these 5 groups is only 1,400 people.
What is the profile of people in Northampton who play cricket or would like to play cricket?
The data on the spatial and population profile of cricket participation is set out in Map 3. 4
below and shows the percentage of the Northampton population who based on the Active
People survey 4 findings which record people who are currently participating in cricket across
Northampton.
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Map 3.4 - Percentage and Location of the Northampton Adult Population Who Do Play Cricket.

This spatial profile can also be presented showing which of the market segments make up this
cricket population and this is set out in chart 3.4.
Chart 3.4 - Profile of the Market Segments Who Participate in Cricket in Northampton.

The key findings from both the map and the bar chart are that:


Across the north of Northampton the Active People 4 survey is showing a profile of adult
participation in cricket which is between 0.1% - 1% of the adult population. There are also 2
output areas in the centre of the authority that have the same participation rate. For the
reminder of the authority there is a 1.1% - 2% of the adult population playing cricket.



In terms of which of the market segments are participating, this is dominated by Tim, Jamie,
Ben and Philip in that order, with some much lower level participation by Kev and even less
by Roger, Leanne and Chloe.



Of the four main market segments for cricket participation, the Active People survey finding
is showing a cricket population in Northampton for Tim of 370 people, Jamie with 300
people, Ben with a population of 270 and Philip with a population of 230. In terms of the
other market segments which play cricket the total population is 270 people. So the total
cricket population in Northampton as projected by Active People 4 is 1,440 people
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Overall the Active People survey findings are showing the borough is split geographically in
terms of the location of the adult population that plays cricket. In the northern half of the
borough there is up to 1% of the Northampton adult population who play cricket. Whilst in the
southern half of the authority there is a higher rate of up to 2% of the adult Northampton
population that play cricket. The cricket participation is focused in the same market segments
as football and participation is by young adult males who play team sports on a very regular
basis and for competitive sporting reasons. Around 20% of the total cricket participation is
focused in the market segments that play cricket for more social and recreational reasons.
Turning to the Active People analysis of the percentage of adults who would LIKE TO play cricket
this is again represented in map and bar chart form and set out in map 3.5 and chart 3.5.
Map 3.5 - Percentage and Location of the Northampton Adult Population Who Would Like To
Play Cricket.

Chart 3.5 - Profile of the Market Segments Who Would Like To Participate in Cricket in
Northampton.

The key findings from both the map and the bar chart are that:


The map is showing that across the authority there is between 0.1% - 1% of the Northampton
adult population who would like to participate in cricket.
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In terms of the potential market profile for cricket based on the Active People market
segments this shows a more even balance between the young competitive players of
cricket – the Tim, Ben and Jamie segments and the more recreational casual cricket
segments of Kev, Philip and Terry. The breakdown of the population for each of these
segments is Jamie with 200 people, Tim with 185 people, Kev and Philip with 120 people
each, Ben with 90 people and Terry with 50 people. Of the other market segments there is a
total population of 120 people. So the total population who would like to play cricket is 685
people.

Overall the Active People survey findings are showing there is a very low latent demand for
cricket of only between 0.1% – 1% of the adult population across Northampton, who would like
to play cricket. This potential cricket participation is spread quite evenly across the competitive
organised cricket segments of Jamie, Tim and Ben and the casual recreational cricket
segments of Kev, Philip and Terry.
There are no noticeable adult female cricket
participation/segments. The total latent demand for cricket across all market segments is 685
people.
What is the profile of people in Northampton who play hockey or would like to play hockey?
The Active People market segmentation data on the spatial and population profile of hockey
participation is set out in Map 3. 6 below and shows the percentage of the Northampton
population who based on the Active People survey 4 findings are currently participating in
cricket across Northampton.
Map 3.6 - Percentage and Location of the Northampton Adult Population Who Do Play Hockey.

This spatial profile can also be presented showing which of the market segments make up this
hockey population and this is set out in chart 3.6.
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Chart 3.6 - Profile of the Market Segments who Participate in Hockey in Northampton.

The key findings from both the map and the bar chart are that:


Across the north of Northampton and right across the authority the Active People 4 survey is
showing a profile of adult participation in hockey which is between 0.1% - 1% of the adult
population. This is the same finding as for cricket.



In terms of which of the market segments this is much more balanced across the segments
than for any other sport, in terms of male and female segments and the number of
segments. However the numbers of people projected to be playing hockey are low. The
segments with the highest hockey population are Ben and Tim with 80 people each,
followed by Chloe with 70 people, then it is Philip with 60 people, followed by Jamie with 45
people, then Leanne with 35 people, after that it is Helena with 30 people, followed by
Alison, Jackie and Kev each with 25 people. The remaining market segments have a total
hockey population of 50 people. So the total of all the market segments which play hockey
is a total population of 525 people.

Overall the Active People survey findings are showing that spatially across Northampton there is
between 0.1% - 1% of the Northampton adult population who play hockey. The hockey
participation is spread across several market segments and across both sexes – it is the most
balanced in terms of gender population of any of the sports reviewed. The total hockey
population in Northampton as projected by Active People 4 is 525 people.
The Active People analysis of the percentage of adults who would LIKE TO play hockey s is set
out in map 3.7 and chart 37.
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Map 3.7 - Percentage and Location of the Northampton Adult Population Who Would Like To
Play Hockey.

Chart 3.7 - Profile of the Market Segments Who Would Like To Participate in Hockey in
Northampton.

The key findings from both the map and the bar chart are that:


The map is showing that across the authority there is between 0.1% - 1% of the Northampton
adult population who would like to participate in hockey.



The potential market profile for hockey based on the Active People market segments
demonstrates a more even balance across both the segments and males and females,
however the number of potential hockey players is low. The breakdown of the population
for each of these segments is Jamie with 38 people, Leanne with 36 people, Chloe with 30
people, Jackie with 30 people, Tim, Helena and Alison with 28 people each, then it is Philip
and Ben with 18 people each and Paula and Elaine with 16 people each. Of the other
market segments there is a population of 54 people. So the total population who would like
to play hockey is 340 people.
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Overall the Active People survey findings are showing there is a very low latent demand for
hockey of only between 0.1% – 1% of the adult population across Northampton. This potential
hockey population is spread quite evenly across 10 segments in total and across both sexes.
The total latent demand for hockey across all market segments is 340 people.
What is the profile of people in Northampton who play rugby union or would like to play rugby
union?
This same profile of current and potential participation can also be set out for rugby union.
Consideration is given first to the current profile of rugby union participation in Northampton
and this is provided in Map 3.8 and Chart 3.8.
Map 3.8 - Percentage and Location of the Northampton Adult Population Who Play Rugby Union.

Chart 3.8 - Profile of the Market Segments Who Participate in Rugby Union in Northampton.

The key findings from both the map and the bar chart are that:


Across Northampton without variation in any geographical area between 0.1% -1% of adults
in Northampton are currently participating in rugby union as measured by the Active People
4 survey. (Note: the map produced is showing the middle super output areas for
Northampton and it is possible to review these findings at smaller areas - lower super output
areas - to determine if there is any variation in rugby participation at the different output
area levels and there is not).
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In terms of which of the market segments are participating, this is again dominated by the
same three segments of Jamie, Ben and Tim. The sporting profiles for all three segments
have already been set out.

Overall, the Active People 4 survey findings are showing that the percentage of the adult
population participating in rugby as a percentage of the total Northampton population is
between 0.1% - 1%. This is evidently a low percentage, however, to put it into context the
Active People survey 4 finding was that based on a once a week participation in rugby union,
the England average percentage was 0.46% of the England population. So the Northampton
percentage is in line with the national average.
Finally looking at the potential rugby union market and the profile for the population who would
like to play rugby union, this is set out in Map 3.9 and chart 3.9.
Map 3.9 - Percentage and Location of the Northampton Adult Population Who Would Like To
Play Rugby Union.

Chart 3.9 - Profile of the Market Segments Who Would Like To Participate in Rugby Union in
Northampton.

The key findings from both the map and the bar chart are that:


The percentage of the population who would like to play rugby does not vary across
Northampton and is the same percentage of the population who do play rugby union
at between 0.1% – 1%.
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In terms of the dominant market segments who would like to play rugby it is the same
three segments but with a higher profile for Jamie’s when compared with the Jamie’s
who do play rugby union.

Overall there is very little latent demand or potential participation for adults who would like to
play rugby union and this is focused on the three market segments that play rugby union for
competitive team sports reasons.
Summary of Population and Participation findings and Issues for a Strategy to Address
There are a number of key strategic issues emerging from the assessment of the population
trends and the adult sports participation profile. Taking these in order of the reporting these are:
Population Trends


The top three age groups with the largest population in the Northampton population are in
the age range for adults playing pitch sports. This is the 20-34 age range. By 2015 and
beyond this age range will “move on” and the age groups of juniors playing pitch sports 5 –
19 are only ranked 8th, 9th and 10th in size of the Northampton twenty 5 year age bands. So
the peak for the adult population who will be playing pitch sports is now to 2015 and a bit
beyond.



This peak will decrease as the age groups who replace this current adult age range are a
lower total of the current adult Northampton population. So it is reasonable to assume,
based on population (not pitch sports participation) that the peak adult population for pitch
sports is now and will decrease (for adult playing) as the Northampton population ages.
Overall it is changes in sports participation for pitch sports that will increase the demand for
pitches, not the aging of the core Northampton population.

Adult Sports Participation in Northampton


The Northampton rate of adult sports participation as measured by NI8 (3 x 30 minutes of
moderates sporting or physical activity 3 times a week) has risen from 20.4% of all adults to
24.1% of all adult and back down to 18.4% of all adults over the course of the 4 Active
People surveys. Northampton is now below the County average at 21.4% of the County
population participating based on the combined AP3/4 findings. There is not a consistent
pattern of increases in adult sports participation – across all sports. This is part can be
explained by the profile of the dominant market segments in Northampton.



3 of the 6 highest market segments present in Northampton have lower rates of sports
participation when compared to national averages. These groups are Philip (40+ age
group). Elsie and Arnold (60+ age group) and Roger and Joy (50+ age group). Whilst the 4th
segment (Elaine) has a participation rate in line with national averages. These 4 market
segments are not the segments which participate in pitch sports. In short, if pitch sports are
considered to be a driver for increasing adult sports participation in Northampton then the
profile of the “Northampton sports market” does not match with playing pitch sports and
they have rates of adult sports participation below the national averages for other market
segments.



In terms of the actual pitch sports of football, cricket, hockey and rugby union, the profile of
the adult participation is dominated by football. Football participation is focused in three
market segments whose football participation is by young adult males who play team sports
on a very regular basis and for competitive sporting reasons. The casual irregular football
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participation where participation is spread across several of the market segments has a
much lower profile in Northampton.


In short the MAIN focus for pitch sports participation is narrow in age range, reasons for
playing pitch sports – organised and competitive and focused on football. (Note; this
assessment is the main focus for pitch sports participation profile as measured by Active
People Market Segmentation – this does not include pitch sports participation by people
aged under 16, nor does it include an assessment of participation in casual/recreational
unorganized pitch sports activity)

Football


Overall the Active People survey findings are showing an above national average rate of
adult sports participation in football across the borough. Across Northampton with the
exception of 2 output areas, between 5% -10% of adults participate in football as measured
by the Active People 4 survey. The exceptions are one output area in the centre of the
borough where the percentage of adults participating in football is between 10% - 20% and
another output area to the NE of the borough where the percentage of adults participating
in football is between 2.1% - 5%.



The football participation is focused in three market segments and participation is by young
adult males who play team sports on a very regular basis and for competitive sporting
reasons. It is not casual irregular football participation where the participation is spread
across several of the market segments. The Active People survey estimates that the total
population who do play football across Northampton is 11,470 people.



There is a very low latent demand for football of only between 1.1% - 2% of the adult
population across Northampton, who would like to play football. This potential football
participation is dominated by the same three male, competitive team based football
participation profiles and to a much lesser extent the casual bounce game type of football
participation from Kev and Philip – but their participation rates in football is much lower than
the other segments. The Active People estimate of the total population that would like to
play football is 2,270 people.

Cricket


In terms of the cricket profile overall the Active People survey findings are showing that the
borough is split geographically in terms of the location of the adult population which plays
cricket. In the northern half of the borough there is up to 1% of the Northampton adult
population who play cricket. Whilst in the southern half of the authority there is a higher rate
of up to 2% of the adult Northampton population that play cricket.



The cricket participation is focused in the same market segments as football and
participation is by young adult males who play team sports on a very regular basis and for
competitive sporting reasons. There is around 20% of the total cricket participation that is
focused in the market segments who play cricket for more social and recreational reasons.
The total cricket population in Northampton as projected by Active People 4 is 1,440
people.



The Active People survey findings are showing a very low latent demand for cricket of only
between 0.1% – 1% of the adult population across Northampton. This potential cricket
participation is spread quite evenly across the competitive organised cricket segments of
Jamie, Tim and Ben and the casual recreational cricket segments of Kev, Philip and Terry.
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There are no noticeable adult female cricket participation/segments.
demand for cricket across all market segments is 685 people.

The total latent

Hockey


Spatially across Northampton the Active People survey findings are showing there is
between 0.1% - 1% of the Northampton adult population who play hockey. The hockey
participation is spread across several market segments and across both sexes – it is the most
balanced in terms of gender population of any of the sports reviewed. The total hockey
population in Northampton as projected by Active People 4 is 525 people.



The Active People survey findings are showing there is a very low latent demand for hockey
of only between 0.1% – 1% of the adult population across Northampton. This potential
hockey population is spread quite evenly across 10 segments in total and across both sexes.
The total latent demand for hockey across all market segments is 340 people.

Rugby Union


The percentage of the adult population participating in rugby as a percentage of the total
Northampton population is between 0.1% - 1%. Rugby participation like the other pitch
sports profile is the same three segments of Jamie, Ben and Tim and these three market
segments contain virtually all the rugby population. The Active People survey of the total
rugby population is 545 people.



The percentage of the population who would LIKE to play rugby does not vary across
Northampton and is the same percentage of the population who DO play rugby union, at
between 0.1% – 1% of the Northampton population. In terms of the dominant market
segments who would like to play rugby it is the same three segments but with a higher
profile for Jamie when compared with the Jamie’s who do play rugby union. The Active
People survey of the total would like to play rugby population is 600 people.
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4. Overview

04

Introduction
This section provides an overview of pitch provision in Northampton Borough and the demand
for these pitches. Sections 5 – 8 consider the key issues arising and the adequacy of provision to
meet the needs of residents for football, cricket, rugby and hockey. Provision within the four sub
areas of Northampton is also evaluated within these sections.
The key priorities and recommendations are set out in the report under separate cover.
Pitch Supply
There are 253 individual football pitches across Northampton Borough. This figure includes all
known public, private, school and other pitches whether or not they are in secured community
use. These pitches comprise:









92 adult football pitches
60 junior football pitches
36 mini soccer pitches
22 Cricket pitches
28 Rugby pitches
10 Artificial Grass Pitches (AGPs)
1 Lacrosse pitch
1 gaelic football pitch

In addition, there are 10 schools with generic grass pitches that do not currently have any
markings. The full audit of pitches can be seen in Appendix A. Table 4.1 summarises the
approximate amount of land dedicated to each of the main grass pitch sports.
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Table 4.1 – Overview of Pitch Provision in Northampton

Area

Number of
Pitches

Assumed Area Total Area

Adult Football

92

0.9

82.8

Junior Football

60

0.6

36.00

Mini Football

36

0.22

7.92

Cricket

22

1.60

35.2

Rugby

28

1.2

33.6

Table 4.1 demonstrates that 65% of the total amount of land dedicated to pitches in
Northampton Borough is for football. The number of adult football pitches has decreased slightly
since the previous study– this is because there has been a significant increase in junior and mini
football pitch provision, to respond to the changing demands.
Much lower amounts of space are dedicated to rugby and cricket pitches. The number of
cricket pitches has declined slightly – this is largely down to a reduction in the number of facilities
marked out at public sites. The availability of rugby pitches has remained constant. Perhaps
most significantly, the number of AGPs has increased substantially from 2 in 2005 to 10 at the
current time. Map 4.1 illustrates the location of the pitch sites across the Borough.

"Northampton all
sites.pdf"

In addition to the 253 pitches within Northampton Borough, there are 32 sites located within
close proximity to the Borough boundaries. These are primarily situated within more rural villages
on the edge of Northampton. Sites which consultation demonstrates are of particular value to
residents of Northampton include:







Moulton Sports Complex and College
The Obelisk Centre (situated right on the border with Northampton)
Caroline Chisholm School
Campion School
Harlestone Playing Fields
Brixworth Cricket Club
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Community Use
In line with ‘Towards a Level Playing Field: A manual for the Production of a Playing Pitch
Strategy’ (Sport England and CCPR 2003), our definition of ‘community pitches’ is those pitches
with ‘secured community use’ – also referred to as category A pitches. Section 2 provides full
definition of community use.
The majority of pitches (91%) in Northampton BC have secured community use, a situation in
stark contrast to that evident at the time of the 2004 Playing Pitch Strategy.
In 2005, a Private Finance Initiative (PFI) school project in Northampton saw 41 schools
refurbished and / or rebuilt. These schools are now managed by Northampton Schools Ltd
(Amey). Building maintenance, cleaning services, caretaking, grounds maintenance and
security are all provided by Amey as part of the contract. The contract also requires all school
sports facilities to be available for community use outside curricular hours (after 6pm), meaning
that in theory, access for the community to the stock of facilities is good and there are relatively
few facilities that do not offer full community use.
Following suit, many of the remainder of schools who fall outside of the PFI contract are also
available for community use. Although schools indicate that these arrangements are secured,
in reality there is less security around use of these sites in the long term.
School sites which do not allow any community use are: Quinton House School, Northgate
School Arts College, Blackthorn Primary School, East Hunsbury Primary School, Headlands
Primary School, Kings Meadow School, St Gregorys Catholic Primary School, St James CEVA, St
Marys Catholic Primary School and All Saints CEVA Primary School. The University of
Northampton also does not permit community use, citing the poor quality of the existing facilities
as the reason behind this decision. The majority of schools not currently permitting community
use either do not offer this as they have not been approached, or consider their facilities to be
inappropriate for this purpose.
Table 4.2 sets out the pitch provision in each of the four areas that is secured for community use.
This includes all of the PFI schools, even though some indicated that they do not offer
community use at the current time, although they are contractually obliged to do so if the need
arises.
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Table 4.2 – Community Use Pitches
Number of
Pitches in
2005
Area

Area (ha)

% of total
number of
pitches

0.9

79.2

96%

0.6

33

92%

Area per
Pitch (ha)

Number of
Pitches

71

Adult
Football

88

Junior
Football

55

Mini Football

34

5

0.22

7.48

94%

Cricket

21

27

1.6

33.6

95%

Rugby

21

12

1.2

25.2

75%

12

When comparing the amount of pitches available for community use now (Table 4.2), with the
amount recorded in the 2005 Playing Pitch Strategy, it can be seen that:







Overall, the amount of facilities available for community use has significantly increased
since 2005. As explained, this can largely be attributed to the requirement for all schools
under the PFI contract to be open for community use and to the number of other schools
that now offer their facilities to the local community. A higher proportion of football pitches
are secured for use than pitches for other sports
A lower proportion of rugby pitches are secured for community use than any other type of
facility – this is due to the location of rugby pitches at the University and at independent
schools
The majority of pitches that are not available for community use are either private facilities
at professional clubs (Northamptonshire County Cricket Ground, Sixfields Stadium, Franklin
Gardens) or are at school sites
All AGPs are available for community use.

The amount of pitches per 1000 population is relatively in Northampton in comparison to other
authorities for which playing pitch strategies have been completed, indicating that the overall
availability of pitches is good. There is one adult pitch (including AGPs) for every 1068 residents
in this age category, which is lower than many other authorities. Comparators include:


St Albans City and District Council 1:540



Lichfield District Council 1:766
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North Lincolnshire Council 1:773



North Wiltshire District Council 1:804



Kirklees Metropolitan Borough Council 1:867



South Ribble Borough Council 1:891



Swindon 1:926



Adur District Council 1:947



Rochdale Metropolitan Borough Council 1:968



Ipswich Borough Council 1:992



Northampton Borough Council 1:1068



St Helens 1:1,050



Portsmouth City Council 1:1,100



Darlington Borough Council 1:1,150



Sandwell MBC 1:1,327



Wolverhampton City Council 1:1,537.

The number of junior and mini pitches is however significantly above average. While there are
no formal comparators available, Northampton contains more junior and mini pitches than any
of the above authorities.
Supporting the stock of playing fields, there are 14 formal public MUGAs suitable for sport. All of
these facilities are accessible free of charge at any time and are located largely on publically
accessible greenspace.
Ownership
The ownership of all community use playing fields in Northampton is illustrated in Table 4.3. It
clearly demonstrates that Northampton BC, and Northampton Schools Ltd are the key providers
of pitches in the area, with 46% of pitches owned and managed by Northampton Borough
Council and 22% managed by Northampton Schools Ltd. The voluntary sector is also an
important provider of pitches, particularly for cricket and rugby, where the majority of facilities
are club based. It should be noted that pitch details at school sites are approximate, as it
became apparent throughout consultation that line markings are changed regularly in response
to school curricular requirements.
Table 4.3 - Ownership
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Area

Northam
Other
pton
PFI
Parish Voluntary
School /
Borough Schools
Council
Sector
Education
Council

Private /
Corporate

TOTAL

Adult
Football

55

11

5

4

8

5

88

Junior
Football

18

23

7

2

4

1

55

Mini
Football

19

6

1

2

6

0

34

Cricket

7

4

0

3

5

2

21

Rugby

1

4

3

0

12

1

21

Other

1

0

1

0

0

2

TOTAL

101

16

12

35

9

221

48

Distribution of Pitches
Map 4.2 illustrates the distribution of playing fields across the Borough, highlighting a relatively
evenly distribution of provision. It outlines the type of sport that each site offers and
demonstrates that there are 11 public / club based multi sport sites. These include:






‘The Racecourse’ Park (15 adult football pitches, 2 junior football pitches, 8 mini pitches, 2
cricket pitches, a rugby pitch and a gaelic football pitch)
Abington Park – 4 adult football, 3 mini football, 2 cricket pitches
Wootton Hall Park (1 adult football, 1 junior football, 1 mini football, 1 cricket)
Northampton BBOB RUFC – 2 adult football and 1 rugby pitch
Kingsthorpe Recreation Ground – 5 adult football pitches, 2 mini pitches and 2 cricket
pitches.
Comment [J1]: Map?

Pitch Provision.pdf

As well as pitches and MUGAs, many of the sites containing playing fields also provide other
sporting opportunities, specifically:


Abington Park – 6 tarmac tennis courts and 2 bowling greens
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Old Northamptonians – 2 grass tennis courts, although these are not to be reinstated during
2011
Rushmills – 1 bowling green and 3 tennis courts
Beckets Park – 4 tennis courts, although only one is currently suitable for use
Racecourse Park – 3 bowling greens, 3 all weather tennis courts, 3 tarmac tennis courts and
3 grass tennis courts. There is also a basketball court
Far Cotton Recreation Ground – 2 bowling greens
Kingsthorpe Recreation Ground – 3 bowling greens and 2 tennis courts
Parklands Recreation Ground – small basketball area
Sileby Rangers FC – bowling green
Collingtree Park – 2 tennis courts.

Pitch Provision in Northampton - Background
Maintenance
Public pitches in Northampton BC are managed and maintained by Northampton BC Grounds
Maintenance team, who operate on an output specification contract. The contract is of a
relatively high specification and the service seeks to provide high quality public pitches. The
regime includes aerating, reinstatement, levelling and spiking. The same team who maintain
the parkland carry out pitch maintenance and the team are therefore not pitch specialists. The
team have flexibility within their remit to react to issues, and to seek to improve the quality of
facilities where needed. Currently however the high demand for pitches in the Borough means
that additional pitches have been laid out, and are being provided on a weekly basis. With the
maintenance budgets remaining the same, spend per pitch, and time spent per pitch will
decrease.
PFI School sites are maintained by Amey. These sites are managed to a high specification
performance output orientated contract and where specialist work is required, this is
subcontracted. Northampton Schools Ltd seek to work in partnership with the school to
maximise the quality of the pitch and there is a reporting system in place for schools to report
issues with their pitches. The groundsmen working at the PFI schools are specialist groundsmen
who work solely on pitch provision at schools across the Borough.
School sites that do not fall under the PFI contract are managed by the school, and the school
has that autonomy to determine the amount spent on pitch maintenance out of the total
grounds maintenance budget and the contractor chosen to undertake the work. Government
guidance suggests that school pitches should be of sufficient quality to sustain at least 7 hours
usage per week.
All of the Parish Councils who own pitches have dedicated groundsmen who are responsible for
the upkeep of these pitches. Most of these groundsmen also take responsibility for the parks
and recreation spaces owned by the Parish.
For all types of pitch, quality in Northampton has been measured through site assessments
carried out in line with the assessment matrix provided in Towards a Level Playing Field – these
assessments are non technical assessments designed to provide an overview of pitch quality
and the degree to which facilities are fit for purpose. The findings of these assessments are then
linked with issues raised by maintenance teams, as well as consultation with pitch users to
provide a full overview of pitch quality and issues.
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Site Visits
The site assessments have been used as a basis to explore the key issues arising with regards
pitch quality.
Table 3.4 summarises the overall pitch quality for each sport based on the TaLPF non technical
assessment matrix. It uses the following categorisations (derived from the matrix in TaLPF) to
categorise the sites:


Excellent Pitch – 90%+



Good Pitch – 64% - 90%



Average Pitch – 55% - 64%



Below Average Pitch – 30% - 54%



Poor Quality Pitch – less than 30%.

This table includes all community pitches, but excludes pitches at school sites.
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Table 4.4 – Pitch Quality

Sport

Excellent
Average
Good (no.
(% of
(%. of
of pitches)
pitches)
pitches)

Below
Average Poor (% of
(% of
pitches)
pitches)

Football

0%

91%

9%

0%

0%

Cricket

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

Rugby

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

* not all cricket pitches were assessed due to the timing of site visits (out of season)

21% of school sites are rated as good and the majority of the remainder (74%) are considered to
be average. With the exception of Kingsthorpe College, all secondary schools have good
pitches that have recently been laid. The pitches at Greenfields School are not yet ready for
use. Pitches at Kingsthorpe College and University of Northampton are considered poor.
It is clear that there is a greater variation in the quality of football pitches than any other type of
pitch, although even football pitches are of relatively high quality.
In general, site visits concluded that;


Pitches are well drained and in reasonable order. Eastfields, Round Spinney and Errington
Park were identified as having drainage issues;



Sites in general are perceived to be well maintained, although there is evidence of issues
associated with the location of many such sites within public parks;



There are a lot of tyre tracks on pitches - although it appeared in some instances that these
tyre tracks were caused by line marking machinery as well as misuse through quad bikes etc



Wickets on public cricket pitches are not protected – consultation at time of site visit
suggested that this attracts vandalism and further misuse



The quality and quantity of rugby facilities is high, and the influence of rugby on
Northampton as a town is clear

User perceptions generally support the findings of the site assessments, although some specific
issues are raised with regards maintenance, line markings and changing accommodation. Full
analysis of the quality of each type of pitch, alongside site-specific issues is found in the sport
specific sections.
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Changing Facilities
Despite some of the issues identified with pitch provision and the challenges in adequately
maintaining facilities, overall the quality of pitches is average to good. For many users, the
provision and quality of changing facilities is a greater issue than the quality of the pitches
themselves.
Demand
Table 4.5 summarises the community teams participating in each sport.
Table 4.5 – Community Teams in Northampton Borough
Sport

Number of Teams

Adult Football

154

Junior Football

110

Mini Football
Cricket

65
19 adult and 14 junior

Adult Rugby

24

Junior Rugby

25

Midi Rugby

30

Adult Hockey

16

Junior Hockey

8

TOTAL

462

As evident above, just over 70% of the total teams in the borough are football teams. While
demand for senior football has remained relatively static with a slight decline in participation,
there have been recent booms in mini and junior soccer, from 82 teams in total in 2004 / 2005 to
175 teams now.
Market segmentation demonstrates that it is football that residents of Northampton have the
highest propensity to participate in (out of pitch sports). There are evidently high levels of
demand from younger players, with 54% of the total teams in the Borough made up of residents
playing youth or mini sport.
Participation in Schools
As discussed earlier in this section, schools play an important role in providing pitches in
Northampton. In addition to enabling community use, schools are also used for day-to-day
curricular activities and for curricular and extra curricular sports.
The Northampton School Sports Partnership serves 24,000 students across Northampton,
reaching out to the majority of schools in the Borough. Schools are divided into ten,
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predominantly geographical clusters, each containing a secondary school. Activities run
include:


Football - Secondary school league, primary school, one off tournaments usually one per
term.



Rugby union and league – coaching and ad hoc competition



Netball - High five netball for primary schools district league for secondary school.



Athletics – Comprehensive athletics competition during the summer months



Cricket – one off tournaments of Kwik Cricket at primary schools and secondary school
cricket leagues



Hockey – matches and coaching.

The remainder of this report builds on the overview of provision set out in this section and is set
out as follows:


Section 5 – Artificial Grass Pitches



Section 6 – Football



Section 7 – Cricket



Section 8 – Rugby



Section 9 – Hockey

The key priorities and recommendations for the future delivery of pitches in Northampton
Borough are set out in the report, under separate cover.
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5. Artificial Grass Pitches

05

Introduction
This section evaluates the adequacy of Artificial Grass Pitch (AGP) pitch provision within
Northampton Borough and the surrounding area and outlines:


The supply of pitches



Demand for these pitches



The ability of the pitch stock to meet demand



Used capacity (how full the pitches are estimated to be)



Relative share of pitches (how much share of an AGP each person in Northampton has and
now this compares with other authorities, East Midlands region and England wide)



Strategic Issues to be addressed.

Artificial pitches can be used for match play and training for football, rugby and hockey and
therefore this section provides strategic context for analysis of the adequacy of provision set out
in each of sport specific sections 6 - 9.
AGP Assessment Context
The findings of this assessment are based on the Sport England National Analysis of the supply
and demand for AGPs for both football and hockey.
Overall the purpose of including this section on AGPs is to provide a supply and demand
assessment on the current provision for AGPs in Northampton as assessed by Sport England. This
provides additional information on this type of pitch provision and context when considering the
overall findings and issues emerging through the preparation of the Northampton Playing Fields
Issues and recommendation report.
As this AGP assessment does not fall under the Towards a Level Playing Field Methodology set
out in Section 2, it is important to set out some of the main parameters of the Sport England
assessment. A full description of the methodology applied by Sport England is set out in
Appendix B. The main parameters are:


This national assessment is undertaken annually by Sport England and for every local
authority area in England, so it is a comparative assessment and uses a consistent
methodology for assessing supply and demand for every full size pitch and across every
local authority in England at the same time. This assessment reports the findings for the Sport
England assessment in 2010.



This national assessment does include information to supplement the Northampton PPS, for
example, how full the pitches are estimated to be and how the supply of pitches in
Northampton compares with other authorities, so there are standard comparators.
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The assessment is based on the rates and frequency of sports participation drawn from
national research work undertaken by Sport England and sportscotland. Participation for
both football and hockey is included and the findings on the rates and frequency of
participation is then applied to the Northampton (and other areas) population. So the
model is based upon research findings on the participation profile for these sports/pitches
applied to the local population to generate locally specific findings.



The assessment does distinguish between pitch surfaces and sports use. So it assesses the
demand for football pitches based on football surfaces and the same for hockey (rugby is
not included). The findings reported on here are for football and hockey combined.



The assessment only includes full size AGPs for each sport and both floodlit and none floodlit
pitches. Mutli Use Games Areas (MUGAs) are not included



The assessment includes all full size pitches from all providers, local authority, club, school
and commercial pitches. It does not include small sided games areas provided by
commercial operators (such as the Goals Facility at Abbey School)



The assessment includes pitches that are available for community use for all or part of the
week (the appendix sets out details of the peak and off peak periods for community use)
and the supply assessment is calculated on the hours of community use. Pitches that are
not available for community use are not included in the assessment.

The findings reported in this section set out the Sport England assessment of the 2010 supply and
demand for AGPs in Northampton and surrounding authorities as an overview or context for the
Northampton PPS itself.
Report of Findings and Geographical Coverage
This section includes the findings for Northampton, Daventry, South Northamptonshire local
authorities and also for East Midlands Region, enabling comparisons between the different
geographical areas.
Pitch supply
Table 5.1 contains the findings on AGP pitch supply for full size football and hockey pitches in
Northampton, the comparator authorities and East Midlands Region.
Table 5.1 - Artificial Grass Pitch Supply

Northampton

Daventry

South
Northamptonshire

East Midlands
Region

Number of pitches

9

6

5

150

Number of pitch sites

9

5

5

137

Supply of total pitches in
pitches

9

6

5

150

4,568

3,463

3,300

92,324

0.43

0.73

0.53

0.33

Supply

Supply of total pitch
space in visits
Pitches per 1,000
population
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The key findings from Table 5.1 are


Northampton as at February 2010 had 9 full size AGP pitch sites and all the sites are single
pitch sites – there are no double pitch sites.



Northampton has the highest provision of the authorities, with 6 pitch sites in Daventry and 5
in South Northamptonshire, all pitch sites are single pitches. Northampton has 6% of the total
full size AGP pitch provision across the 45 local authorities in East Midlands region



Based on the comparator of pitches per 1,000 population Northampton has 0.43 pitches per
1,000 population. This is below the provision in Daventry at 0.73 pitches per 1,000 population
and South Northamptonshire at 0.53 pitches per 1,000 population. However Northampton’s
provision is above the East Midlands region average of 0.33 pitches per 1,000 population.

Table 5.2 provides a list of each pitch location, size of pitch, pitch surface, dimensions, number
of pitches, year opened and year re-furbished. The Thomas Becket High School pitch is
excluded as this opened in September 2010, after the Sport England assessment was
undertaken
The key findings from Table 5.2 are


There are 4 sand filled pitch surface types and 5 pitches that are 3g pitches, there are no
water based pitch surfaces.



The pitch stock is recent and modern with 8 of the pitch sites provided post 2000 and the
oldest pitch is 1990 and which was refurbished in 2005. The quality of the playing stock
should therefore be good. However there will be a need to refurbish more pitches in the
near future, given the concentrated provision of 8 pitches between 2002 – 2008.



All full size AGPs are in public ownership which does allow the strategic planning and
operation of the pitches to be more easily determined. That said 8 of the 9 pitch sites are on
school sites.
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Table 5.2 – AGP Pitch Locations
Surface

Site Size

Year
Built

Year
Refurbished

Ownership

KINGS HEATH
RECREATION GROUND

SANDNonFlo
odlit

98 x 61

1990

2005

P

KINGSTHORPE COLLEGE

SANDFloodlit

100 x 60

2007

P

NORTHAMPTON
ACADEMY

3GFloodlit

107 x 71

2006

P

NORTHAMPTON HIGH
SCHOOL

SANDFloodlit

101 x 62

2002

NORTHAMPTON
SCHOOL FOR BOYS

3GFloodlit

100 x 60

2007

P

THE DUSTON SCHOOL

3GFloodlit

100 x 60

2008

P

THE NORTHAMPTON
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

3GNoNFloodl
it

100 x 60

2007

P

MALCOLM ARNOLD
ACADEMY

SANDFloodlit

97 x 62

2003

P

WESTON FAVELL UPPER
SCHOOL SPORTS PLUS
CENTRE

3GFloodlit

100 x 60

2007

P

Name

2008

P

Map 5.1 illustrates the distribution of AGPs across the Borough.

"Northampton
AGPs.pdf"

Demand for Artificial Grass Pitches
Table 5.3 sets out the findings on the total demand for pitches in Northampton, the compactor
authorities and East Midlands region. The key findings are;


Northampton has a population which is over 2.5 times larger than Daventry and over 2.2
times larger than South Northamptonshire. The fact that Northampton has a lower pitch
supply based on pitches per 1,000 population is brought into stark contrast when comparing
the population totals.



Not surprisingly Northampton from its much larger population has a pitch demand of 7.08
pitches compared with the 2.45 pitches in Daventry and 2.82 pitches in South
Northamptonshire.



18.5% of the adult population in Northampton do not have access to a car. This is higher
than the East Midlands regional average of 17.2% of the adult population. This means that
the location of the pitches across the Borough is important to ensure there is access to
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pitches based on travel to pitches by walk to and public transport as well as by car. The
Sport England assessment is that of the satisfied demand for pitches in Northampton, over
77% travelled by car, over 20% travelled by foot and 2% travelled by public transport. Given
that the walk to catchment for AGP’s is 20 minutes/1 mile, then the location of the pitches to
ensure accessibility on foot, when 1 in 5 of all visits to pitches is estimated to be on foot is
important.
Table 5.3 – Demand for AGPs
Northampton

Daventry

South
Northamptonshire

EAST MIDLANDS
REGION

209802

82346

95115

4526131

Visits demanded as visits

5237

1814

2089

104873

Equivalent in pitches

7.08

2.45

2.82

141.72

% of population without
access to a car

18.5

8.7

6.6

17.2

Demand
Population as at 2010

Supply and Demand Balance for Artificial Grass Pitches
Table 5.4 sets out the findings on the supply and demand balance for pitches in Northampton,
the comparator authorities and East Midlands region. It is important to note that these findings
are based on the total supply of pitches in Northampton being compared with the total
demand for pitches from the Northampton population (excluding the pitch at Thomas Beckett
School). It is a comparison of supply and demand and whether there are pitch supply
deficiencies or surpluses in pitch demand. This table is not based on the catchment area of the
pitches which obviously extends across the local authority boundaries. The supply and demand
findings based on the catchment area of the pitches is set out under satisfied demand and
unmet demand findings.
The key findings from table 5.4 are


based on the total supply of AGP’s in Northampton and the total demand for AGPs from the
Northampton population, there is a deficiency of just under 1 full size AGP. Whilst Daventry
on the same supply and demand comparison has a surplus of just over 2 full size AGP’s and
South Northamptonshire has a surplus of just over 1.5 full size pitches.



Across East Midlands region there is a deficiency of just under 17 full size AGPs.
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Table 5.4 - Supply and Demand Balance for Artificial Grass Pitches

Northampton

Daventry

South
Northamptonshire

EAST
MIDLANDS
REGION

Supply - Pitch provision (pitches)
hours available for community
use

6.17

4.68

4.46

124.76

Demand - Pitch provision
(pitches)

7.08

2.45

2.82

141.72

Supply/Demand balance
variation. In pitch provision
available, compared to the
minimum required to meet
demand.

-0.91

2.23

1.64

-16.96

Supply/Demand Balance

Satisfied Demand for AGPs
Table 5.5 sets out the findings on the total satisfied demand for pitches in Northampton, the
comparator authorities and East Midlands region.
Satisfied demand is defined as the demand for AGPs which is located within the catchment
area of an AGP and there is sufficient capacity at the site of an AGP to meet that demand.
The key findings from table 5.5 are:


over 92% of the total demand for AGPs by Northampton residents is satisfied demand and
met by the catchment area of the current supply of pitches. The very high level of satisfied
demand for pitches in Northampton compares positively with a satisfied demand of 78.6% in
Daventry, 80.7% in South Northamptonshire and 79.9% for East Midlands Region.



Northampton has the highest percentage of satisfied demand that travels to pitches on
foot. This is 20.2% of all satisfied demand and compares with 11.5% of visits to pitches on foot
in Daventry, 9.4% of all visits to pitches on foot in South Northamptonshire and 13.7% for East
Midlands Region. The present location of pitches is ok in meeting the demand from the on
foot catchment area. However should there be replacement of pitches/new locations then
an assessment of the demand in the 20 miunutes/1 mile walk to catchment area is important
in maintaining/improving accessibility, given that one in five visits to AGP’s in Northampton
are on foot.



Northampton retains around 53% of its own demand for AGPs at the 9 sites across the
authority (excluding Thomas Beckett). Northampton is estimated to be exporting some 46%
of its own demand for pitches and which is met at sites outside the authority. This is perhaps
not too surprising since the Borough is estimated to have a deficit of just under one pitch
and there is estimated to be a surplus of just over 2 pitches in Daventry and over 1.5 pitches
in South Northamptonshire. (Note: it is not possible from the model to determine where the
exported demand for pitches goes to, although analysis undertaken as part of Playing Pitch
Issues and recommendation report research suggests that that, in real terms, this is to
Moulton Sports College, Campion School and Caroline Chisholm School).
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Table 5.5 - Satisfied Demand for Artificial Grass Pitches

Northampton

Daventry

South
Northamptonshire

EAST MIDLANDS
REGION

Total number of visits which
are met

4849

1425

1685

83788

% of total demand satisfied

92.6

78.6

80.7

79.9

% of demand satisfied who
travelled by car

77.6

87.7

90

84.3

% of demand satisfied who
travelled by foot

20.2

11.5

9.4

13.7

% of demand satisfied who
travelled by public transport

2.2

0.8

0.7

2

Demand Retained

2603

902

718

80571

Demand Retained -as a %
of Satisfied Demand

53.7

63.3

42.6

96.2

Demand Exported

2246

524

967

3218

Demand Exported -as a % of
Satisfied Demand

46.3

36.8

57.4

3.8

Satisfied Demand

Unmet Demand for AGPs
Table 5.6 sets out the findings on the total unmet demand for pitches in Northampton, the
comparator authorities and East Midlands Region.
Unmet demand is defined as (1) the demand for AGPs which cannot be met because there is
insufficient capacity at an existing AGP site to absorb the demand and there is no other AGP
which is located within the catchment area to absorb that demand (2) there is demand for an
AGP but is located outside the catchment area of any existing AGP and this is also termed as
unmet demand.
The key findings from table 5.6 are:


The total unmet demand for AGPs is 7.4% of the total demand for AGPs by the Northampton
population. This is equivalent to just over half a full size AGP. This is based on the catchment
area of the AGPs and overlaps local authority boundaries. (Note; this figure is different from
the supply/demand balance of a need for just under one full size AGP because that
assessment was based on the Northampton total demand compared with the total supply
of pitches in Northampton – so a local authority assessment not a catchment area
assessment. It is the catchment area assessment that is the most valid assessment).
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Of the total unmet demand for AGPs (7.4% of total demand), some 86% is due to lack of
capacity and 14% is due to demand being located outside the catchment area of an
existing AGP. So it is unmet demand because of lack of capacity and not the location of
the pitches that is determining the scale of unmet demand. As reported earlier the 9 pitch
sites are well distributed to meet the demand for pitches.

Table 5.6 - Unmet Demand for Artificial Grass Pitches
Northampton

Daventry

South
Northamptonshire

EAST
MIDLANDS
REGION

Total number of visits in the
peak period not currently
being met

389

389

403

21084

Unmet demand as a % of
total demand

7.4

21.4

19.3

20.1

Equivalent in full size pitches

0.53

0.53

0.55

28.49

% of Unmet Demand due to
of Lack of Capacity -

85.8

85.5

86

81.5

Outside Catchment

14.2

14.5

14

18.5

Lack of Capacity

85.8

85.5

86

81.5

Unmet Demand

Used Capacity for AGPs
Table 5.7 sets out the findings on the estimated amount of pitch capacity which is used
(considering how full the pitches are), for pitches in Northampton, the comparator authorities
and East Midlands Region.
Used capacity also sets out the percentage of visits to pitches by walkers and by road which
includes public transport as well as by car. It also sets out the visits which are imported as a
percentage of the total pitch capacity used.
The key findings from table 5.7 are:


Across the 9 pitch sites in Northampton the estimate is that in effect the pitches are full at
peak times, with used capacity at 99.7% of total capacity. There are equally high
percentages for Daventry at 97.7% of pitch capacity used, South Northamptonshire at 96.9%
of pitch capacity used and 97.4% of pitch capacity used across the East Midlands Region.
In effect the Sport England assessment shows that there is no spare pitch capacity in
Northampton .



As already reported, the estimate is that just over 20% of all visits to pitches in Northampton
are by walking and just under than 80% of all visits are made by road. The walk to visit rate is
much higher than the other authorities and East Midlands region with the percentages being
Daventry, 5.4% of all visits by walking, South Northamptonshire 6.2% by walking and the East
Midlands Region average being 12.7% of all visits to AGPs by walking.
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Some 43% of all the used capacity at Northampton’s 9 pitch sites is imported. Northampton
imports far less visits, as a percentage of used capacity, than Daventry where the
percentage is 73.3% of all visits and South Northamptonshire where the percentage is 77.6%.
These percentages contrast very strongly with the East Midlands Regional average of only
10.4% of all the used capacity of pitches being imported from outside the authority. There
are obviously a lot of pitches in the Northamptonshire area located close to the local
authority boundary and the nearest pitch for lots of people is not located in the local
authority area in which they live.
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Table 5.7 - Used Capacity for Artificial Grass Pitches
Northampton

Daventry

South
Northamptonshire

EAST MIDLANDS
REGION

Total number of visits used
of current capacity

4556

3383

3199

89885

% of overall capacity of
pitches used

99.7

97.7

96.9

97.4

% of visits made to pitches
by walkers

20.3

5.4

6.2

12.7

% of visits made to pitches
by road

79.7

94.6

93.8

87.3

Number of visits imported

1953

2481

2481

9314

As a % of used capacity

42.9

73.3

77.6

10.4

Used Capacity

Visits Imported:

Relative Share for AGPs
Table 5.8 sets out the findings on the relative share of AGPs for each resident of Northampton,
the comparator authorities and East Midlands Region.
Relative Share is not a supply and demand assessment it is an equity assessment. Relative share
takes the total population of England and compares this with the total capacity of AGPs across
the country. This finding is then set at 100% as the national share and then the same calculation
is done for the population in each local authority and compared with the total capacity of
pitches in that local authority area.
If a finding is below 100, then the population in that local authority has an equity share of AGPs
which is less than the England wide national share. A figure of above 100 means that a local
authority population has a higher equity share of pitches when compared with the England
wide equity share.
The key findings from table 5.8 are:


Northampton has an equity share of + 45 above the England wide national share of 100. So
in effect the equity share of AGP’s by the Northampton population is considerably better
than the England wide equity share and the East Midlands regional average which is + 17 of
the National figure.



Similarly Daventry has a very high + 87 to the England wide equity share of 100, so Daventry
residents are almost twice as “better off” in their equity share of pitches than the England
wide figure. Whilst South Northamptonshire relative share is + 67 of the England wide equity
share.
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Table 5.7 - Equity Share of AGPs
Northampton

Daventry

South
Northamptonshire

EAST MIDLANDS
REGION

Score - with 100 =
national share

145

187

167

117

+/- from National share

45

87

67

17

Relative Share

Issues for a Strategy to Address
The Sport England 2010 national assessment of supply and demand for AGPs provides a
contextual overview of the supply and demand for AGPs in the Borough, taking into account
the provision in the surrounding areas. Any assessment of how the findings can be developed in
the PPS have to be considered alongside findings emanating directly from the PPS work to
ensure there is integration.
That said and based on the Sport England 2010 supply and demand assessment of AGP’s the
key findings and issues to be considered in the context of hockey and football provision are as
follows:
Supply of pitches


The current supply of 9 pitch sites (now 10) were constructed over a short period of time with
8 of the 9 pitch sites constructed between 2002 – 2008. This means that over the next 4-5
years there is going to be a need to replace the pitch carpet and possibly undertake more
remedial works (no pitch condition survey work has been undertaken). Should there be a
condition survey of pitch sites to establish the works required, costs and timetable to
maintain at least the same level of pitch quality and public access/programme of use over
the next 10 years. (Note 7 of the 8 pitch sites are on school sites)



The current AGP assessment does not take into account the supply of commercial five a
side centres and any public MUGA site which is used for sports development and organised
play. The Goals Centre, as well as the MUGAs provide additional resource for clubs wishing
to access AGPs.



The Sport England assessment indicates that in 2010 the supply and demand for AGPs is
almost in balance and the satisfied demand for pitches is around 93% of total demand – so
very high. The model estimates that there is unmet demand for around half a full size pitch,
based on the catchment area of the current pitches and the 2010 sports participation and
frequency of participation in AGPs, predominantly for football.



The Sport England assessment is that the number and location of the AGP sites is providing
very good accessibility to pitches, based on where the population lives and the catchment
area of pitches. So much so, that around 93% of the total demand for pitches is within the
catchment area of an existing pitch (not all located in Northampton).



However some 20% of the total demand for AGP’s is estimated by Sport England to travel to
pitches by walking. This is a high travel pattern by walking and the catchment area is small
and based on 20 minutes/1 mile. The East Midlands regional average is for just less than 14%
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of visits to AGP’s are by walking. This means that in any changes in provision of pitches or in
selecting new locations it will be important to consider the walk to catchment area for the
site and the potential usage from a 20 minutes/I mile radius of the site - in short one in five
visits to AGP’s are by walking and it is an important locational factor in selecting sites to at
least ensure the walk to accessibility is maintained.


In short, this means that there are few issues with regards AGPs at the current time; however
should there be an increase in sports participation, for football especially, then the level of
unmet demand for pitches could increase significantly. The issue is which are the factors,
the timing and the scale of increase which could create additional unmet demand for
AGPs. Changes to the population and sports profile (Section 3) suggest that the peak
demand based on the age groups of the existing Northampton population and projected
through to 2016 is now, and that the ageing population will reduce demand. The influx of
younger people as part of new housing developments may however reverse this trend.

While the model therefore provides an overview of the adequacy of provision, there are a
number of other drivers that could impact upon the demand for AGPs, specifically:


Changes in the playing patterns of sports and in particular the increase in junior football, the
move to 9 a side games for under 11’s and the approval for competitive football to be
played on synthetic pitches



The housing growth in Northampton and the net inward migration of new population will in
itself create additional demand for AGP’s and other sports facilities. Past studies have
shown that population growth does not significantly increase the demand for sports facilities
because of the total age range of the population and the more narrow age range which
participates in sports. In very rounded terms for every four people that population is
increased by this creates one new adult sports participant – and this is across all sports and
facilities



Potential increase in pitch sports participation – this is the biggest single driver of increased
demand for sports facilities.
As reported under the participation profile section,
Northampton does not have a sporting population with a high participation in AGPs.
However given the fine balance between supply and demand currently for AGPs then any
increase in adult sports participation is going to increase the demand for additional AGPs.
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6. Football

06

Introduction
This section summarises pitch provision for football within Northampton Borough and the
surrounding area and outlines:


The supply of pitches



Demand for these pitches



The ability of the pitch stock to meet demand



Key issues to address.

Pitch Supply
There are 188 individual grass football pitches across Northampton Borough. This figure includes
all known public, private, school and other pitches whether or not they are in secured
community use. These pitches comprise:




92 adult football pitches
60 junior football pitches
36 mini soccer pitches

The full audit of pitches can be seen in Appendix A Table 6.1 summarises the distribution of grass
football pitches within each of the four analysis areas of Northampton Borough.
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Table 6.1 – Football Pitch Provision in Northampton

Area

Central

Number
Adult
Junior
Total
of Mini
Football Football
Pitch
Football
Pitches Pitches
Provision
Pitches

23

3

8

Key Pitch Sites

34

The Racecourse

North
West

24

25

9

58

Dallington Park, Errington Park,
Kings Heath Recreation Ground,
Acre Lane

South

17

20

10

47

Far Cotton Recreation Ground,
Collingtree Playing Fields

East

28

12

9

49

Lings Wood, Ecton Brook
Recreation Ground, Abington
Park

Total

92

60

36

188

The Racecourse, Lings Wood
Playing Fields

It can be seen that provision in the central area in terms of the number of pitches is below the
rest of the Borough, however provision is relatively even. All areas contain at least one multi
pitch site. When taking into account the population of the area, the highest level of provision
per 1000 population (in terms of number of pitches) is actually in the central area (over 1 pitch
per 1000). Provision is lowest in the South of the Borough.
In addition to the 188 pitches within Northampton Borough, there are 23 sites containing football
pitches located just outside of the Borough boundaries. These include:
















Brafield Road, Cogenhoe
Blisworth Football Club
Bugbrooke St Michael FC
Compton Park
Harpole Playing Fields
Heyford Playing Fields
Horton House Sports Club
Kislingbury Sports Field
Milton FC
Cold Ashby Playing Field
East Haddon Sports Ground
Harlestone Playing Fields
Crick Playing Field
Moulton Playing Fields
Obelisk Centre.
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These pitches largely serve the local communities in which they are situated and there are few
teams travelling out to use these pitches as their home grounds. More teams are travelling in to
Northampton to participate in one of the many leagues. Travel to use AGPs, particularly for
football training, is much more common place and will be returned to later in this section.
Community Use
Overall, 94% of football pitches are available to the local community, which is a comparatively
high proportion of pitches. This high percentage is influenced by the amount of schools that are
available for community use under the PFI contract. 13 pitches (4 adult football, 7 junior football
and 1 mini soccer pitch) are not situated at PFI sites, but at schools that indicate that they have
secure community use contracts. Most of these schools have provided pricing structures and
have therefore been considered to have secure usage arrangements.
Table 6.2 sets out the pitch provision in each of the four areas that is secured for community use.
As illustrated in Section 3, the proportion of junior and mini pitches to adult pitches has increased
significantly in recent years, and consultation demonstrates that additional pitches are being
requested and marked out frequently.
Table 6.2 – Community Use Pitches

Area

Adult
Football
Pitches

Junior
Football
Pitches

Number of % of Total Pitch
Mini Football Provision Secured
Pitches
(no of pitches)

Central

21

3

8

0.94%

West

22

24

7

0.91%

South

17

18

10

0.96%

East

28

10

9

0.96%

Total

88

55

34

94%

Table 6.2 illustrates that:
The vast majority of sites offer secured community use (influenced by the PFI contract). Indeed,
the majority of the remaining schools also offer community use, with the following schools
allowing access:






Thorplands Primary School (grass pitches currently used and there is a formal secure
agreement)
Malcolm Arnold Academy (formal pricing schedule for AGP, cricket nets and MUGAs)
Northampton Academy (formal agreement for AGP and floodlit grass pitches)
Thomas Becket Catholic High School (formal agreement for AGP, grass pitches not currently
used)
Kingsthorpe Grove Primary School (although pitches are currently being relayed)
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Northampton High School.

There are 11 schools that do not permit any form of community use at the current time. In
addition, Northampton University does not allow community use, as the pitches are of very poor
quality and unable to sustain even the levels of use required by the students.
Ownership
Of these pitches, 92 (57%) are owned and managed by Northampton Borough Council. These
facilities are located on 16 sites and are largely multi pitch sites. There are three Parish Councils
who manage facilities (Billing, Wootton and Collingtree) and a small number of clubs
(Northampton Spencer FC, Welland Valley FC, Northampton Sileby Rangers) who manage their
own facilities. The remainder of provision is either privately managed (hospitals, private
members clubs) or is located at school sites. 30% of the total numbers of football pitches are
located at school facilities, emphasising their importance.
Map 6.1 summarises the distribution of grass football pitches that are available for community
use across the Borough.

Football Pitches in
Northampton

Map 6.1 demonstrates that football pitches are relatively evenly distributed across the Borough.
Although there are comparatively fewer pitches to the east, the key gaps in provision fall in
areas of much lower population density.
Building on the analysis of the distribution of sites, there are several sites providing significant
opportunities for football, with 9 sites providing a total of 5 football pitches or more, and a further
7 sites providing 3 or more grass football pitches. The large multi pitch sites are summarised
below in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 – Large Multi Pitch Sites of Particular significance for football

Ownership

Adult
Pitches
(no)

Spring Park - Welford Road
Recreation Ground / Acre
Lane

NBC

5

Dallington Park Football and
Cricket

NBC

4

1

Kingsthorpe Recreation
Ground

NBC

5

1

Abington Park Sports Pitches

NBC

4

Site

Evidence Base

Junior
Pitches

Mini
Pitches

Total
Pitch
Provision
5

1

6

6
3

7

60

Ownership

Adult
Pitches
(no)

Junior
Pitches

Mini
Pitches

Total
Pitch
Provision

Far Cotton Recreation
Ground

NBC

3

1

3

7

Lings Wood

NBC

8

1

Welland
Valley FC

2

2

5

9

Parklands Recreation
Ground

NBC

2

5

4

11

Racecourse Park

NBC

15

2

8

25

Site

Lady Bridge Drive Playing
Fields

9

In addition to the multi pitch sites catering predominantly for local league teams, there are
single pitch sites that accommodate teams who play at a higher level, specifically:


Fernie Fields, Clubleigh Close – home of Northampton Sileby FC



Studland Road Football Ground – home of Northampton Spencer FC -



Sixfields Leisure Complex - Home of Northampton Town FC.

Map 6.2 illustrates the location of football pitches and also provides an indication of the total
number of pitches at each site. Although there are multi pitch sites to the south, these are on a
smaller scale.

Scale of Football
Pitches.pdf"

Other Facilities providing for football
There are several all weather pitches and MUGAs which complement the overall stock of grass
football pitches as follows:


Six 3g synthetic pitches - Weston Favell School, Northampton School for Boys, Northampton
School for Girls (not floodlit), Northampton Academy, The Duston School, Thomas Beckett
School – with the exception of the pitch at Northampton Academy (used for match play in
the Milton Keynes Veterans League) these pitches are used predominantly for training
requirements, although they are approved for use in competitive matches. The Sport
England guide to AGPs, produced in conjunction with the FA (and other NGBS) indicates
that the 4 sand based pitches can also be used for informal football training, although they
are not suitable for competitive matches.



MUGAs – Kings Heath, Blackthorn, Eastfield Park, Thorplands, Briar Hill, Spencer, Kingsthorpe,
St Davids, Rillwood Court, Camp Hill, Errington Park, Southfields, Semilong and Victoria Park –
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these facilities are used primarily informally, but are also used to provide Street Football, a
diversionary football activity run across the Borough on midweek evenings


37 MUGAs located at school sites (of which only 7 are located at sites which are not
available to the community). None of these facilities are known to be used by the
community at the current time. In general, these are tarmaced areas.

In addition to the above, there is a commercially run Goals Soccer Centre within the Borough.
This is located adjacent to Abbeyfields School and is used by the school during curriculum hours.
The facility contains 10 5 a side, fully floodlit synthetic pitches.
Quality of Football Pitches
In addition to measuring the provision of pitches in quantitative terms, it is also essential to
consider the quality of existing provision. Pitch quality influences the amount of matches that be
sustained, and as a consequence has a significant impact on the overall adequacy of supply in
an area.
Furthermore, perceived quality of pitches (and ancillary facilities) is almost as important as
actual quality and can change usage patterns. Players are more likely to travel to sites that
they perceive to be higher quality or better value for money. Indeed, lower quality pitches may
actually deter residents from participating.
As highlighted in Section 3, pitch quality in Northampton has been measured through site
assessments carried out in line with the assessment matrix provided in Towards a Level Playing
Field – these assessments are non-technical assessments designed to provide an overview of
pitch quality and the degree to which facilities are fit for purpose. The findings of these
assessments are then linked with issues raised by maintenance teams, as well as consultation
with pitch users to provide a full overview of pitch quality and issues.
Map 6.3 summarises the quality of grass football pitches across the Borough.

"Northampton
football pitch quality.

Map 6.3 illustrates that overall, the quality of facilities is average to good and there are relatively
few poor facilities. There are two poor school facilities located in close proximity to each other
in the north of the Borough (including Kingsthorpe College, a secondary school) and it is also
noticeable that the quality of facilities in the north west and north east is marginally lower than in
other parts of the Borough.
Table 6.4 illustrates the average score by area of the town. As highlighted in Section 3, the
quality of football pitches varies more than for other sports although on the whole provision is to
be good. Analysis of the average score indicates that the quality of mini pitches is marginally
above that of adult and junior pitches.
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Table 6.4 – Pitch Quality by Area

Area

Adult
Mini
Junior Football
Football
Football
Pitches
Pitches
Pitches
(average
(average
(average
score)
score)
score)

High Quality Pitch
Sites (over 75%)

Lower Quality Facilities
(below 65%)

Central

78%

74%

74%

Old
Northamptonians, N/a
Spencer FC

North
West

71%

69%

74%

Dallington Park

77%

Far Cotton
Recreation
Ground,
Ladybridge Playing
Fields, Wootton
Hall Park

South

North
East

Total

74%

66%

71%

76%

66%

71%

Errington Park, Kings Heath
Recreation Ground

Eastfield Recreation
Ground, Ecton Brook
Recreation Ground, Round
Spinney, Southfields

70%

Fernie Fields

74%

Kings Heath Recreation
Old
Ground, Eastfields
Northamptonians,
Recreation Ground,
Fernie Fields,
Southfields Recreation
Spencer FC,
Ground

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the higher degree of specialist maintenance that is received, the
quality of private facilities is higher than that of the public pitches. Far Cotton Recreation
Ground and Dallington Park were the highest scoring public facilities. Kings Heath Recreation
Ground, Eastfields Recreation Ground, Round Spinney, Ecton Brook Recreation Ground and
Errington Park all achieved lower scores. Site-specific issues will be returned to later in this
section.
Most notably, reflecting the issues raised in relation to map 6.2, the average pitch quality is lower
in the North East and North West than in the other two parts of the Borough. The majority of sites
achieving lower quality scores (below 65%) are located in these two areas, and only one site
gaining a score of 75% or above is in each of these areas. Building on the total quality scores
awarded to each site (Map 6.1), Figure 6.1, evaluates the key issues arising through the site
assessments of football pitches, by analysing the average percentage quality score achieved
for each of the quality components considered.
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It indicates that the significant majority of sites meet with National Governing Body (NGB) criteria
for minimum sizes and safety margins, although most pitches are towards the small end of the
acceptable range. In general terms, the key issues experienced are:


Damage to surface



The quality of equipment (posts, corner flags etc)



The slope of pitches



Evenness of pitches



Changing accommodation (or lack of).
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Figure 6.1 – Quality Issues at Football Pitches

Quality Issues
Line markings
Winter Sports - Goals, corner flags, nets
Changing Accommodation
Damage to Surface

Quality Issue

Unofficial Use
Glass / Stones / Litter
Dog Fouling
Evenness
Slope
Adequate safety margins
Size
Length of grass
Grass cover
0

20

40

60

80

100
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Average % Score

In contrast, the quality of line marking and the grass cover received positive ratings overall.
Despite the location of the majority of sites in public parks and recreation grounds, there was
little evidence of unofficial use, with the exception of damage to the surface (referenced
above).
At the time of site visits, drainage appeared effective at all sites, although this may be
influenced by the preceeding weather conditions, which were cold and frosty. There had been
limited play on the pitches prior to the site inspections taking place. Reviews of pitch bookings
demonstrate that cancellations for reasons other than frozen pitches are relatively rare.
Errington Park is the pitch that perhaps suffers the most (drainage), and there are also some
drainage issues at Round Spinney and Eastfield Park.
Changing Facilities
Despite some of the issues identified with pitch provision and the challenges in adequately
maintaining facilities, overall the quality of pitches is average to good. For many users, the
provision and quality of changing facilities is a greater issue than the quality of the pitches
themselves, as demonstrated by league secretary comments (later in this section). 23% of
football pitches are located on sites without any changing or toilet accommodation at all.
Map 6.3 illustrates the provision of changing facilities at community use sites across the Borough.
There are seven sites that do not contain any changing facilities at all, specifically:


Eastfield Park
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Ecton Brook Playing Fields



Errington Park Football



Kings Heath Recreation Football



Round Spinney



Southfields Recreation Ground



Spring Park - Welford Road Recreation Ground / Acre Lane.

Changing
Facilities.PDF

While the majority of the above sites are single / two pitch sites, the inclusion of Spring Park /
Acre Lane in the list, which has five pitches is significant. It is also clear that like the quality of
pitches, which is poorer in the north west and north east than in the rest of the borough, all of
the sites that do not contain changing facilities are also situated in these areas.
In addition to the above, with the exception of the Racecourse Park and Lings Wood, the
quality of all other changing provision is poor (although following investment, facilities at
Kingsthorpe Recreation Ground and Dallington Park are currently undergoing improvements
which are scheduled to be completed by April 2011). While the quality of changing
accommodation at the Racecourse Park and Lings Wood is good, there are insufficient facilities
to cater for the number of pitches that are provided. Furthermore, the size of the Racecourse
site means that some pitches are almost 1km from the changing block.
School Surveys
Responses to surveys with schools reveal the following with regards pitch quality:
Only 7 schools are not satisfied with the quality of the provision that they have (including the
university). Most of the issues identified revolve around the need for more space on the site, or
improvement to the line markings.
Of the responding schools, with the exception of line markings, the average scores awarded to
pitches ranged from average to good, reinforcing overall satisfaction with the levels of provision.
The factors achieving lower average quality scores were:


Line markings



Changing accommodation



Drainage



Overall pitch quality.
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User consultation
The views on existing pitch quality of key users are set out below and overleaf. These comments
represent the views of users only, and will be considered in the context of other findings later in
this section.
National Governing Body Perspective
The FA highlight concern over the potential implications on the reduction in staffing in the parks
department and whether this will have a negative effect on hiring of pitches and their general
condition throughout the season in terms of pitch maintenance and grass cutting.
The provision of changing facilities at key sites in the Borough is highlighted as a priority, in
particular supporting facilities at Parklands Recreation Ground and the Northampton Academy
to help create sustainable bases for large clubs. Charter standard clubs are the priority of the
FA.
The FA also indicates that the successes of the current football forum for leagues to
communicate with the local authority on pitch provision has worked well in the past in
alleviating issues with pitch provision. The focus of football on local authority pitches means that
it is essential that such forums continue. They also identify issues with the pricing policy of pitches
and suggest that prices are reduced for charter standard clubs, to encourage the development
of high quality clubs.
League Secretaries
Junior and Mini Football League
Representatives of the league believe that pitches are overused, which means that the time
available for natural repair is restricted and the top potential pitch quality is therefore inhibited.
Some members of the League Committee believe that the current quantity of pitches is
insufficient.
The league indicates that the quality of pitches has deteriorated in recent seasons (perhaps due
to higher levels of use on the pitches) and identify line markings (which are often not visible or
too thick) and pot holes as particular issues. Some pitches are also felt to be unseeded. In
general, most pitches are described as ok. Kings Heath pitches were referenced as being
particularly poor.
In order to improve the user experience for players and spectators, toilet facilities should be
provided at all sites as a minimum. Toilets are a requirement for teams participating in the
County Cup, although the standard of provision is much lower in Northampton than in other
areas. With the exception of the Racecourse and Far Cotton Recreation Ground, changing
facilities are perceived to be poor.
Issues with dog fouling and litter, generated by the location of pitches at public parks were also
raised.
Senior Male Football Leagues
In general, there are perceived to be sufficient pitches to meet demand at the peak time. This is
influenced by the fact that leagues have an allocation for their teams to use. Most pitches are
however shared by at least two teams.
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Teams in the west of the town, particularly in Duston, Upton and Hunsbury have to travel further
to play, and there is perceived to be a lack of facilities in these parts.
The amount and quality of changing accommodation is identified as a key priority. For the
Sunday Conference, all teams in the Premiership and Division 1 are required to provide
changing facilities according to league rules, however this can be difficult due to the limited
availability of these facilities in the town. The Sunday Combination league also note that there is
a lack of provision at some sites (Acre lane identified as a particular gap), and that even on sites
where facilities are provided, there are not enough to service all pitches (eg the Racecourse
and Lings Wood).
Although the quality of pitches is considered to be reasonably good, the pitch markings are
insufficient and measurements are frequently incorrect.
Senior Female Football League
The challenges of obtaining adequate changing facilities for female football was identified as
one of the key issues for the Northampton women’s league – teams either use private pitches or
struggle to access appropriate facilities. The key priority for improvement was highlighted as
being improved facilities for ladies and girls. The league requires all home teams to provide
changing accommodation and the pitches that can be used are therefore restricted. While it
was recognised that the Racecourse has benefited from recent improvements including new
changing rooms, these are perceived to be quite expensive to hire and it was highlighted that
girls teams in particular find it difficult sharing a changing room block with male teams.
Linking Quality with Other issues
Reflecting the issues raised through site visits and by frequent users of pitches, the location of
pitches within public parks is perceived to be one of the main problems by Grounds
Maintenance. There is significant and frequent damage to pitch surfaces, generated by misuse
and public recreation.
Perhaps most importantly however, Grounds Maintenance Staff believe that the quality of
pitches is inhibited by the amount of use that they receive. This is particularly apparent at the
larger sites, which can be played up to 5 times per week, on a Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday,
Sunday morning and Sunday afternoon.
While the quality of pitch provision is restricted by the amount of use that some pitches receive
(as well as informal recreational use at parks), the equipment used to maintain pitches is also
thought to limit the quality of pitches that can be achieved. The cost of the kit to maintain the
pitches is high and the Grounds Maintenance team only have access to specialist equipment
for 3 months of the year (Autumn / Winter). Due to cost and availability for the remainder of the
season, and during the close season, the tools and equipment used are not at the standard that
is required to maintain the pitches appropriately. Furthermore, the increase in the number of
pitches marked out means that money and time spent per pitch is reducing, which is likely to
impact upon the quality of playing fields in the Borough.
Football Clubs
Telephone discussions and questionnaires with football clubs demonstrate clear themes in their
opinions with regards the quality of pitches:
Senior Clubs
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There is a variation in opinion between those playing on a Saturday and teams playing on a
Sunday with regards the quality of pitch, with teams playing on a Saturday significantly more
positive. Almost 50% of clubs playing on a Saturday suggest that the quality of pitches is good,
while less than 5% on a Sunday hold this opinion. No club indicated that they struggle to access
pitches for matches, with most suggesting that there are plenty of facilities.
The majority of comments related to the quality of pitches, with the main issues raised being:


Slope of pitches (particularly Abington Park and Dallington Park)



Unevenness of sites, including potholes. Just under a quarter of Sunday teams also
indicated that pitches are often chewed up and the evenness of the surface was also
raised by Saturday teams



Line markings can be poor and inadequate (Saturday and Sunday)



Pitch maintenance (Saturday and Sunday).

Over 50% of clubs highlighted the cost of pitch hire as an issue, with comments made including:


The quality of pitches means that pitches are not value for money



Pitch hire is too expensive and players struggle to afford to play



Clubs don’t use training and changing facilities as they are too expensive.

The issue of changing facilities was also raised, with around 25% of clubs indicating that there
are insufficient changing rooms, or that existing changing facilities do not match requirements.
Junior and Mini Clubs
Unlike senior clubs, the majority of clubs running junior teams (many of whom also have senior
teams) indicate that there are insufficient junior pitches. Some quality issues with regards existing
pitches were also raised, predominantly related to:


The slope of existing pitches



Dog fouling and litter



The need to provide toilets.

Changing accommodation was not highlighted as a key priority, although some clubs indicated
that this would be of benefit. The cost of hiring pitches was also raised, although this was
predominantly in relation to AGPs for changing, rather than cost of hire for match play.
Site Specific Issues
Table 6.5 summarises the key issues raised during consultations and site visits for each site. Full
details of the quality assessments undertaken at each site are set out in Appendix C. Line
marking issues were highlighted in relation to all pitches.
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Table 6.5 – Site Specific Issues
Site

Issues Identified

Schools
Northampton
School for Girls

No floodlights on existing AGP – this currently restricts community
use of the facility and the site is unused outside of school hours.
Adult football pitch is occasionally waterlogged

Blackthorn
Primary School

Waterlogging of pitches.

Lings Primary
School

Football pitch has temporary markings and suffers from
waterlogging

Abington Vale
Primary School

Poor and steep slope

Queen Eleanor
Primary School

Quality of pitch surface

East Hunsbury
Primary School

Small sized AGP occasionally waterlogged and has no floodlights

Bridgewater
Primary School

Waterlogging on pitches. Poor quality surface which needs
significant overhaul – currently surface has large quantities of
potholes and is unsafe.

Kings Heath
Primary School

Fading line markings and slight slope.

The Arbours
Primary School

Waterlogging

University of
Northampton

Football prone to waterlogging

Public Pitches
Errington Park

Poor drainage, no changing

Eastfields Park

Top pitch can become waterlogged, no changing

Round Spinney

Waterlogging, uneven in parts

Victoria Park

Significant damage to surface, including tyre tracks

Racecourse Park

New changing needed to serve west side pitches, some pitches
are uneven and cut up, low trees can impact on play. Markings
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Site

Issues Identified
are poor

Abington Park

Poor quality changing provision, sloping pitches, line markings are
poor

Parklands
Recreation
Ground

Poor quality changing

Southfields
Recreation
Ground

No changing provision

Kings Heath
Recreation
Ground

AGP of no value – site not currently used, poor surface and in
insecure location. Poor quality pitches. Events held at the site
damage pitch surface. Burnt out cars on pitch from time to time.

Spring Park /
Acre Lane

No changing accommodation

Dallington Park

Sloping, litter and dog fouling

As well as the above more major issues, wear and tear and evidence of unofficial use (in
particular motor bike tracks) was identified at most sites throughout site visits, and consultations.
Three schools also indicated that rabbit and /or mole activity has significant implications for the
quality of the pitch and potholes were identified as significant issues by clubs.
Demand
Football is the most popular sport in Northampton, with just over 70% of the total number of
teams in the Borough playing football.
In addition to informal football, which takes place recreationally in streets, on Multi Use Games
Areas and in public parks and gardens, there are 325 formal community teams.
Youth and Mini Teams
The Northampton & District Youth Alliance (John Henry) is the main youth league in
Northampton and it was formed in 1980. The League offers 11-a-side football at Under 11
through to Under 17 age groups for boys and mini (small-sided) soccer from Under 7 to Under 10
for both girls and boys. Girls only mini soccer, played at Dallington Park, began in January 2011
and encompasses pay and play taster sessions for girls. The creation of this new league
demonstrates the ongoing increasing demand. There are over 50 clubs in the league, many
running a team in each age group. The NYSDAL has experienced significant expansion in
recent years and continues to grow. This is evident by comparing the amount of teams
participating now (over 100 in the juniors and a further 60 mini soccer teams) with the levels at
the time of the previous playing pitch strategy (82 junior teams).
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Midshires Girls League – this league is a relatively new league, having only been in existence for
one season. It currently has 56 teams playing across Northamptonshire, including teams from
Parklands Tigers, Gregory Celtic Girls, Duston Knights Girls, Duston Rovers Girls, Kingsthorpe Girls
and Ladies and Great Billing from Northampton. Moulton Magpies, living and playing just
outside of the Borough, provide a further 3 teams. Kick off times for the league vary according
to pitch availability.
Participation in junior and mini football is spread across Saturdays and Sundays, meaning that
peak time demand is comparatively low. While mini teams play on a Saturday morning, U11,
U12 and U17 teams kick off Sunday mornings and the remaining age groups play on Sunday
afternoons. Under 50% of junior football takes place at any one time, impacting upon the
overall demand for pitches.
Senior Teams
With the exception of the women’s league, consultation with league secretaries demonstrates
that demand has remained relatively static over the past few seasons. Since the 2005 Playing
Pitch Strategy, there has been a slight decline in the number of adult teams playing. In contrast,
demand for women’s football in Northampton is increasing rapidly in line with national trends.
This is evident by the new leagues that are being created as well as the growth in the number of
teams participating in junior leagues.
Teams participate in the following leagues:
Northamptonshire Women’s League – this is a charter standard league of 14 clubs, spread across
Northamptonshire. There are 2 clubs based within Northampton, specifically Kingsthorpe
Jaguars and Thorplands United. Moulton Ladies are based just outside the Borough.
Northants Combination League - The League consists of 8 divisions with 5 first team divisions and
3 reserve team divisions with 14 teams per division currently accommodating 70 clubs. There
were circa 3500 players registered during the 2009 – 2010 season. Only 3 Northampton based
clubs currently play in this league, which has a Saturday afternoon kick off. Several clubs just
outside the Borough also participate in this league
Northants Sunday Conference – this is a Sunday morning league, containing four divisions and
including 37 teams for the 2010 –2011 season
Northants Sunday Combination – this is a Sunday league containing 69 teams for 2010 – 2011
season, spread over 7 divisions.
Northampton Town League – has two divisions, of which the premier league sits at Step 7 in the
National League Pyramid. This is a Saturday league, for male seniors only
Bangladeshi League – this is an unaffiliated league that is based at the Racecourse.
Table 6.6 summarises the number of clubs and teams for football currently playing (or wishing to
play) or residing within each of the catchments. A full list of clubs, teams, and their locations,
can be found in Appendix D. This audit of teams represents the picture at a snapshot in time
and is designed to provide an accurate understanding of the level of demand in the area. As
seen above by the spread of leagues, peak time demand for senior pitches is a Sunday morning
(69%), while just over 50% of juniors wish to play at any one time.
The audit does not include team equivalents arising from school use of pitches or school teams.
The impact of training is also not considered, and this will be returned to later.
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Table 6.6 – Football Teams in Northampton Borough

Area

Junior
Football
Teams

Adult Football
teams

Central 54

4

Mini Football
Teams

Large Clubs

0

O.N Chenecks FC

West

26

58

22

Northampton Obelisk
United, Kingsthorpe Jets,
Parklands Tigers, Gregory
Celtic,

South

29

33

35

Northampton Welland
Valley FC

East

45

15

8

Billing United, Thorplands
Club 81, Thorplands United

Total

154

110

65

Table 6.6 illustrates that participation is particularly high for adults in the central and eastern
areas and there is a particular concentration of junior clubs to the west. To an extent this is
influenced by the location of existing pitches, however clubs are classified according to where
they are based, and their preferred location to play. Analysis of the distribution of teams
demonstrates that while clubs are largely focused within one analysis area, there are several
examples of clubs who are spread across multiple pitch sites. These include Kingsthorpe Jets,
Northampton Falcons, Gregory Celtic and Thorplands United.
Analysis of the spread of teams demonstrates that the majority of clubs focus on either senior or
youth football and there are relatively few clubs who provide a pathway through the age
groups. Those who do include:


Thorplands Club 81 FC



Thorplands United FC



Billing United FC



Welland Valley FC



Wootton St George FC

Charter Standard is the FA Kitemark symbolising quality. It identifies clubs where best practice
exists. There are over 20 clubs in Northampton that have achieved a Charter Standard
Accreditation, highlighting the quality of opportunities that are available for football in the
Borough.
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School Participation
In addition to participation by community teams, football is one of the sports most frequently
played in schools in Northampton and the School Sports Partnership organise football
tournaments for primary schools, as well as a league for secondary schools. This places
additional demand on pitches.
Almost all primary schools returning their questionnaires indicated that they run one school
football team (Yr 5/6) and some suggested that they run more. These are predominantly the
larger primary schools. As a minimum, demand from primary schools is therefore equivalent to 1
team per school – 49 teams. This assumes that primary schools will play, even if they do not
have their own facilities. A lack of appropriate facilities is the main reason given by the small
number of schools who do not participate in school sports partnership activity.
There is an interschool league running between High Schools, and all responding High Schools
suggest that they run at least one team per year group (ie years 7 – 11) for both males and
females. At 10 teams per school, there is therefore the equivalent of 90 teams.
Training
Almost all training for football takes place on AGPs and very few clubs report training on grass
pitches, largely due to the lack of floodlighting at these facilities. Only 3 clubs indicated that
they train on grass (at Dallington Park, St Andrews Hospital and Abington Park) during the winter
months, although the floodlit grass pitch at Northampton Academy is also used. More clubs
however indicate that they train on grass pitches during the summer months, although it was
indicated that the removal of goal posts at Council pitches restricts this.
There are 5 floodlit 3g APGS which are used for training by clubs, at Thomas Becket School,
Northampton Academy, Northampton School for Boys, The Duston School and Weston Favell
School. Although there is a facility at Northampton School for Girls, this is not floodlit and is
therefore not used for evening training. The pitch at Thomas Becket School is particularly
popular with clubs, due to its reported lower fee charges than other pitches in the town. The
pitch at Weston Favell is used predominantly for soccer leagues both midweek and at
weekends and there are few slots available for club training. Other facilities are well used. For
the purposes of training, many of the AGPs are subdivided into two, maximising access to
facilities.
There are a further four sand based AGPs, which although less suitable for football, are still used
by clubs for training (the facility at Kingsthorpe College is of poor quality, although one club
indicated that they use this facility as they do not have to pay).
16% of responding senior clubs indicate that they train at Goals Soccer Centre (adjacent to
Abbeyfields School) mid week (or play in the five a side leagues there) and this impacts upon
the demand for formal training facilities.
The consultation process with clubs revealed that for senior clubs, access to training facilities is a
much greater issue than access to match pitches. While there are sufficient match pitches to
accommodate all clubs who wish to play, the number of peak time slots at AGPs is limited and
some clubs are unable to train. In addition to pitches within Northampton, there is a clear
pattern of travel by football clubs to Campion School, Moulton College and Caroline Chisholm
School to use the Artificial Grass Pitches. This is linked to price and is discussed further below.
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Other Issues Raised Relating to Demand
Cost
The cost of pitches was raised as a key issue by league secretaries and clubs playing at both
junior and senior level. Cost of pitches and referees in particular are seen as the key challenges
for many youth football teams. The suggestion of making all pitches free for use by juniors was
made. The league also indicated that pitches are poor value for money, given the identified
quality issues.
Senior Sunday League teams indicated that the recent cost increases experienced at Council
pitch sites have had negative implications on participation. There has been a slight decline in
adult participation, however it is impossible to prove that this is directly related to the costs.
There is however evidence to suggest that some teams have travelled to use other facilities, with
privately owned and Parish Council owned pitches now running at capacity. Supporting this,
two Parish Councils indicated that they had turned away new teams at the start of the season.
Pitches on a Sunday are more expensive than at other times during the week, and the
additional pressures on teams to pay these fees were highlighted by league secretaries.
Indeed, while there is a consensus across all leagues that additional changing facilities are a key
priority, the likelihood of teams affording to pay for these was questioned. It was also
referenced that while at the Racecourse there are scales of charges according to whether the
changing accommodation is used, for other pitch sites (Abington / Dallington) these fees are
charged regardless of whether the changing accommodation is actually used and required.
In addition to comments relating to charges associated with Council pitches, clubs and leagues
also noted the high rates charged at school sites, and in particular for schools managed under
the PFI contract. Indeed many of the schools themselves noted this issue, and had discussed
potential community use with clubs, only to find that fees were a barrier to use. 40% of clubs
consulted with as part of the data collection process reference the cost of pitch or training pitch
hire as an issue.
Pitch Bookings
Research into the pitch booking system suggests that the system is paper based and that there
are no restrictions as to the number of games that can be booked on a pitch per week.
Furthermore, clubs are required to pay weekly, which may restrict demand.
Changing Demands
Consultation with the Youth Alliance league emphasises the importance of ensuring that the
pitch stock continues to grow in line with league membership, citing the quality issues that arise
when pitches are overused. The league is also working alongside the FA to introduce 9v9
soccer, which will generate demand for a different type of pitch. Consultation with clubs has
demonstrated that they see this as a positive move forwards and the league are looking to
implement this change in the short term.
Demand Modelling
The Playing Pitch methodology is a peak day model, which determines the adequacy of pitch
supply to meet peak time demand. It is also necessary to evaluate demand over the remainder
of the week, to ensure that pitches are not overplayed. The calculations undertaken should
provide a starting point only, and should be used to drive and guide strategy development and
action planning.
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Table 6.7 summarises the results of the application of the Playing Pitch model for football in
Northampton. It gives consideration to two scenarios, specifically:


Community demand and supply only - this includes only those facilities which are available
for community use and does not give consideration to demand from school teams / PE
usage



Community and school demand and supply - this includes only those facilities which are
available for community use and also gives consideration to demand from school teams /
PE usage (using an approximation of demand generated by schools as set out earlier – all
schools have been assumed to use junior pitches for the purposes of calculation.

Full calculations undertaken are included within Appendix E. It summarises the demand for
pitches at the peak time for each sport. For adult and junior football, much play takes place at
the same time.
Table 6.7 – Adequacy of football pitches in Northampton to meet demand. (2011)
Scenario

Adult Football Shortfall / Surplus

Junior Football Shortfall / Surplus

Mini Football Shortfall / Surplus

Scenario 1

34.9

26.4

1.5

Scenario 2

34.9

-9.7

1.5

As demonstrated in Table 6.7 above, there are more than sufficient pitches in Northampton to
accommodate demand from the community. When school usage is taken into account
scenario 2, there is greater pressure on pitches, but more than sufficient overall to meet
demand. It must be noted that the above table considers demand at the peak times for each
age group. The peak day for all Sunday, however a slightly lower proportion of juniors play on a
Sunday morning (clashing with adult football) than do on a Sunday afternoon.
The impact of school usage is however clear, and the levels of use that pitches are subjected to
is much higher than when considering only community demand.
Table 6.8 demonstrates the spread of supply and demand (for Scenario 1, community use only)
across the borough. It can be seen that there are sufficient to pitches to meet overall demand
in all areas of the Borough.
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Table 6.8 – Adequacy of Pitch Provision across Northampton Borough 2011
Scenario

Adequacy of Pitch Provision (Shortfall / Surplus – number
of pitches)
Adult Football Shortfall / Surplus

Junior Football Shortfall / Surplus

Mini Football Shortfall / Surplus

Central

2.4

2.0

8.0

West

13

8.9

-4.0

South

7

9.4

-7.5

East

12.5

6.1

5.0

TOTAL

34.9

26.4

1.5

Cost Issues
While the above scenarios suggest that there are sufficient pitches in Northampton, analysis
earlier in this section demonstrates that the cost of pitches is a key issue for over 40% of clubs,
and prices at PFI schools (set at a level to ensure that the pitches could be reinstated to the
required level for school curricular use) in particular inhibit the use of these facilities.
Analysis of pricing at PFI schools demonstrates that at £60, hire of a pitch at a PFI school is almost
double that to hire a senior Council pitch (including changing) and for juniors, is 77% higher.
Prices at community schools are not substantially different to PFI schools. This price is higher than
all comparators for both adult and junior pitches. Average prices for each type of facility are
illustrated below in Table 6.9.
Table 6.9 – Cost of Facilities
Facility Type

Price
Adult Pitch

Junior Pitch

Public NBC Pitch

Changing

£23.86

£6.96

£14 Sunday, £9
otherwise. £6 and
£7 for juniors.

PFI School

£60

£60

Included

Other Schools.
Please note all
other schools free
to set own fees.
Examples are
advisory costs
only

£38.74 / £48.75
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The PFI Agreement for third party hire of facilities states that ‘affordable’ is taken to mean a
price similar to the national average as published annually by the Chartered Institute of Public
Finance and Accountability. The charging policy for the PFI schools is not in line with the CIPFA
national average 2009-2010 which suggests an average of £50 hire of adult pitch with changing
facilities so the £60 charge levied by the PFI schools is 17% higher than the PFI Agreement
outlines.
Table 6.10 illustrates the implications of this on the adequacy of pitches by providing an
understanding of surpluses and deficiencies when all pitches at PFI schools are removed from
the supply base. Analysis is undertaken by geographical area, providing an understanding of
where the key pressures on pitches are located. Demand from schools is also excluded, as
school facilities are not included within this scenario.
Pitches at the community schools which have community use are included in calculations.
Table 6.10 – Adequacy of Community Use Provision (excluding PFI schools except those known
to be used).
Area

Adult Football Shortfall / Surplus
(no of pitches)

Junior Football –
Shortfall / Surplus
(no of pitches)

Mini Football Shortfall / Surplus
(no of pitches)

Central

1.4

1.0

8.0

North West

9.0

-2.1

-5.0

South

3.0

4.4

-7.5

North East

10.5

0.1

1.0

TOTAL

23.9

3.4

-3.5

Table 6.10 clearly demonstrates that:


The surpluses of pitches reduce significantly and in particular, there are greater pressures on
pitches to accommodate demand from junior teams and some small shortfalls in provision,
although overall, supply is just sufficient to meet demand. This is even more apparent when
taking into account the patterns of play of junior teams, with only just over 50% of teams
playing at any one time. There are particular pressures in the North West and North East of
the Borough for junior pitches



In contrast to the shortfalls of junior pitches, there remain sufficient adult pitches to meet
community demand, with surpluses of over 20 pitches, even at peak times (Sunday
morning). The areas of high pressure on junior pitches (north west) coincide with the areas
where there are greater surpluses in adult pitch provision.



There are shortfalls of mini pitch provision, with particular pressures in the north west and
south parts of the Borough. Mini football pitches have been assumed to take only two
games per week, the same as all other pitches. Given that they are subject to lower levels
of wear and tear, this could be increased significantly and shortfalls consequently reduced.
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If also excluding community schools, which although are available, are not all currently used;


The surplus of adult pitches decreases to 21.9



There becomes a shortfall of junior pitches (-2.6)



The deficiency of mini pitches increases (-5.5)

The long term value of these community use agreements could also be in doubt, as prices are
not substantially cheaper than the PFI sites.
Based on the above calculations, and assuming that the schools are not available, adult
pitches in the Borough are on average sustaining one game per week, while junior pitches are
being played twice per week. It must however be noted that analysis of actual playing patterns
suggests that pitch usage is not even – some pitches are being heavily used whilst others are
used much less frequently.
In light of a fairly even distribution of pitches across the borough, there are few, if any teams
who are required to travel (excluding those who travel intentionally). As highlighted previously
however, there are several teams that are split across a number of sites, who are keen to create
a formal club base. While the amount of pitches means that participation is not inhibited by
access to pitches, the lack of club base for some clubs may make increasing participation more
difficult.
The impact of pitch quality
Site visits reveal that the quality of pitches is average, and no pitches score a rating of below
54% (below average). This analysis was supported by review of pitch cancellations, which
demonstrates that these rarely occur except in the event of bad weather. Very few pitches
have issues with drainage, and the majority of those that do are not currently operating. Only
pitches in Errington Park, Round Spinney and Easfields suffer from problems in this area. Kings
Heath were the poorest quality facilities in terms of pitch quality, however issues were largely
related to unofficial use, litter, dog fouling etc rather than to areas which impact upon pitch
capacity. All pitches in the Borough are therefore deemed capable of sustaining at least two
games per week.
Site visits reveal that three adult pitches, 4 junior pitches and 1 mini pitch achieve only average
ratings. If assuming that all pitches rated as good in reality are able to sustain three games per
week, surpluses, are increased.
69% of senior adult pitches, and over 50% of junior pitches are required at peak time, meaning
that the additional capacity of facilities arising from the reasonable quality of these sites does
not reduce shortfalls, but means that there is scope to increase the use of some pitches.
It is clear however from booking records that pitch use is not even across the Borough, and that
some pitches (particularly those with changing accommodation such as the Racecourse) are
more popular than other sites. Some sites therefore receive high levels of use which may be
detrimental to the quality of the site in the longer term, while others are used only once per
week. Of particular note, circa 25% of football clubs, as well as league secretaries indicated
that the quality of pitches has declined in recent years. As well as overuse of some pitches, the
additional pitches that have been laid out mean that the budget per pitch for maintenance
has reduced from previous years.
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Wootton Hall and Parklands for example are heavily used while Eastfields Recreation Ground
and Southfields have comparatively low levels of use (less than 1 game per week). Far Cotton
Recreation Ground, the Racecourse and Lings Wood are also popular sites, although there is
capacity at all of these pitches and use is between 1 – 2 games per week. Most of the private
facilities are also heavily used.
Impact of Training
There is limited or no impact on the stock of grass pitches from football training during the
season, as almost all of this demand is catered for by the AGPs in the town, as well as the Goals
Five a Side Centre. It must however be noted that several clubs indicated that they sometimes
train on pitches during the summer months, which is likely to impact upon the reseeding and
reinstatement process.
Projecting the Future
Team Generation Rates
Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group are
required to generate one team, thus enabling analysis of participation. TGRs are derived by
dividing the appropriate population age band in the area by the number of teams playing
within that area in that age band. The comparison of TGRS with national averages should be
treated with caution, as the National Sport England database has not recently been updated.
Team generation rates are summarised below in Table 6.11.
Table 6.11 – Team Generation Rates – Football
Age Group

Northampton TGR

Average (extracted
from Sport England
Database)

Mini Soccer

144

431

Junior Male

75

195

Junior Female

425

4038

Senior Male

310

452

Senior Female

7971

19,647

For all types of football, participation falls above the national averages. Participation for
women and girls is particularly high in comparison, suggesting that there is limited latent
demand. This is also supported by the Market Segmentation and analysis of the Active People
survey, which demonstrates that there is limited latent demand for football.
Meeting future demand
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By applying TGRs to population projections for 2026, we can project the theoretical number of
teams that would be generated to a defined year and gain an understanding of the adequacy
of current pitch provision to meet future demand.
This is particularly important in Northampton, given the likely significant levels of both natural
growth and new housing.
Table 6.12 summarises the projected shortfalls and surpluses of pitch provision in each of the four
geographical areas for 2016, 2021 and 2026. This assumes that pitch provision will remain
constant and takes into account only the population growth. It includes all pitches that are
currently available for community use.
Table 6.12 – Future Adequacy of Provision
2016
Area

2021

2026

Adult
Junior
Mini
Adult Junior
Mini
Adult Junior Mini
Football Football Football Football Football Football Football Football Footb
all

Central

2.4

2.0

8.0

2.4

2.0

8.0

2.5

2.0

8.1

West

12.8

8.7

-4.2

12.2

8.5

-4.6

11.4

8.0

-5.2

South

6.0

8.4

-8.1

4.4

8.0

-9.5

3.2

East

12.5

6.1

5.0

12.6

6.2

5.1

12.7

6.2

5.2

TOTAL

33.7

25.2

0.7

31.6

24.6

-1

29.9

23.5

-2.1

7.2 -10.3

Table 6.13 summarises the adequacy of provision assuming that PFI schools remain not available
for use. It is clear that there are much greater pressures on pitches in this scenario.
Table 6.13 – Future Adequacy of Provision (excluding PFI schools)
2016
Area

2021

2026

Adult Junior Mini
Adult
Junior Mini
Adult Junior Mini
Football Football Football Football Football Football Football Football Football
-

Central

1.4

1.0

8.0

1.4

1.0

8.0

1.5

1.0

8.1

West

8.8

-2.3

-6.2

8.2

-2.5

-6.6

7.4

-3.3

-7.2

South

2.0

3.4

-8.1

0.4

3.0

-9.5

-0.8

2.0

-10.3

East

10.5

0.1

1.0

10.6

0.2

1.1

10.7

0.2

1.2

TOTAL

22.7

2.2

-5.3

20.6

1.6

-7.0

18.9

-0.1

-8.1
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Potential changes to participation patterns
The Northamptonshire FA, local leagues and Northampton Borough Council have been working
in partnership to create a football development plan. The target areas for increased
participation are:


at central venue mini soccer for girls (started in January at Dallington Park)



introduction of 9 a side soccer, to act as a transition from mini soccer 7v7 to youth 11 v 11



sustaining current participation in the adult game and engaging with non traditional adult
groups and veterans to increase participation.

When factoring in the above targets:


The identified under supply of mini soccer pitches will come under greater pressure



There may be a change in requirements for pitches, with less pressure on junior pitches due
to the inclusion of 9v9 as a transition from mini soccer to youth pitches. While there is a
degree of similarity between junior and 9 v 9 pitches, and junior pitches can also be marked
for 9 a side, there will be a need to take this into account when measuring the requirement
for future pitches



If targets are to be achieved, demand for senior pitches will remain as a minimum constant.

Furthermore, the FA are keen to support the use of 3g pitches to accommodate match play.
While there are already five floodlit pitches that are extensively used for training in Northampton,
consultation demonstrates that there is a reluctance to use these for matches, with only one
club (currently using an AGP at Northampton Academy for matches) actively embracing their
use. If the stock of 3g pitches was taken into account for match pitches, surpluses of adult
pitches would rise and the shortfall of junior and mini pitches would drop.
The impact of potential developments and site-specific scenarios
Research reveals that the following developments are underway:


redevelopment of the former British Timkin site – this scheme is currently underway and will
include 1 adult football and 1 junior football pitch. A pavilion is also currently under
construction



St Crispins – S106 monies have been collected to support the creation of new football
facilities although these are unlikely to be ready for 2 years. They have recently been
levelled, but not top soiled and seeded, drainage has not been installed and the pitches will
then need to rest. This site will potentially include up to 4 adult / junior pitches (to be
determined) and this report will inform the decision as to the type of facilities to be provided.



Malcolm Arnold Academy – additional grass pitches planned



St James CEVA – considering the provision of an AGP / MUGA on part of the school field



Lyncrest Primary School – would like to improve facilities for sport, including marking out the
existing amenity area as pitches



Kingsthorpe Grove Primary School – awaiting for pitch to be turfed
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Northampton Academy – evaluating the implications of the loss of one grass pitch to
provide additional multi surfaced play.

Excluding St Crispins Development, which has yet to be determined, the above changes would:


Increase the provision of adult grass pitches by 1 – 2 (taking into account the loss of 1 pitch
at Northampton Academy)



Increase the provision of junior pitches by 3, all at none PFI school sites, which would reduce
shortfalls in the area. All of these sites are located in the North West, which is one of the
areas of higher deficiency in junior football provision.

Issues for a Strategy to address
The key issues for the issues and recommendation report to address are therefore:


the amount and mix of pitches provided- the current and future shortfalls in mini soccer
and pressures on junior pitches, coupled with adequate amounts of adult pitches



the role of PFI schools in providing use of facilities for the community



quality issues at pitch sites, including the lack of changing accommodation and the
future maintenance of sites in the context of the challenging economic environment



the implications of changing demands in participation, with the introduction of 9 v 9
pitches, as well as the push for use of 3g pitches for match play



the pitch booking system and obtaining a more strategic approach to pitch provision.
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7. Cricket

07

This section evaluates the adequacy of facilities for cricket within Northampton Borough and the
surrounding area and outlines:


The supply of pitches



Demand for these pitches



The ability of the pitch stock to meet demand



Key issues to address.

Pitch Supply
There are 22 cricket pitches across Northampton Borough. This figure includes all known public,
private, school and other pitches whether or not they are in secured community use. These
pitches comprise:




9 private or club owned cricket squares
9 public cricket squares (either NBC or Parish Council owned)
4 school cricket wickets

The full audit of pitches can be seen in Appendix A. Table 7.1 summarises the distribution of
these cricket facilities within each of the four analysis areas of Northampton Borough.
Table 7.1 – Cricket Pitch Provision in Northampton

Area

Private
Public School
Total
/ Club
Cricket Cricket Pitch
Cricket
Pitches Pitches Provision
Pitches

Key Pitch Sites

Central

5

2

0

7

Northampton Old Scouts, Old
Northamptonians, Racecourse,
Northampton County Cricket
Ground

North West

0

2

2

4

Kingsthorpe Recreation Ground

South

3

2

1

6

Wootton Hall, Collingtree Park,
Wootton Playing Fields, St Andrews
Hospital, St Crispins Hospital

North East

1

3

1

5

Northampton Saints, Abington Park

Total

9

9

4

22
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It can be seen that


The split between public and private / club ownership is almost equal, with as many public
squares as club based sites



Comparatively few schools contain cricket squares, with the only facilities being at
Northampton School for Girls, Kingsthorpe College, Northampton School for Boys and
Weston Favell School. There is also a wicket at Millway Primary School and cricket nets
available at the Malcolm Arnold Academy which are available for hire



Each area of the Borough contains a combination of club and public facilities, with the
exception of the North West, where Kingsthorpe Recreation Ground contains the only
cricket squares. The majority of provision is located in the Central and South parts of the
Borough

In addition to the 22 pitches within Northampton, there are several cricket grounds, the majority
of which are club-based facilities, located just outside of the Borough boundaries. These
include:


Brafield Road, Cogenhoe



Great Houghton Hall



Bugbrooke CC



Middleton Cheyney CC



St Michaels 74 (Bugbrooke)



Horton House



Stoke Bruerne CC.

Supporting these sites, there are also publicly owned pitches at Harlestone Recreation Ground,
Kislingbury Sports Field and Harpole Playing Fields. Moulton Sports Complex, Caroline Chisholm
School and Campion School also provide cricket pitches.
Community Use
Of the total pitches, all but the County Ground (Central Area) are available to the local
community. The County Ground is not available for community cricket, as it accommodates
professional level cricket only. The only other facilities that are not available for use by the
community are at school sites.
Just over half of the facilities are located on public pitches, owned and managed by either
Parish Councils or Northampton Borough Council. Abington Park, Kingsthorpe Recreation
Ground and the Racecourse all provide two cricket squares each for use during the summer
months.
Parish Council manage facilities at Wootton Playing Field, Collingtree Playing Field and Great
Billling Recreation Ground. Three of the privately owned grounds are club-based facilities,
specifically:
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Old Northamptonians



Northampton Saints



Old Scouts Northampton RUFC (6 wickets)

The remainder of pitches are situated at:


St Crispins Hospital



St Andrews Hospital



Wootton Hall Park (9 wickets)

The Obeslisk Centre, located just outside of the Northampton BC boundaries provides 6 wickets.
Map 7.1 summarises the distribution of the cricket pitches that are available for community use
across the Borough and on the boundaries of the town.

"Northampton
cricket.pdf"

Quality of Cricket Pitches
Perceived quality of pitches (and ancillary facilities) is almost as important as actual quality and
can change usage patterns. Indeed, lower quality pitches may actually deter people from
participating. Particularly for cricket, poorer quality pitches can be dangerous, and can lead to
injuries due to the fast speed of the ball as it is bowled and lower quality facilities can therefore
deter people from playing.
The specialised grounds maintenance requirements of cricket pitches mean that the TaLPF non
technical site assessment matrix is of limited value for cricket grounds. Furthermore, site visits for
this Playing Pitch Issues and recommendation report were carried out during the winter months,
when the majority of cricket pitches were not in use and many outfields were being used for
football.
For those pitches that were evaluated using the non technical assessment:


The majority of wickets were artificial (Obelisk Centre, Great Billing Recreation Ground,
Collingtree Recreation Ground, St Crispins Hospital)



The quality of pitches was deemed to be average to good, although there is evidence of
rabbit / mole activity on some of the outfields



On public sites, cricket wickets were not protected – it was suggested that this has been
seen to attract attention to the wickets and encourage mis–use, but may also result in a
lower quality wicket



Facilities at Northampton Saints and Wootton Hall were the highest quality facilities, with
both sites offering secure and well protected changing accommodation as well as quality
pitch provision.
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Of greater significance in the measurement of the quality of cricket pitches is the maintenance
of the facility, and the number of times that the wicket is used. In 2005, the Northants Cricket
League introduced a quality scoring mechanism, which is used to evaluate the quality of each
pitch used immediately following the match. This assessment has been implemented to ensure
that all facilities used within the league are of good quality and facilitate high level play. This
system is influenced by the ECB requirements for premier league grounds and has been largely
successful in improving the quality of facilities used within the league.
The league sets out different criteria according to the standard of the team, specifically:


Premier division - A grade



Division 1- Minimum of A1 grade



Divisions 2 to 5 - Minimum of B grade



Divisions 6 to 9 - Minimum of B1 grade



Divisions 10 to 13 - Minimum of C grade

The use of non turf (ie artificial) pitches is restricted to Divisions 10, 11, 12 and 13.The pitch quality
assessment considers the following criteria (extracted from www.nclgrounds.co.uk)
GROUND CRITERIA
Grades
(see note 1)
CATEGORY

CRITERIA

A

B

C

A1

B1

Able to support 120 over matches. (see note 2)

Y

Y

True and predictable bounce.

Y

Y

No excessive spin or movement off the seam.

Y

Y

Correctly marked.

Y

Y

Re-marked during intervals.

Y

Y

Well maintained and in good condition.

Y

Y

Y

Cut before each match.

Y

Y

Y

Previously used pitches repaired.

Y

Y

Well maintained.

Y

Y

Pitch and
Square
Pitch

Square

Y

Outfield &
Boundary
Outfield
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GROUND CRITERIA
Grades
(see note 1)
CATEGORY

Boundary

Sight Screens

Score-box /
board

CRITERIA

A

B

C

A1

B1

Closely mown and normally no noticeable grass
cuttings.

Y

Y

No holes, ruts or other hazards.

Y

Y

Y

Clearly marked with white line, rope or fence.

Y

Y

Y

Markers every 20 yards (approx.).

Y

Y

Normally a minimum of 50 yards from the centre of
the match pitch.

Y

Y

Provided at both ends of the ground.

Y

Y

Suitable size and in good condition.

Y

Y

Positioned before the start of play.

Y

Ropes or boards or markings provided to signify the
boundary if screens are situated within the field of
play.

Y

Y

Displays all required information.

Y

Y

Y

Good communication between umpires and scorers.

Y

Y

Y

A score box or proper internal area set aside for
scoring purposes.

Y

Numbers unambiguous, accessible and in working
order.

Y

Y

Adequate covers or coverings available and well
maintained. (see note 3)

Y

Y

Sawdust and towels available.

Y

Y

Y

Adequate mowers, rollers, rakes and watering
equipment for pitch and outfield preparation.

Y

Y

Y

Roller available for use during match.

Y

Y

Light and heavy rollers available.

Y

Ground
General
Covers (or
coverings)

Equipment
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GROUND CRITERIA
Grades
(see note 1)
CATEGORY

CRITERIA

A

B

A1

B1

All equipment well maintained.

Y

Y

Surrounds

Well maintained

Y

Exclusive
control

Use of ground and able to undertake or directly
influence pitch preparation and outfield mowing for
all league matches.

Y

Y

Practice
facilities

Nets available for mid-week senior and junior
practice.

Y

Y

Grass nets (if available) in good condition.

Y

Y

Artificial nets (if available) regularly maintained.

Y

Separate facilities for the visiting team.

Y

Y

Maintained and in good / clean condition.

Y

Y

Adequate size and facilities.

Y

Y

Suitable security and privacy.

Y

Easy access from the playing area.

Y

Separate and secure room. (see note 4)

Y

Bowlers marks, umpire coats, bails etc available.

Y

Y

Hot Showers

Clean hygienic (working) and with suitable privacy.

Y

Y

Toilets

Clean hygienic (working) and with suitable facilities.

Y

Y

Both male and female available.

Y

Y

Accessible to spectators.

Y

Meal area is of adequate size and in good condition.

Y

Y

Teas of good standard and reasonably priced.

Y

Y

C

Y

Changing
facilities
Dressing Rooms

Umpires Room

Y

Y

Y

Pavilion /
Clubhouse

Hospitality
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GROUND CRITERIA
Grades
(see note 1)
CATEGORY

CRITERIA

A

B

A1

B1

Clean and hygienic.

Y

Y

Adequate crockery and cutlery in good condition.

Y

Y

Telephone

Access to a working telephone able to originate calls
to the Emergency Services.

Y

Y

Viewing Area

Seating for players’ use.

Y

Kitchen

C

General
Facilities

Full details are available on http://www.nclgrounds.co.uk/.
After each league game, the pitch is rated, and a total mark out of 30 is awarded, of which 20
points relate to the pitch and 10 to the outfield. The target score is 14, although it is difficult to
compare between the divisions as there are different expectations, as outlined.
Table 7.2 summarises the points awarded to pitches in Northampton Borough during 2010 and
demonstrates that the majority of sites achieve the minimum target quality score, and have
improved from the previous year. For sites achieving a score of below 14, it can be concluded
that it lacks carry, and/or bounce and/or occasional seam movement, but is consistent in carry
and bounce. There is a degree of turn, but with average bounce for the spinner. The pitch will
fall significantly short of very good with respect to carry, bounce and turn. The majority of sites
achieve scores between 14 and 17, meaning that there is good to average carry, limited seam
movement, consistent bounce throughout, natural wear sufficient to be responsive to spin later
in the game. These pitches do not quite meet the criteria for carry and bounce for a very good
pitch.
Table 7.2 – Data extracted for analysis from www.nclgrounds.co.uk

Division

Home Club

Overall

2010 Overall +
Field

Rating
achieved

Trend

Division 13

Bold Dragoon 2nd

12.429

18

Improve

B2

Division 8

Bold Dragoon

12.75

18.25

Improve

B1

Division 4

Northampton Saints 3rd

13

21.556

Improve

B

Division 3

St Crispins Ryelands

13

21.111

Decline

B
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Division

Home Club

Overall

2010 Overall +
Field

Rating
achieved

Trend

Division 3

Old Northamptonians 3rd

13.4

20.4

Decline

B

Division 8

County Hall

13.75

22.125

Improve

B

Division 11

St Crispins Ryelands 3rd

13.778

20.222

Improve

C

Premier

Old Northamptonians

14.806

21.581

Improve

A

Division 13

Old Northamptonians 5th

14.857

23.143

Improve

C

Division 6

Old Northamptonians
Academy

15

22.667

Decline

B

Division 1

Old Northamptonians 2nd

15.138

22.241

Improve

A

Division 2

Northampton Saints 2nd

15.364

24

Decline

B

Division 5

St Crispins Ryelands 2nd

15.4

23.6

Improve

B

Division 8

United Social

15.429

22.714

Improve

B1

Division 10

Northampton Saints 4th

15.571

22.714

Improve

B

Premier

Northampton Saints

15.688

24.437

Improve

A

Division 10

Abington

17.143

23.286

Improve

C

Sites achieving the lowest quality scores are:


Bold Dragoon 1st and 2nds (Old Scouts)



Northampton Saints 3rd



St Crispins Ryelands 1st and 3rd



Old Northamptonians 3rd

With the exception of St Crispins Ryelands, all of these sites improved since the previous year.
Northampton Saints CC and Old Northamptonians CC also demonstrate evidence of a decline
in pitch quality since the previous season as well as Obelisk CC, situated just outside the Borough
boundaries. Clubs not meeting targets will be required to improve their facilities in order to
continue in the league.
National Governing Body Perspective
The ECB works alongside the Northants Cricket League to improve the quality of the cricket
experience and promote higher quality facilities. Traditionally, the Northamptonshire Cricket
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Board has prioritised improvements to the maintenance and improvement of existing facilities,
however recently, the ECB indicates that there are shortfalls of pitch provision across
Northamptonshire (circa 3 pitches countywide). There are also issues with overuse of pitches,
which has a knock on impact to the quality of provision.
Many of the wickets are currently used for a full game Saturday and Sunday and a half game
midweek as well (usually 20 overs compared to 50 at a weekend). ECB guidelines suggest that
a wicket should be used as follows:


3 times – optimum



4 times – overuse



5 times – extensive overuse

For Northampton, usage levels are increasing but are not yet at significant levels. They include:


Northampton Saints – 3.8 (the new team will need a new pitch as it is playing on a Saturday
and there is therefore no physical capacity)



Old Northamptonians – 3



St Crispin Rylands – 3.14 (but have increased their youth teams since this calculation)

Pressures on existing pitches as participation grows is likely to place higher demands on pitches
by increasing the level of use that pitches are required to sustain and result in qualitative issues
moving forwards.
Northants Cricket League
Supporting the view of the ECB, the Northants Cricket League emphasise the importance of
playing on high quality cricket facilities. This is reinforced by the introduction of the quality
standards outlined earlier and the league is committed to supporting continual improvement in
cricket in Northamptonshire, through improved facilities, clubs and standards of play.
Cricket Clubs
Consultation with cricket clubs reinforces the importance of providing high quality facilities, and
all clubs now play at private facilities due to the higher quality of these sites. Few quality issues
were identified by Northampton based clubs, with comments including:


Obelisk Cricket Club – current facilities are of good quality



Bold Dragoon – good quality pitches, laid during 2010, with the only issues being dog fouling,
litter and vandalism – this occurs as the pitches are open for public use



County Hall Cricket Club (play at Wootton Hall) facilities are of excellent quality.

While few issues were raised about club grounds, the poorer quality of cricket squares in public
parks was raised by several consultees and it was suggested that these wickets are of insufficient
quality to be used in the Northants Cricket League.
Confirming this, Northampton Borough Council Grounds maintenance indicate that it is
impossible to corden off the wickets, as this attracts misuse, and reflecting the comments
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above, the quality of the cricket squares is significantly lower than the private facilities. These
facilities are frequently used informally and on occasions, the pitches are booked for games, but
wickets are ruined earlier in the day by informal use of pitches.
No clubs raised issues with a lack of pitch capacity at the current time.
Demand
At the time of the previous Northampton Playing Pitch Strategy, the majority of senior teams
played in the Northampton Town Cricket League. This league used both public and private
facilities. The league folded a few years ago and at this time, some of the clubs, largely the
private clubs, joined the Northants Cricket League, and other teams either folded or merged.
Patterns of cricket participation have therefore changed significantly since the previous
strategy.
As a result, the majority of senior cricket teams play in the Northamptonshire Cricket League,
which has 15 divisions. The top six divisions have 12 teams, while the remainder have 10 teams.
Demand for the Northants Cricket league is now growing steadily, and circa 6 – 7 new teams
are introduced per season over the County. While there is an apparent decline in the number of
clubs in the Borough since the previous strategy, it is clear that cricket has become much more
club focused and most teams are based within clubs that run two or more teams, as well as
junior sections. In real terms, participation has therefore actually remained static / increased
although it is condensed into a smaller number of clubs. This club environment provides a
sustainable baseline for the sport moving forwards and facilitates junior development as well as
higher quality cricket.
Junior cricket is also built around the club environment, with the majority of teams attached to a
senior club, and competing in the Northampton and District Youth League, which offers
opportunities from U11 to U17.
Clubs
Table 7.4 summarises the clubs and cricket teams currently playing within Northampton
Borough. Almost all senior teams play on a Saturday afternoon, meaning that demand at peak
time is high. Junior play is staggered throughout the week, meaning that although grounds are
not required at the same time as for the senior sides, cricket squares are often used Saturday,
Sunday and midweek (the Northampton and District Youth Cricket League played Sunday
(U11), Monday (U13, Wednesday (U15) and Thursday (U17) during the 2010 season. Many junior
fixtures are played on artificial wickets.
In addition, the Northants Cricket League also administers a midweek 20 20 Cup and Plate
Competition. The majority of clubs entering in the main league enter a team into this
competition, the finals of which are played at the Northamptonshire County Ground.
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Table 7.4 – Cricket Teams in Northampton Borough
Senior
Cricket
teams

Club

Junior
Cricket
Teams

Other Games

2

0

NCCC Academy

1

0

Northampton
Saints

4

6

Midweek 20 – 20 Birchfield Road, Other
competition
teams – Wootton Hall
and Boughton Park

Old
Northamptonians

6 (including
one Sunday
team)

5

Midweek 20 20
competition

Old Northamptonians, St Central
Andrews Hospital,
NorthamptonSchool for
Boys.

St Crispin Ryelands 3

3

Midweek 20 20
competition

St Crispin Hospital, Sports South
Field Great Billing

Bold Dragoon CC 2

0

Midweek 20 20
Competition

Old Scouts RFC,
Rushmere Road

1

Wootton Hall

Analysis
Area

County Hall CC

Abington CC

Midweek social
team

Home Grounds

Central

Central
First Ground, Milton
Keynes, 2nd Ground NCC
Academy
North East

Central

Great Billing Sports Field South East

Table 7.4 clearly illustrates the club environment that was referenced earlier, highlighting that
most clubs have both junior and senior sections. The pressure on existing pitches is also clear,
with several clubs currently playing across two or three venues. It is also clear that the majority of
cricket is focused around the central area of the Borough.
As demonstrated in Table 7.4, none of these cricket teams are based at the NBC Council owned
pitches. Demand for these facilities is ad hoc, and they are usually used for friendly matches,
training or occasionally for midweek games. Of the clubs in Northampton, Northampton Saints
CC has achieved ECB Focus Club Status and Old Northamptonians have a club mark
accreditation.
On average, club consultation indicates that cricket clubs travel between 1 and 5 miles to their
club, and expect to play relatively local to their home. This is also reflected through research
undertaken by the ECB. Only Northampton Blind CC draw players from substantially further
afield, with players travelling from as far as Birmingham and London. This club plays just outside
of the Borough, at the Obelisk CC, and runs one team. There are several clubs on the periphery
of Northampton, and while as highlighted, players largely expect to play for their local team,
many teams on the borders of the Borough draw players from Northampton. Clubs located on
the edges of the Borough included:
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Obelisk CC (2 adult teams)



Bugbrooke CC (3 senior sides and 4 junior teams)



Brixworth CC (3 senior sides and 4 junior teams)



Overstone Park CC (4 senior sides and 5 junior teams)



Cogenhoe Cricket Club (2 senior male team, 1 U11 team)



Grange Park Cricket Club (1 senior male and 3 junior teams)



Great Houghton Cricket Club (3 senior male and 2 junior teams)



Horton House Cricket Club (4 senior male and 5 junior teams)



Kislingbury Cricket Club (2 senior male and 1 junior team)



Spencer Cricket Club (1 junior team)



St Michaels 74 CC (2 senior teams)



Stoke Bruerne (1 senior team).

School Participation
Perhaps due to the time of year that the survey was carried out (out of the cricket season), few
schools indicated that they run cricket teams.
There are however ad hoc Kwik Cricket leagues organised for primary schools through the
School Sports Partnership and a league structure for secondary schools during the summer
months. While these are played largely on the school facilities, few of which are used for match
play by community teams, these structures may impact upon the longer-term demand for
cricket, and contribute towards increasing participation.
Training
While there is limited impact of school use on pitches used by the community, analysis of training
patterns of clubs demonstrates that while most clubs train in nets during the winter months
(including at NCC Academy, Moulton College), the majority of clubs indicate that they train at
their match grounds during the season, largely on artificial wickets. Only Northampton County
Hall do not train at all.
Usage of the facilities for training is largely off peak and therefore does not impact upon the
ability of the pitch to accommodate matches. It can however generate wear and tear of the
outfield, and upon the wicket where artificial wickets are not used. Artificial wickets are
considered appropriate by the ECB for training, however their value for matches is limited and
even for junior matches, are thought to inhibit player development.
Club consultation demonstrates that clubs on average train between once and twice per
week.
Issues Raised Relating to Demand
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Consultation with clubs demonstrates that no clubs in Northampton are currently seeking
additional facilities although there is evidence that several clubs are playing at multiple sites, as
their own grounds are insufficient to accommodate the number of teams that the club runs.
Old Northamptonians and Northampton Saints both use three venues. All clubs consulted with
indicated that they have no problem obtaining pitches for matches or training, although two
clubs suggest that there is an overall shortfall of good quality cricket facilities.
The Northants Cricket League commented that smaller clubs continue to struggle, and by way
of example, St Andrews Cricket Club folded as recently as 2010 due to a lack of players. Obelisk
CC also indicate that they have falling numbers (an issue common to many of the smaller
clubs), however the larger clubs continue to expand, and generating demand for additional
facilities.
Few other issues relating to demand at the current time were raised.
Demand Modelling
The PPM calculations undertaken provide a starting point only, and have been used to drive
and guide strategy development and action planning. For cricket, calculations are perhaps
less relevant than for other sports, as the pitch quality and amount of play on the wicket are as
important as the number of grounds that are available.
Table 7.5 summarises the results of the application of the Playing Pitch Methodology.
Recognising the issues that are apparent with regards the prices charged to access PFI schools
(outlined earlier), Table 7.5 summarises the results both including all sites that are available for
community use, and also excluding pitches at PFI sites. It can be seen that in both instances,
there are currently sufficient pitches to meet demand, although when excluding school sites
supply and demand are much more closely matched.
Full calculations undertaken are included within Appendix E.
Table 7.5 – Adequacy of cricket pitches in Northampton to meet demand.
Area

All Cricket Pitches

Excluding School
Sites

Central

1.5

1.6

West

2.5

1.6

South

3.9

2.0

East

6.0

2.1

Total

13.9

7.4

Table 7.5 above suggests that at first glance, there are more than sufficient cricket pitches in
Northampton to accommodate the needs of community teams at peak times.
The impact of pitch quality
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As above, on first glance it appears that there are more than sufficient pitches to
accommodate demand at the peak time. This does not however take into account the quality
of pitches and the Northants League requirements for high quality facilities. The pitches at the
Racecourse, Abington Park and Kingsthorpe Recreation Ground do not meet these key quality
criteria (in terms of both changing accommodation, pavilion, bar etc and the quality of the
pitch and wicket) and therefore in reality do not provide a resource to accommodate demand
at a peak time. Furthermore, with the exception of Northampton School for Boys (currently used
in the Northants Cricket League), the quality of school sites is also below the required level.
Table 7.6 illustrates the implications of removing these pitches from the equation and
demonstrates that in reality, supply and demand are very closely balanced.
Table 7.6 – Adequacy of cricket pitches in Northampton to meet demand (excluding public
pitches).
Area

Excluding Public Pitches and School Sites

Central

0.0

West

-0.4

South

2.8

East

1.5

Total

3.9

As demonstrated, there are particular pressures of pitches in the Central and North West areas
of the Borough. These are largely due to the high number of teams that Northampton Saints are
running, as well as the location of Spencer CC, who in reality travel outside of the borough to
play, within this area.
Pitches with spare capacity are largely down to the recent folding of St Andrews Cricket Club
and the lack of team playing at Collingtree Playing Fields. Supporting this, the Northamptonshire
Cricket Board Facility Strategy identifies concerns about the amount of total pitch space across
the county for cricket, stating that:
“On a Saturday (the main playing day in Northamptonshire) there is no spare capacity in the
County. Every available club ground is used; every available school ground that can sustain
adult cricket is also committed and practically all avenues of ground-sharing have been
exhausted. This has been caused by considerable growth in the demand for adult cricket –
directly attributable to the successful youth coaching programmes introduced by the Cricket
Board in 1998 and the successful implementation of District Cricket from 1999 onwards. As part
of this issues and recommendation report encouragement must be given to assisting Focus
Clubs in investigating and developing Second Grounds.”
Northampton Saints, as the only focus club in the town, are currently spread across three
grounds, and having just introduced a new team this year, struggled to find a facility capable of
accommodating them, although this has now been addressed and the club have indicated
that they have access to sufficient pitches to meet their requirements at the current time.
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While the capacity issue is currently a key issue across the whole of Northamptonshire, the
demand on individual pitches and wickets must also be considered. As highlighted earlier in this
section, there are concerns that many wickets are being overplayed, and as well as meeting
Saturday afternoon peak time demand, pitches are also played Sunday (for junior teams and a
small number of adult teams) and midweek (including 20 20 cricket). While this means that
there are sufficient pitches to accommodate demand at peak time, assuming that only the
club based facilities that are deemed by clubs to be of appropriate quality are used, each
ground is required to sustain almost four games per week, with some taking more.
ECB research indicates that taking into account the number of adult games (2 junior games
considered to be the equivalent of an adult game), countywide 7 of 29 clubs across the county
use wickets more than 5 times per season. When considering those who use it 4 times, this would
increase to 19 out of 29. As three was considered to be the optimum number, this highlights the
extent of the issue. While clubs within Northampton currently remain within the range of 3 – 4
matches per wicket, as demand increases, this will be stretched. This will also have implications
for the quality of pitches, which in turn may inhibit participation and demand.
When looking at provision just outside of Northampton, there is also limited capacity at these
sites, with Horton House in particular having limited capacity (4.5 games per wicket) meaning
that there are no excess/surplus facilities in close proximity to the Borough boundaries.
Team Generation Rates
Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group are
required to generate one team, thus enabling analysis of participation. TGRs are derived by
dividing the appropriate population age band in the area by the number of teams playing
within that area in that age band. Table 7.7 summarises the TGRs for Northampton.
Table 7.7 – TGRs for Northampton
Age Group

Northampton TGR

Average (extracted
from Sport England
Database)

603

195

0

4038

Senior Male

2939

452

Senior Female

3975

19,647

Junior Male
Junior Female

Table 7.7 indicates that:


Participation for both women and girls is significantly below the national average



Participation in senior male cricket is also below average, with 2939 men required to make
a team compared to 1415 nationally



Junior participation is above the average, with only 603 boys required to make a team
compared to 1480 nationally.
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These figures should however be treated with caution, as the national TGR database, which has
been used for comparative purposes, has not been updated for some time. This however
supports the Active People Survey findings outlined in Section 3.
The comparatively low levels of participation demonstrate that there is potentially latent
demand in Northampton.
Meeting future demand
By applying TGRs to population projections for 2026, we can project the theoretical number of
teams that would be generated to a defined year and gain an understanding of the adequacy
of current pitch provision to meet future demand.
Table 7.8 illustrates the potential implications of population increases. It also takes into account
a 1% a year participation increase, reflecting the current county wide growth that is being
exhibited. This table excludes public pitches.
Table 7.8 – Future Adequacy of Provision
Shortfalls / Surpluses of Pitch Provision (no. of
pitches)
2016

2021

2026

Central

-0.4

-0.9

-0.1

West

-1.0

-1.3

-0.9

South

3.4

3.4

1.4

East

1.8

1.9

1.5

Total

3.4

3.1

1.9

As demonstrated above, the potential growth in the number of teams in Northampton arising
just from the projected population increases places further pressure on pitch provision in
Northampton, particularly in the Central and West parts of the Borough.
Factoring in changes to participation patterns
Local participation targets focus around the retention of 16 – 25’s in cricket, which is an age
group where drop out is currently experienced. The Northamptonshire Cricket Board are
currently working to improve participation through 2 specific projects, only one of which will
impact upon Northampton Borough in the first instance:


New 20 – 20 league – to be played on Sunday at existing club sites to avoid the peak day
and encourage new players into the game. The game seeks to build on the social element
of cricket and involve the whole family. The use of the existing grounds for these matches on
a Sunday will however add further pressure on the wickets, most of which are already
overused. In addition, some junior games are also played on Sunday, meaning that the new
20 – 20 league will compete with this demand
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Last Man Standing – will be a central venue for competitive cricket, where teams can enter
informal leagues in a similar format to commercial football 5 a side ventures. The initiative is
currently rolling out in larger cities, and in areas where there are a lot of facilities close
together. The idea is to introduce cricket to corporate teams etc. A team can ring up and
book a match on a particular evening and when they turn up, there will be someone to play
against. This will be targeting the 16 – 25 age group and will be trailed in Wellingborough /
Kettering initially.

While the above participation targets are likely to primarily generate off peak demand
(although this may in turn generate higher participation levels for Saturday cricket), the
additional usage will further increase the pressure on existing cricket facilities.
The impact of potential developments and site-specific scenarios.
The redevelopment of the Former British Timkin site is the only ongoing development that will
impact upon the stock of cricket pitches in the Borough. It is anticipated that this new facility
will contain one cricket pitch, as well as facilities for junior and senior football and will also
include a pavilion. The likely quality of this facility has not been confirmed.
There is also space to provide a new facility as part of the new pitches at Upton although there
is currently no cricket pitch at this site.
Issues to address:
The key issues to address are therefore:


The role of public sites in providing for cricket in the longer term



The need to provide high quality pitches to meet with Northamptonshire League
requirements



The increasing participation in cricket and the potential impact that this will have on the
demand for cricket.
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8. Rugby

08

This section evaluates the adequacy of facilities for rugby in Northampton Borough and the
surrounding area and outlines:


The supply of pitches



Demand for these pitches



The ability of the pitch stock to meet demand



Key issues to address.

Pitch Supply
There are 28 rugby pitches within Northampton Borough. This figure includes all known public,
private, school and other pitches whether or not they are in secured community use.
One of the pitches (Franklin Gardens, the home of Northampton Saints) offers the largest
stadium venue for rugby league within the East Midlands. Table 8.1 summarises all of the rugby
pitches within Northampton Borough.
Table 8.1 – Rugby Pitches in Northampton
Club

Pitch Details

Ownership

Northampton BBOB (

3 senior pitches, 2 of which are floodlit

Freehold

Northampton Casuals

2 senior pitches, 1 of which is floodlit

Freehold

Northampton Old Scouts

4 senior pitches

Leasehold. Lease not
secured for long term
currently.

Northampton Saints RFC

4 senior pitches, 2 of which are floodlit

Freehold

Old Northamptonians

4 senior pitches, only one of which is
floodlit

Leasehold

1 senior pitch

NBC owned

2 senior pitches

PFI School

Quinton House School

1 senior pitch

Independent School

The Duston School

1 senior pitch

PFI School

Malcolm Arnold Academy

1 senior pitch

Academy School

Public Pitches
Racecourse Park
School Pitches
Northampton School for
Boys
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Club

Pitch Details

Ownership

Weston Favell School

1 senior pitch

PFI School

Thomas Beckett Catholic
School

1 senior pitch

Community School

Northampton Academy

1 senior pitch

Academy

Table 8.2 summarises the distribution of these pitches within each of the four analysis areas of
Northampton Borough.
Table 8.2 – Rugby Pitches in Northampton
Private
Rugby
pitches

Public
Rugby
Pitches

Central

11

1

0

12

Racecourse, Old Northamptonians, Old
Scouts RUFC, BBOB RUFC

North
West

0

0

3

3

Thomas Beckett School, University of
Northampton

Area

School
Total
Rugby
Pitch
Pitches Provision

Pitch Sites

South

6

1

4

11

Northampton Casuals, Northampton
School for Boys, Northampton Saints,
Quinton House, the Duston School, Upton
Country Park

North
East

0

0

2

2

Weston Favell School, Northampton
Academy

Total

17

2

9

28

Table 8.2 demonstrates that club based pitches are situated entirely within the Central and
South areas of the Borough, with the majority located centrally. In total, 85% of rugby pitches
are located within the Central and South areas of the Borough and there is limited provision in
the North West and in the North East, with the only pitches being located at education sites.
Moulton College (which until recently was used by Brixworth RUFC who have since folded) is
situated to the North West of the borough and Campion School is situated to the South.
Bugbrooke RUFC, which contains 2 senior pitches and 3 midi pitches is located just to the south
of the Borough. Northampton Mens Own RFU (3 senior pitches) is also in this vicinity.
Further afield, Daventry RUFC, Brackley RUFC and Towcestrians RUFC also provide rugby pitches.
The close proximity of these facilities to Northampton means that there is overlap in the use of
these facilities and that residents of Northampton participate in activity at these sites.
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Community Use
Of the total pitches, 75% are available to the local community. Table 8.3 sets out the pitch
provision in each of the four areas that is secured for community use.
Table 8.3 – Community Use Pitches

Area

% of Total
Pitch
Private rugby Public rugby School rugby
Provision
Pitches
Pitches
Pitches
Secured (no
of pitches)

Central

11

1

0

100%

West

0

0

1

33%

South

2

1

3

55%

East

0

0

2

100%

Total

13

2

6

75%

It is evident that the majority of rugby pitches are located at club owned and managed sites
and there is a much lower reliance on the public sector to provide pitches than for other sports.
There are also several schools providing rugby pitches, although actual use of these facilities by
community clubs is minimal. The lower level of community use is caused by the exclusion of
pitches at Northampton Saints RUFC, a professional club.
As highlighted with other sports, issues have however been raised with regards the pricing of
school facilities. Three of the sites (four pitches) are PFI schools. Excluding these sites would
mean that there are no pitches within the North East of the Borough.
Map 8.1 illustrates the distribution of rugby pitches in Northampton, including clubs in the
surrounding area.

"Northampton
rugby.pdf"

Quality of Rugby Pitches
Site Visits
As highlighted in Section 3, pitch quality in Northampton has been measured through site
assessments carried out in line with the assessment matrix provided in Towards a Level Playing
Field – these assessments are non-technical assessments designed to provide an overview of
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pitch quality and the degree to which facilities are fit for purpose. The findings of these
assessments are then linked with issues raised by clubs and the National Governing Body to
provide a full overview of the current issues.
The non-technical site assessments reveal the quality of rugby pitches to be high, with all pitches
in the Borough rated as good. The audit identifies few issues with regards the quality of pitches,
and all sites have access to changing accommodation. With the exception of the public
facilities, all other sites also contain clubhouses, enabling the creation of the traditional rugby
club environment.
National Governing Body Perspective
For a rugby club, the facilities are one of the most important components of a club. They drive
the club ethos and sprit and facilitate high quality participation and club development.
The key facility priorities of the RFU are:


Assist clubs to become sustainable



Improving the amount of integrated changing



Increase the quality and amount of floodlighting for both community use and competition



Create a safe environment for play



Provide central venues for clubs



Encourage the development of multi sports clubs.

Of particular benefit to the quality of facilities in the area, the Northampton Saints operate an
RFU funded tractor and verti drainer to support local clubs in Northampton with their pitch
maintenance and management, meaning that these clubs can benefit from the significant
experience and expertise of the Northampton Saints Groundsmen. Only the most experienced
of groundsmen operate the machinery that has been provided, meaning that the impact on
pitch quality is significant. Pitches that benefited from this operation during January – June 2010
were:


Northampton Saints pitches



Northampton Grammar School (just outside of the Borough boundaries)



Northampton Spencer FC



Quinton House School.

The key barriers to the further use of this machinery have been identified as awareness, as well
as the cost of use to the local sports club.
The RFU Facilities Plan 2008 – 2011 identifies a series of site specific facility priorities. These are
outlined in combination with club views and other consultations. The adequacy of pitch
provision in relation to the activity that takes place at each club will be considered later in this
section.
Site specific issues
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Table 8.4 summarises the key issues recorded at each of identified facilities. These issues are
derived from the RFU Facilities Plan 2008 – 2011, club consultation and non technical site
assessments.
Table 8.4 – Quality Issues at Clubs
Ground

Quality Issues Identified

Northampton Saints

None. Pitches described
maintained during site visits.

Old Northamptonians

Training Floodlights. Site score 81%

Northampton BBOB

Pitch improvements. Site score 79%

Northampton Casuals

Renovation to two pitches.

Northampton Old Scouts

Refurbishment of 8 changing rooms, training floodlights,
renovation to 2 pitches and new club house Site Score
79%

University of Northampton

Limited maintenance, undulating surface largely due to
wildlife – need for levelling. No floodlights. Score 76%

The Racecourse

The only club to use public pitches identify the quality of
their existing facility as excellent (the Racecourse) and
indicate that they have a good working relationship
with NBC. The only issue raised is problems that typically
occur at the beginning of a season, when the
Racecourse has been used for large-scale events (for
example fairs) meaning that the pitch is damaged and
all matches have to be played away.

as

exceptionally

well

Pitches at the school sites are all considered to be average, with some need for improved pitch
maintenance.
Demand
Rugby is an important sport in Northampton, and there is a strong rugby culture, driven by the
success of the Northampton Saints, a professional club playing in the Aviva Premiership, and
having won the LV Cup in 2010.
As a consequence, there are six rugby clubs in the town, most of whom run several teams and
have both adult and junior sections. These are set out in table 8.5.
Table 8.5 – Teams in Northampton (Data provided by RFU)
Club
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Northampton
BBOB
Northampton
Casuals
Northampton Old
Scouts
Northampton
Saints RFC
Old
Northamptonians
Northampton
Heathens
Northampton
University

3

2

5

8

4

0

2

6

5

2

5

8

3

0

0

0

4

3

6

8

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

With the exception of the University of Northampton (who play on a Wednesday), almost all
senior rugby in Northampton takes place on a Saturday afternoon. Northampton Heathens,
who attract a different type of player (the club is nomadic and based around pubs, rather than
following a traditional club structure), play on a Sunday. While most U13 – 18 rugby takes place
on a Sunday morning (meaning that teams are not competing to use pitches with adult senior
teams), there is more variation in this, with some U18 fixtures also being played on a Saturday.
Midi rugby largely takes place on a Sunday morning. This means that junior and midi rugby is
played at the same time. In Northampton, this represents the peak usage for rugby pitches.
In addition to participation within Northampton Borough boundaries, as highlighted earlier in this
section, there is some degree of overlap with demand for rugby, with several clubs located on
the periphery of the Borough boundaries, including Northampton Mens Own RFC (3 adult teams,
1 junior team and six midi teams), Daventry RUFC (6 midi teams, 6 junior teams, 2 female teams
and four male senior teams), Bugbrooke RUFC (8 mini teams, 5 junior teams, 2 female teams and
three male senior teams), and Brackley RUFC (7 mini teams, 5 junior teams, 1 female team and 3
adult teams).
School Participation
There are several Northampton based schools affiliated to the RFU including:


Northampton School for Boys



Quinton House School



Northampton Academy



Northampton School for Girls.

Thomas Beckett School, the Duston School and Weston Favell School also play rugby. The
Northampton Saints Academy also provides training and development to over 100 players per
year (from Aged 13 – 20), based at Franklin Gardens and in Bury St Edmunds.
The School Sports Partnership provides coaching and tag rugby for schools and there are strong
links between many Northampton schools and the Community Rugby Team at Northampton
Saints, who provide taster sessions in Tag Rugby, the full game and also offer more tailored
packages for schools where requested.
Training
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With the exception of Northampton Heathens RUFC, as well as accommodating matches all
clubs use their home venues for training. This places additional demands on the pitches as they
are consequently required to sustain higher levels of use. At least one pitch at each of the
venues is floodlit for the purpose of enabling training to take place.
Supply and Demand Modelling
The Playing Pitch methodology is a peak day model, which determines the adequacy of pitch
supply to meet peak time demand. As well as determining the adequacy of the supply for this
purpose, demand over the remainder of the week should be evaluated, to ensure that pitches
are not overplayed.
Table 8.6 evaluates the adequacy of existing pitch provision in Northampton. It takes into
account all facilities, whether or not they are available for community use and compares this
against the number of teams wishing to play, to determine whether there are enough pitches
available at peak time. As there are no dedicated midi pitches in Northampton, it has been
assumed that midi teams play on half an adult pitch, and that two midi team matches are
therefore equivalent to one adult match.
Full calculations are set out in Appendix E. It takes into account that peak time is on different
days for different age groups and also assumes that each team plays home and away
alternatively (ie once every two weeks).
Table 8.6 – Adequacy of rugby pitches in Northampton (all pitches).
Number of
pitches

28

Total
Number of
Matches
per week

27.75

Total
Number of
Adult /
Youth
Matches

Total
Number of
Junior
team
Matches

15 (30
teams)

9 (18
teams)

Total
Number of
Midi
Matches
3.75 (30
teams)
(equivalent)

Shortfall /
Surplus at
Peak Time

11.75

Table 8.6 suggests that at the current time, there are more than sufficient rugby pitches in
Northampton to accommodate the needs of community teams at peak times. Analysis of the
distribution of these pitches demonstrates that there are no matches in the North East of the
Borough at all, and many of the spare pitches are in this part of the borough, and in the south.
When considering that there are the equivalent of 27.75 matches per week, and that there are
28 pitches, this suggests that each pitch is used just once per week, which is a low level of
usage.
Impact of Training on Capacity
As highlighted, the provision of floodlights on grass pitches at each of the rugby clubs in
Northampton facilitates midweek training. This however means that pitches are required to
sustain additional use, which can have long term implications on the quality of facilities if sites
are used too heavily.
The RFU have therefore calculated the training that takes place at each of the club bases in
Northampton and this has been converted to team equivalents (ie the number of competitive
matches that training is equivalent to) as follows:
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Northampton BBOB RFC - 6



Northampton Casuals RFC - 4



Northampton Old Scouts RFC - 6



Northampton RFC - 6



Old Northamptonians RFC - 6

This means that there is the equivalent of an additional 14 matches per week (28 team
equivalents).
In addition to training use on club based pitches, school pitches are also subject to substantial
wear and tear during a typical curriculum programme, particularly for PE lessons and by school
teams. The implications of these uses can also be factored into the model as team equivalents
based on the following assumptions:


Each school with a rugby pitch runs 2 hours outdoor PE per week on pitches per year group –
equivalent of 5 teams.



Each school with a rugby pitch also has 5 school teams that compete and use pitches for
this purpose.

These implications represent the worst case scenario and assume that all PE use is focused on
the rugby pitch, however approximate implications are therefore as follows:


Quinton House School – 10 teams



Northampton School for Boys - 10 teams



Northampton Academy - 10 teams



The Duston School - 10 teams



Thomas Beckett School - 10 teams



Weston Favell School – 10 teams.

Demand from school lessons and training does not impact upon the adequacy of provision to
meet peak time demand, however it increases the amount of times pitches are used
significantly. This is summarised in Table 8.7.
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Table 8.7 – Adequacy of rugby pitches in Northampton to meet demand
Area

Number of
pitches

Community
matches
(total)

Use including
training team
equivalents

Use including PE
lessons and training

Central

12

10 senior /
youth + 8
junior +3
midi

21 community
matches +18 TE (9
matches)- 2.5
matches per week

21community
matches, 9 training
match equivalents,
no schools – 2.5
matches per week

West

3

1.5

1.5 community
match + 1 TE per
week (0.5 training
matches)

1.5 community
matches, 0.5
training matches,
10 school team
equivalents – (5
matches) – 2.3
matches per week

South

11

9

5.25 community
matches (3 senior /
youth and 1 junior
+0.75 midi) +10 TE
(5 training
matches) – 0.9
matches per week

5.25 community
matches, 5 training
matches, 30 school
team equivalents
(15 school
matches) – 2.29
matches per week

East

2

0

0 matches per
week, no training
matches.

10 school
equivalent
matches – 5
matches per week
– 2.5 matches per
week

As is illustrated above, when taking into account the implications of training patterns and school
use of facilities, it is clear that pitch provision is much more constrained than initially suggested,
with pitches used between 2.29 and 2.5 times per week. Given that the optimum usage of a
pitch is circa 2 games per week, this suggests that pitches are already withstanding high levels
of use, which may be of detriment to the quality of the facilities longer term.
Access and Capacity
While both of the previous scenarios take into account all pitches in the Borough, in reality,
facilities at Quinton House School, Northampton University and the main stadium pitch and
associated training pitches at Franklin Gardens are not available for community use. This means
that supply is actually reduced by 7 pitches.
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Given that pitches at Northampton Saints are secured for use by the professional club, and
similarly with the Northampton University pitches for the university teams, but are not available
for use by others the teams based here have also been extracted. Table 8.8 summarises the
surplus and deficiencies.
Table 8.8 – Shortfalls / Surplus of Community Facilities only
Number of
pitches

21

Total
Number of
Matches

24.75

Total
Number of
Adult /
Youth
Matches

Total
Number of
Junior
Matches

12 (24
teams)

9 (18
teams)

Total
Number of
Midi
Matches

Shortfall
/
Surplus
at Peak
Time

3.75 (30
teams)
(equivalent)

4.75

It can be seen that when taking these pitches out of the equation, the overall surplus is reduced.
Old Scouts RUFC lease the pitches at their site and are currently in negotiations to extend this
lease. If extension of this lease wasn’t possible, and pitches at this site were lost, supply is almost
equivalent to demand.
The above calculations however include 6 school pitches that are available for community use
but do not take into account the implications of the school use. When removing these figures,
there is a slight shortfall of provision. Furthermore, the club based nature of rugby means that
these facilities are not used for match play, meaning that in real terms, there are relatively
significant pressures on pitches.
When also taking into account the training requirements on these pitches, it can be seen that
pitch uses rises.
The Impact of Pitch Quality and Capacity
The overall quality of pitches in Northampton is high and few issues with the quality of in terms of
their ability to sustain the required level of use have been identified. All sites achieved scores of
50% or higher, meaning that theoretically they should be able to sustain a minimum of two
games per week. Site assessments were carried out during early January, usually a good time to
get an accurate understanding of pitch quality (although in this instance it is acknowledged
that this followed a period of heavy snow and frost and pitches remained unused for almost a
month). The high quality of provision was however confirmed by clubs, and most clubs
indicated that they have good facilities. There is clear evidence of extensive grounds
maintenance at all of the pitch sites, with most clubs carrying out annual programmes of
levelling and drainage. In reality, it is the high quality of the majority of club based pitch sites in
the Borough that means that the amount of play that is currently being sustained is possible.
Only the pitches at Northampton University are rated as poor and these are scheduled for
renovation shortly.
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Site Specific Supply and Demand
While an overview of pitch provision across the Borough is useful, the club based nature of rugby
means that for most clubs, the adequacy of provision at the club base is of paramount
importance. Satellite facilities at school sites, while offering a useful short-term solution do not fit
into the club ethos and can inhibit club development if they become permanent features.
In order to accurately determine facility requirements, the RFU has established an activity v
facility continuum, which evaluates the activity that takes place at the club and the facilities to
which the club has access. The range of facilities required is to be driven by the activities that
take place. Clubs that are running activities that exceed the level of facilities provided may
require investment. In contrast, clubs that have a level of provision over and above the current
requirements may need development, in order to ensure that the club remains sustainable.
Table 8.8 therefore considers the adequacy of supply to meet demand at each of the club
bases drawing on club consultations, as well as the activity v facility continuum and the RFU
facility strategy. It can be seen that while the overall spread of rugby across the week
generates theoretical surpluses of provision, when looking at the club bases, the number of
games played per week is significantly above the recommended levels.
Table 8.8 – Adequacy of Supply to meet demand
Club

Northamp
ton BBOB

Total
Demand

10 teams
8 midi teams
6 team
equivalents

Northamp
ton
Casuals

Evidence Base

6 teams, 6
midi teams
4 team
equivalents

Total Supply
(Pitches)

Position on
Activity V
Facility
Continuum

Adequacy of Provision

3 pitches, 2 of
which are
floodlit (one
match
floodlights one
training
floodlights)

Activity levels
above facilities
available

Club identify need for pitch
renovations to two pitches
at the end of the season,
which is annual practice.
Facilities considered
excellent, changing
accommodation only 3
years old. Pitches used 3
times per week, club
consider provision to be
sufficient. Location means
that club can grow.
Currently, the club is
considering the creation of
a ladies team.

2 senior
pitches, 1 of
which is floodlit

Activity very
slightly above
facility provision.
Northampton
Rugby League
Club also use
ground,
meaning that
additional
pressures are
placed on
facilities.

Training floodlights – RFU
priority. Club identify need
for pitch renovations,
particularly levelling,
improved drainage and
maintenance. Pitches used
circa 2.5 times per week.
Infrastructure of buildings
and ancillary facilities also
in need of upgrade. When
taking into account impact
of rugby league use,
pitches can be used up to
111

Club

Total
Demand

Total Supply
(Pitches)

Position on
Activity V
Facility
Continuum

Adequacy of Provision

5 / 6 times per week when
both codes are using the
site.
Northamp
ton Old
Scouts

12 teams
8 midi teams
6 team
equivalents

4 senior pitches

Activity very
slightly above
facility provision

There is a need to improve
the pitch quality,
particularly levelling and
draining. This is identified as
an RFU priority.
Changing rooms and club
house is ageing and in
need of an upgrade.
Lack of long term security
of tenure
Pitches used circa 2.5 times
per week.

Northamp
ton Saints
RFC

3 teams

Old
Northamp
tonians

13 teams

6 team
equivalents

8 midi teams
6 team
equivalents

Northamp
ton
Heathens

1

4 senior
pitches, 2 of
which are
floodlit

Not included

Pitch provision of good
quality, verti drainer used to
enhance performance.
Pitches used circa 1 time
per week

4 senior
pitches, only
one of which is
floodlit

Activity
equivalent to
facility provision

Training floodlights – RFU
priority (perhaps provided
2009 – 2010). Pitches used
circa 2.5 times per week,
significant amount of use
during summer months.

Club rent
pitches

N/ A – club do
not have access
to own facilities

Current pitch provision
meets needs. Club indicate
that they have good
relationship with NBC and
are happy with their current
facilities.

It is clear from the above that all rugby clubs are at maximum capacity, without taking into
account any population projections or participation increases. The high quality of the existing
pitch sites means that the amount of existing play is possible.
In addition to the above, Northampton University also have a rugby pitch. There are also
pressures on existing pitches in South Northants and Daventry, with the existing playing pitch
strategy for South Northants highlighting the need for new pitches in Brackley, Bugbrooke and
Towcesterians.
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Projecting the Future
Team Generation Rates
Table 8.9 summarises TGRs for rugby in Northampton. It demonstrates that participation is
significantly above average for Northampton in both male senior and junior rugby. It should
however be treated with caution as databases have not recently been updated by Sport
England. Participation by women and girls is comparably low, suggesting that there may be
some latent demand.
Table 8.9 – TGRs for Rugby
Age Group

Northampton TGR

Average (extracted
from Sport England
Database)

Midi Male

386

2639

Junior Male

248

2105

0

0

2166

7032

0

43770

Junior Female
Senior Male
Senior Female

Meeting future demand
By applying TGRs to population projections for 2026, we can project the theoretical number of
teams that would be generated to a defined year and gain an understanding of the adequacy
of current pitch provision to meet future demand.
When taking into account just participation projections, and assuming that the same
participation rates apply, population growth is likely to have the following impact:


Increase of up to 5 midi teams by 2026



Increase of circa 4 junior teams by 2026



Participation in adult rugby remaining static.

This means that pressure on existing pitches will increase further.
By 2026, assuming that no additional pitches are provided; there will be 4.2 pitches surplus to
requirements. When considering club pitches only, shortfalls are likely to reach 3 pitches.
The RFU currently measures participation increases through the affiliation process, looking at the
number of participants, number of matches etc. They target increases in adult participation, as
generally junior participants are easily generated. The conversion of junior participants to adults
(thus avoiding the drop off) is also a key target. The target has been worked back to a club
level, and an increase of one team per club is targeted up to 2013.
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Assuming that this is achieved, an additional 5 teams would be created by 2013, creating an
additional 2.5 matches per week.
Should this participation increase continue over the period, it could be assumed that another 10
teams would be created, producing an additional 5 matches per week. When added to the
population growth, which is likely to see an impact on the amount of junior and mini teams, this
level of use would be unsustainable at the existing pitch sites (an additional 12 games per
week). These teams would also have further implications on the amount of training at each
club.
Furthermore, the RFU is increasingly trying to develop midweek floodlit competitions and
matches to meet demand that cannot play on weekends (particularly in the age ranges of 1624). There is also a drive around the non contact version of the game which will target large
conurbations such as Northampton for summer time use of existing pitches. This will place further
pressures on the existing pitch stock and reduce the amount of time available for reinstatement.
Issues to address
The key issues to address are therefore:


The current pressures on existing pitches at existing club bases



the need for qualitative improvements at rugby clubs, including upgrades to both club
houses and pitches to ensure that the required amount of games can be sustained



the implications of increasing participation on demand for pitches as well as changing
patterns of participation in rugby (midweek etc).



the role of 3g pitches in reducing demands on grass pitches and providing opportunities for
training.
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9. Hockey
This section evaluates the adequacy of facilities for hockey within Northampton Borough and
the surrounding area and outlines:

09



The supply of pitches



Demand for these pitches



The ability of the pitch stock to meet demand



Key priorities.

Pitch Supply
Hockey is now exclusively played on Artificial Grass Pitches. Although some schools indicate
that they still have grass hockey pitches, these are largely obsolete for competitive forms of the
game. The recently published guidance on AGPs (Sport England 2010) indicates the following
surfaces to be suitable for hockey:





Water Based (suitable for high level hockey)
Sand Filled (preferred surface for hockey)
Sand Dressed (acceptable surface for hockey)
Short Pile 3g (acceptable surface for hockey).

As summarised in section 5, which examined the provision of AGPs across the Borough, there are
four AGPs that meet with one of the above definitions. These are summarised in Table 9.1. As a
club based sport, the club environment, particularly the availability of changing facilities,
storage facilities and social facilities is as important as the quality of the pitch itself.
Many facilities have been built within the last five years and the quality of provision is therefore
fairly high. Discussions with the Mixed Hockey League representatives however indicate that
while the quality of many facilities is good, there are opportunities to improve pitch
maintenance and management (for example the cleanliness of changing rooms).
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Table 9.1 – AGPs for Hockey
Pitch

KINGS HEATH
RECREATION
GROUND

Floodlights

No

Dimensions

Quality
Comments

98 x 61

No changing
accommodation or
floodlights, safety
issues with site. Poor
quality surface.

KINGSTHORPE
COLLEGE

Yes

100 x 60

Surface undulating
and poor drainage.
Located at PFI
school.
Northampton
Schools Ltd indicate
that surface is likely
to be replaced in
next 2 years.

NORTHAMPTON
HIGH SCHOOL

Yes

101 x 62

Pitch quality good
although limited
availability.

MALCOLM ARNOLD
ACADEMY

Yes

97 x 62

Pitch good quality.
Used predominantly
for football training.

In addition to these pitches within the Borough, there are several other sand based facilities in
close proximity to the Borough Boundaries. While most of the pitches are considered to be of
good quality, England Hockey identifies the pitch at Moulton Sports Complex to be of poor
quality, and in need of urgent refurbishment.
Demand
Northampton University run two teams, a male and female team, both playing in the British
University Championships.
Other than the university hockey club, Towcester Ladies Hockey Club is the only club currently
playing within Northampton BC boundaries. The club is historically from Towcester, circa 10 miles
away in South Northamptonshire but have been playing in Northampton Borough for over 5
years. The club has three teams who play as follows:




1st XI - Midlands Premier Division 1
2nd XI - Northants Division 1
3rd XI - Northants Division 2

There are also 40 juniors who participate in training and in some of the teams above.
Northampton Hockey Club was formed following a merger between Northampton Saints and
Northampton Lions, which has occurred since the 2005 Playing Pitch Strategy. While the Lions
was a predominantly junior club, the Northampton Saints focused largely on adults. The merger
therefore helped to create a sustainable club and improved pathways from junior to adult
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hockey. Despite the abundance of AGPs within Northampton Borough, the club play in
Moulton, just outside of the Borough. All 6 mens teams participate in the midlands league, and
the female 1st and 2nd team also play in this league, with the remaining 4 teams playing in the
Northants hockey league. There are 8 youth teams.
The Northampton Hockey Club also have 2 teams playing in the mixed hockey league. This
league contains 13 mixed hockey teams who use the following venues:






Caroline Chisholm School, Wootton
Campion School, Bugbrooke,
Moulton School, Moulton
William Parker School, Daventry
Welland Community College, Market Harborough

While there is therefore relatively limited demand for hockey within Northampton Borough
boundaries, when taking into account the hockey teams that are based on the periphery of the
Borough, it is clear that there are higher levels of demand than may first appear.
Club Issues
Northampton Hockey Club
Since the merger, the number of juniors playing at the club has increased significantly and the
club is nearing capacity, particularly for junior training. The club also intends to increase the
number of ladies teams and has plans to enter an additional team in the local league next
season.
The home ground of the club at Moulton is their preferred facility, as the club has access to:


A water based pitch at Moulton College (Pitsford Centre)



A sand based pitch at Moulton College (Holcot Centre) and there is also a 3g rubber crumb
facility at this site



A sand based pitch at Moulton Sports Complex.

The close proximity of these facilities to each other means that the teams can all play within a
small area, improving the club atmosphere and longer term sustainability of the club.
The recent and anticipated growth of the club however means that despite the high number of
pitches already in the vicinity, the club are seeking the use of an additional pitch and have
recently applied for grant funding through the England Hockey Foundation fund to create an
additional pitch in Moulton. The creation of a new pitch would ensure that the club can
accommodate training requirements and maximise the club ethos, by continuing to provide all
facilities within a mile of each other and the club house.
In parallel, the club are also exploring other avenues. This includes running training sessions at
facilities on the other side of Northampton, in the hope of appealing to members who may not
currently play due to the location of the existing club. Caroline Chisholm and Roade College
have both been considered, however the price of such facilities is currently a barrier, as the long
term relationship that the club has with Moulton College means that these facilities are
substantially lower cost to the club than other facilities in the area. The price of hiring synthetic
facilities is one of the key issues for the club, and a large proportion of club income is spent on
this. Price is a key barrier for many participants and is the main challenge the club faces.
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Towcester Ladies Hockey Club
The club has been based at Northampton Girls School for several years, having previously
played at Roade School. The pitch that is used is sand dressed and is well maintained, and to
this extent is suitable for the clubs’ requirements, however there are several issues that mean
that the venue is not suitable for long term development of the club:


The facility is located 10 miles from Towcester, the real home of the club



There is no storage available to the club, and all equipment but therefore be transported for
each coaching session and match



There is no ability to provide hot food, but this is a legal requirement of the league – they
currently have to travel with the opposing team 10 miles back to Towcester



The facilities are not available on a Tuesday or Wednesday, meaning that the club is forced
to train on a Thursday. There are no alternative venues available.

While the club is traditionally from Towcester, 60% of the club members are now based in
Northampton, due to the recent patterns of play. This means that the future movements of the
club are of particular importance to Northampton Borough.
School Participation
Many schools within Northampton BC play hockey and hockey is one of the sports delivered by
the Northampton School Sports Partnership. There is no impact on peak demand of this usage,
and few implications for pitch capacity, as this takes place largely on all weather facilities. The
levels of engagement with the sport at a school age however may impact upon demand for
club-based sport.
Northampton Hockey Club have developed strong links with several schools in the Borough,
including Boothville Primary School, Thomas Beckett Catholic High School, Moulton High School
and Campion High School and the club delivers training sessions within these venues for school
pupils.
The Northampton Borough Council Sports Development Team are also introducing a back to
hockey scheme later in the year. This may stimulate additional demand for hockey in the
Borough.
Training
Access to pitches for training is one of the key issues for clubs. Both hockey clubs have
experienced difficulties in accessing facilities on their preferred weekday evenings, due to
competing demands for sandbased synthetic facilities with football clubs, who use these
facilities for training.
Northampton Hockey Club currently have senior training on Tuesday and Thursday (8-10) at
both Moulton venues concurrently and have tried to arrange training sessions at Caroline
Chisholm and Roade School, but are unable to as the venues are already booked up by
football clubs. Malcolm Arnold Academy is also used extensively by football clubs.
Towcester Ladies train at Northampton High School on a Thursday evening, however this is not
their preferred time, but the pitch is unavailable at other times (due to school requirements
rather than competing uses).
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England Hockey Perspective
England Hockey also raise the price of pitches as an issue facing hockey teams generally, given
the reliance on synthetic facilities. England Hockey use Moulton College as a key venue for
their player development pathway centres, and as a result, Northampton Hockey Club have
been identified as a focus club. England Hockey will work with the club to increase
participation and to support the creation of additional teams. For each focus group, there is a
target to increase participation by 65 members. Towcester Hockey Club have also been
identified as a focus club, and there are similar targets in place for participation growth.
Demand – Other Issues
The price of all weather facilities was highlighted as a key issue by Northampton Hockey Club,
and it was indicated that the majority of club fees are spent on pitch hire. The club has
negotiated rates at Moulton College, but finds that access to most other artificial pitches is
inhibited by the price.
Supply and Demand Modelling
As summarised in Section 4, the Sport England FPM model makes the following conclusions for
AGPs in Northampton Borough:


in 2010 the supply and demand for AGPs is almost in balance and the satisfied demand for
pitches is around 93% of total demand – a very high amount. The Sport England estimate is
that there is unmet demand for around half a full size pitch, based on the catchment area
of the current pitches and the 2010 sports participation and frequency of participation in
AGPs. This unmet demand is predominantly for football and not hockey



The housing growth in and around Northampton and the net inward migration of new
population will in itself create additional demand for AGPs and other sports facilities.
Population growth does not significantly increase the demand for sports facilities because of
the total age range of the population and the more narrow age range that participate in
pitch sports. In very rounded terms for every four people that population is increased by, this
creates one new adult sports participant – and this is across all sports and facilities. The
location of the housing developments in and on the periphery of Northampton however
mean that there are likely to be particular increases in demand on the west and to the south
of the Borough.

Towards a Level Playing Field Calculations
The current distribution of demand for hockey means that demand within Northampton is
difficult to quantity:


Although Northampton Hockey Club are traditionally based in the Borough, their location in
Moulton has evolved over several years and is based upon the location of existing high
quality and specialist hockey facilities. The club do not require facilities in Northampton
currently;



While Towcester Ladies Hockey Club are currently using facilities in Northampton Borough,
they are actively seeking to relocate back to Towcester and longer term, are unlikely to
require use of a pitch within Northampton Borough



None of the teams within the Northamptonshire Mixed Hockey League currently play within
the Borough and all indicate that they have good access to existing facilities. None of these
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clubs train, and matches are played at weekends, when clubs in general are not competing
with football clubs to access synthetic facilities.
The more specialised nature of hockey, means that it is appropriate to consider the adequacy
of pitch provision to meet supply and demand on a Borough wide basis.
If Northampton Hockey Club, Northampton University and Towcester Ladies were all to play in
the Borough, assuming that each of the 25 teams played home and away, and that junior
matches (Sundays) do not clash with Senior matches (Saturdays), then a maximum of 8
matches would need to take place on any one day. Given that programming for hockey
matches is flexible and matches are scheduled between peak hours of 9 – 5pm, the existing two
pitches of sufficient quality (Northampton High School and Malcolm Arnold Academy) may just
about be just sufficient to sustain this level of use (assuming exclusive use for hockey, which is not
currently possible at Malcolm Arnold Academy). When also considering facilities at Moulton
(currently three pitches), supply is broadly equivalent to demand. The location of these facilities,
and the relationship of the club with the facility, means that there is no requirement to reprovide
these facilities within Northampton Borough. This is summarised in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2 – Theoretical Adequacy of Pitches
Number of
Sand Based
Pitches
4

Number of
Pitches of
Appropriate
Quality
2

Number of
Matches per
Week
12.5

Number of
Matches on
Peak Day
8 (max)

Shortfall /
Surplus

0

There are an additional two pitches that are not of sufficient quality to sustain the required level
of hockey and would therefore not be able to accommodate demand from clubs should the
need arise.
Team Generation Rates
Table 9.3 summarises the demand generated by hockey clubs and suggests that demand is
higher than the national averages. This suggests that there is no or limited latent demand. These
figures assume that both Northampton HC and Towcester Ladies draw their players from
Northampton Borough.
Table 9.3 – Team Generation Rates for Hockey
Age Group
Senior Male

Northampton BC
3535

National Average
7,595

Senior Female

6832

10,292

Junior Male

2911

4,239

Junior Female

3029

5,115

When excluding Towcester Hockey Club, participation is just below average for senior women
(11956) however it is known that at least 40% of this club are from Northampton and therefore
can be concluded that participation is broadly in line with national averages.
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Future Demand and Latent Demand
Nationally, England Hockey have identified 350 priority clubs, based on current trends, where
participation increases are possible and likely. As highlighted previously, Northampton Hockey
Club is one of these identified clubs, and an additional 65 members (4 – 5 teams) is the long
term target. Towcester, Wellingborough, Kettering and Daventry are also focus clubs.
By applying TGRs to population projections for 2026, we can project the theoretical number of
teams that would be generated to a defined year and gain an understanding of the adequacy
of current pitch provision to meet future demand.
Taking into account both the projected population growth and the changing profile of the
Borough population:


There will be an increase of 1 male junior team by 2026



There will be an increase of 1 female junior team by 2026



Participation by senior males will remain static



Participation by senior females may decline by 1 team.

If participation was to grow however through sports development initiatives (in line with England
Hockey targets) with increases of circa 4 teams at each club, this would generate demand for
an additional pitch (0.5 games per week, assuming that each AGP accommodates 3 – 4
matches per day).
The majority of this will be accommodated at Moulton Sports Complex and Moulton College by
Northampton Hockey Club, particularly if the club are successful in their current plans to provide
additional facilities to accommodate the anticipated growth. Sustainability of a hockey club is
built around a facility base, and the need to create a developmental and creative environment
for teams. The location of all facilities within the Moulton area is therefore a key component of
the success of the Northampton Hockey Club, and the provision of an additional facility to
accommodate growing demand will ensure the longevity of the club.
Given that Towcester Ladies Hockey club are actively seeking relocation back to Towcester, it is
possible that Northampton Hockey Club will be the only club in the vicinity by the end of the
issues and recommendation report period. It is known that 40% of players in Towcester Ladies
club are from Northampton, and the move may cause some players to leave the club in search
of more local opportunities – this must be caveated by the fact that the club plays at a high
level and therefore most would probably travel, however it is likely to be more true of the junior
section.
Key Issues to address
The key issues that the issues and recommendation report needs to address are therefore:


There is currently limited demand for hockey within Northampton Borough, however
Northampton Hockey Club, playing just outside the Borough continue to grow and have
identified a requirement for the provision of an additional AGP



Towcester Ladies currently play within the Borough however are actively looking to relocate
back to Towcester. If this was to be possible, demand for sand based facilities from hockey
is likely to remain relatively limited in future years and a strategy will therefore need to
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consider the future of the existing AGPs and the appropriateness of the existing balance of
surfaces


There is a need to ensure ongoing management and maintenance and timely replacement
of facilities. This was raised as a key issue by clubs as well as being recognised as good
practice



The base of Northampton Hockey Club in Moulton, and the potential relocation of
Towcester Ladies Hockey Club back to Towcester will mean that there are few opportunities
for local participation in hockey, particularly to the South of the Borough.
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Pitch Quality Score

Changing Accmmodation Score

Changing Accommodation

Adult Rugby Pitches

Actual nr of cricket pitches

Actual nr of mini football pitches

Actual nr of junior football pitches

Actual nr of adult football pitches

Y Coordinates

1

477764

261319 NBC

Abington Park Sports Pitches

4

3

2

Park

Yes

71%

2

481174

263069 Parish Council

Bernard Weston Pavilion Playing Fields - Great Billing

2

1

1

Billing

Yes

85%

69% Protect. Consider removal of cricket facilities.
71% Protect.

3

475437

255324 Parish Council

Collingtree Playing Fields

1

1

Nene Valley

Yes

73%

69% Protect

4

473783

261551 NBC

Dallington Park Football and Cricket

4

1

Spencer

Yes (4)

76%

5

478357

263592 NBC

Eastfield Park

1

2

Eastfield

No

0%

77% Consider redesignation of pitches to accommodate junior and mini football
60% Protect. Improve quality.

6

481524

262304 NBC

Ecton Brook Playing Fields

2

Billing

No

0%

63% Protect

7

471500

261928 NBC

Errington Park Football

1

1

New Duston

No

0%

8

474999

259028 NBC

Far Cotton Recreation Ground

3

1

Delapre + Briar Hill

Yes

85%

1

Boothville

Yes

90%

Sunnyside

No

0%

Ownership

X Coordinates

Map Reference

Pitches with secured community use

Site

9

478403

264774 NBC, leased to club

Fernie Fields, Clubleigh Close

10

474966

263776 NBC

Kings Heath Recreation Football

11

474966

263776 NBC

Kingsthorpe Recreation Ground

5

1

12

473260

257369 NBC leased to club

Lady Bridge Drive Playing Fields

2

2

13

480198

263384 NBC

Lings Wood

8

1

14

477148

261711 NBC - leased to club

Northampton Old Scouts RUFC - Rushmere Road Rugby Field

15

478568

262501 Northampton Saints CC

Northampton Saints Cricket Club

16

474549

262484 Northampton Spencer FC

Northampton Spencer FC - Studland Road Football Ground

17

Old Northamptonians RUFC Old Northamptonians

1

3

3
2
5

73%

Brookside

Yes

81%

Yes (16)

85%
85%

4 Abington

1

Westone

Yes

Semilong

Yes

76%

Yes (8)

85%

2

4 Abington

2

1 Trinity

477254

264343 NBC

Parklands Recreation Ground

476055

261767 NBC

Racecourse Park

20

481304

263843 NBC

Rectory Farm Playing Field

3

21

479181

264949 NBC

Round Spinney

1

22

477579

259461 Northampton Casuals

Rushmills - Northampton Casuals Rugby / Football Ground

23

480067

265046 NBC

Southfields Recreation Ground

1

Talavera

No

0%

24

474978

263753 NBC

Spring Park - Welford Road Recreation Ground / Acre Lane

5

Sunnyside

No

0%

St Andrews Road Rugby Club - Northampton BBOB

1

26

474838

261487 St Crispin Hospital

St Crispin Hospital Cricket Pitch

28

471259

260892 Parish Council

Upton Country Park

29

475107

265263 NBC

Victoria Park Football

2

30

474519

260799 Northamptonshire Police

Wootton Hall Park

1

2

1

1

31

475349

257671 Wootton Parish Council

Wootton Playing Field

1

2

1

1

* NB St Andrews Hospital is included within calculations outlined in the strategy, but is no longer available for community use.

4
8

76%

Yes

18

Northampton BBOB RUFC

5
2

Yes

19

25

2
15

Sunnyside
West Hunsbury

1
1
2

Ward

Parklands
1

1

Yes

66%

Yes (16)

90%

Rectory Farm

Yes

78%

Talavera

No

0%

2 Nene Valley

2 Semilong
1

2

1

Yes (4)

78%

Priority Action

65% Consider redesignation of pitches to accommodate junior and mini football
79% Protect
82% Protect
58% Protect
71% Consider removal of cricket facilities and AGP.
76% Protect
73% Protect. Potential need for additional changing accommodation
Protect. Quality improvements needed and renovations to changing
76% accommodation
82% Protect
79% Protect
81% Protect
71% Protect. Provide changing rooms
74% Protect.Consider removal of cricket facilities.
63% Protect
Protect.Consider redesignation of pitches to accommodate junior and mini
62% football
81% Protect.Quality improvements needed
60% Consider disposal
71% Protect. Provide changing rooms.
79% Protect.Quality improvements needed.

Yes (6)

80%

Upton

Yes

78%

1 Upton

Yes

73%

St James

Yes

76%

East Hunsbury

Yes

90%

74% Protect
75% Protect

Nene Valley

Yes

85%

74% Protect

79% Protect
77% Consider redesignation of pitches to accommodate junior and mini football

Appendix C - Site Visits

Changing Accommodation

Pitches

1-4 Adult football

5

4

3

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

5

2

2

Worn areas, but no markings or posts. Assuming mini
0 0% soccer.

Reasonable fencing. Not lit.
Share
g changing with bowls? Not
Abington Bowling Club? Robust,
secure fencing. Out-of-season

Abington Park Bowling GreePark Avenue South
Old Northamptonians

6

Abington Bowling Club
Rush Mills - Northampton Casuals Rugby Grou

4

8

8

Ground adjacent to St AndreCliftoWilliam Wake House
Beckets Park
Midsummer Meadow
Bedford Road
Racecourse Park
14 10

5

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

2

5

5

3

3

35

Shared clubhouse with rugby
85% and football. Well maintained

32

2x grass tennis courts
1x green and 3x grass tennis
78% Changing and clubhouse is

Score as a %

43 ### No trace cricket or rugby. Fair distance to changing.

5-6 Mini soccer
Abington Park Tennis Courts

Pitch Score (out of 62)

Training areas

Line markings

Cricket - Wicket protected

Winter Sports - Goals, corner flags, nets

Changing Accommodation

Training - Hours per week on pitch

Problem Areas: Evidence of damage to sur

Problem Areas: Evidence of unofficial use

29

Problem Areas: Evidence dog fouling

3

Evenness

5

Slope

Score for Changing
Accom'tion (out of 41)

5

Adequate safety margins

Segregated Changing

2

Size

Security

3

%
Ga
me
s
Ca
nce
lled

Length of grass

Public Transport Links

3

Ga
me
s
Pla
yed
in
sea
son

Grass cover

Car Parking

2

Changing Accommodation
Notes/ MUGA/Courts/Greens
details
71% Changing rooms are located in

Pitc
h
Typ
e&
Sp
ort

Score for cancellations

Toilets

6

Pitc
h
Site Nu
ID mb
er
(ID)

Score as a %

Showers

6

Vandalism

Abington Park Sports Pitches

Overall Quality

Site Name

Numbe
r of
Site Teams
StreeAddress
ID Changi
ng
Rooms

Issues and Priorities

Score

Score

Problem Areas: Evidence of glass/ stones/

Site - Details

0 0%
0 0%
1-2 Adult football
3
Rugby (4 pitches)
4-5 Cricket

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

5
5
5

3
3

1-2 Rugby

5

4

3

3

5

4

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

3
3
3

3 50 ###
3 50 ###
3 50 ###

3

0 0%
3 50 ### Main pitch has dugouts. 2 grass floodlit training areas.
No pitches at time of site visit. Site appears to have previous
sporting use, (sprint track?) and is large enough for adult
football pitch. Slight slope, good grass cover.

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

37

4x coloured tarmac courts.
Site is other side of car park,
90% Large, impressive new changing

1-15 Adult football
16-1 Junior football
18-1 Rugby
20-2 Mini soccer

5
5
5
5

4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

46
46
46
46

### There really isn't anything to differentiate with all pitches. All
###
### One of the rugby pitches (poss used for Gaelic football?) has
###

Rugby
Cricket
Mini rugby
Rugby

5
5
5
5

4
3
4
4

3
2
3
3

3
3
3
3

4
5
4
4

4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3

3
2
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5

3
3
3

3
3
3
3

Adult football

5

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

5

4

3

3

5

4

3

0

2

2

0

2

3

36 ###

5
5

4
4

3
3

3
3

3
3

4
4

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

5
5

2
2

3
3

3 47 ###
3 47 ###

3x bowling greens. Winter
3x floodlit, all weather tennis
3x coloured tarmac tennis
3x (possibly 6x) grass tennis
Open, tarmac surfaced area

Northampton Old Scouts RFRushmere Road

6

8

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

Separate changing rooms and
85% clubhouse

Northampton BBOB RFC

St Andrews Road

6

6

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

33

80% Prefabricated changing

1-4
5
6
1-2

Northampton Spencer FC

Studland Road

2

8

5

3

3

2

2

5

3

31

76%

1

0

King's Heath Recreation Ground

Kingsthorpe Recreation Ground

35

6

6

2

3

3

2

5

5

3

29

No changing. Also on site is full
size, sand dressed AGP.
Floodlit. Unsecure, damaged
fencing. Surface also damaged,
0% patched and untidy.
Heavily fortified changing
rooms. Fascia boards need
71% replacing/repainting.
3x bowling greens. Good
fencing. Attractive, separate
pavilion
2x coloured tarmac tennis
courts. Not lit. Good fencing.
Will need cleaning.

1-5 Adult football
6
Junior football

3

Site is split either side of Rushmere Road. Main pitch has full
### floodlights. Separate floodlit, grass rugby training area.
### Doubt whether cricket make use of rugby changing. Artificial
###
### 3rd pitch with no markings- training area. All 3 pitches have
2nd pitch outside fenced off main pitch, no markings, posts
and floodlit - training area. Site is low lying and would appear
prone to flooding. Main pitch also floodlit with dugouts and
3 49 ### small grandstand.
3 49
44
3 49
3 49

Spring Park Recreation GrouWelford Road

The Obelisk Centre Playing Fields

0

4

6

5

3

3

3

2

5

3

30

No changing, although appears
to be some potential use of on
site Pastures Community
0% Centre?
Changing rooms are within
complex that includes restaurant
73% and social club.

1-5 Adult football

5

4

3

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

5

2

1
Adult football
2-3 Junior football
4
Cricket

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

5
4
4

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
2
3

5
5
5

3
2

1-2 Rugby
3
Lacrosse

5

4

3

3

5

4

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

3

3
3
3

44 ###

3
3

50 ###
47 ###
46 ### Square contains artificial wicket in reasonable condition

Enclosed, floodlit MUGA.
35x28m, poor fencing, litter and
leaf strewn. Tarmac surface.
University of Northampton (PBoughton Green Road

Parklands Recreation Ground

University campus

4

6

2

3

3

3

2

5

3

27

Unattractive, prefabricated
changing block, inadequate if all
66% pitches in use.

This is only a small part of university's much larger pitch
47 ### stock.

3

1-5 Junior football
6-7 Mini soccer

5

4

3

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

5

2

3

44 ### Junior size posts, but pitches large enough for adult play.

1-2 Junior football
3
Adult football

5
5

4
4

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

2
2

3
3

3
3

0
0

2
2

3
3

37 ### Junior size posts, but pitches large enough for adult play.
37 ###

Open, half-size basketball court
(1 post) not lit. Couldn't be
considered as a MUGA.
Eastfield Park Recreation Ground

0

Northampton Saints Cricket Ground

2

8

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

35

Fernie Fields (Selby Rangers FC)

2 10

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

37

Round Spinney Recreation Ground

Thorplands MUGA

0

Southfields Recreation GrouBarley Hill Road

0

Rectory Farm Playing Fields

6

8

2

3

3

3

5

5

3

32

Lings Wood Playing Fields

6

8

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

35

2

8

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

Ecton Brook Playing Fields
Far Cotton Recreation Ground

Well protected changing rooms
85% and clubhouse.
Nice set up. Includes social
90% facilities
Bowling green (Whyte Melville
BC). Enclosed, appears very
well maintained. Small, old
wooden pavilion in good order.
0% No changing

1

Cricket

5

4

3

3

5

5

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

1

Adult football

5

4

3

3

5

5

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

3

3

1
2

Adult football
Junior football

5
5

4
4

3
3

3
3

4
4

4
4

2
3

2
2

3
3

3
3

0
0

2
2

3
3

35

0
8

8

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

0% No changing
Tarmac, low fence, basketball
court MUGA. Damaged
surface., not lit.
Changing rooms are in what
appears to be a converted
78% stable block.
Newish changing block,
inadequate for number of
85% pitches.

Smart pavilion includes
85% community centre.

35

0% No changing
Changing rooms are part of
85% large community centre

Lady Bridge Drive Playing Fields (Welland Valle

6

6

5

3

3

3

2

5

3

30

2x bowling greens, fenced off
with separate, new changing.
Floodlit, open tarmac, 2 court
MUGA
Changing is within 3 container
73% type units.

Wootton Hall Park Recreation Ground

4 10

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

37

Attractive, well sited, purpose
90% built pavilion

51 ###
Pitch has full floodlights and dugouts. Separate floodlit,
51 ### grass training area. Small grandstand

38 ###
39 ###

Floodlit, open access, b'ball
court MUGA. Substantial
fencing. Next to play area in
residential estate.

Billing Brook Road

Bernard Weston Pavilion PlaGreat Billing

0% No changing

0 0%

Adult football

5

4

3

3

5

4

2

2

2

2

0

2

3

Minimum size adult pitch. Another adult pitch has previously
been marked out on other side of MUGA, but no markings or
37 ### evidence of use apparent.

1-3 Adult football

5

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

2

0

2

3

39 ###

1-3 Adult football

4

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

45 ###

4-7 Adult football
8
Junior football

5
5

4
4

3
3

3
3

3
3

4
4

2
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

5
5

3
3

3
3

These are the pitches across road footbridge, east of Lings
44 ### Way.
45 ###

1
2
3

5
5
4

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

4
4
4

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

5
5
5

2
2

1

Cricket
Adult football
Mini soccer

0

3
3
3

43 ### Artificial wicket in reasonable condition
45 ###
44 ###
Appears a very good playing surface. Base of former artificial
39 ### cricket wicket between pitches.

1-2 Adult football

5

4

3

3

4

4

3

2

3

3

0

2

3

1-3 Adult football
4
Junior football
5-7 Mini soccer

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

2
2
2

3
3
3

3
3
3

5
5
5

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

49 ###
49 ###
49 ###

1-5 Mini soccer
6-7 Adult football
8-9 Junior football

4
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

4
4
4

4
4
4

3
3
2

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

5
5
5

2
2
2

3
3
3

3
3
3

Remote site. Posts removed. Low lying. One set of small
47 ### goals in place (training area?)
48 ###
47 ###

1

Cricket

5

5

3

3

5

4

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

51 ###

2-3 Adult football
4
Mini soccer

5
4

4
4

3
3

3
3

4
4

4
4

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

5
5

3
2
2

3
3

Main pitch has dugouts and perimeter fencing. Not floodlit.
45 ### Posts removed
44 ###

Hardingstone Recreation Ground
Collingtree Playing Fields

0

4

6

5

3

3

3

2

5

3

30

Prefabricated changing block in
good condition. Appears large
for just 1 pitch. Possibly used by
73% tennis?

35

2x all weather, floodlit tennis
courts. Good condition surface.
Fair condition fencing.
Changing within Wootton
85% Community & Sports Centre

Wootton Playing Field
4

8

5

3

3

3

5

5

3

No pitches. Slightly sloping field could easily accommodate
0 0% adult football pitch. 2 small kickabout goals.

0%

1

Adult football

4

4

3

2

4

4

3

3

3

2

5

1

Cricket

4

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

2

5

1
2-3
4
5

Adult football
Junior football
Mini soccer
Cricket

4
5
5
5

4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5

2

2
3

3

3

3
3
3

3

3
3
3
3

2
2
2

Minimum size adult pitch (adult goals). Constrained by
41 ### proximity of cricket strip and cricket nets.
Just artificial strip (in fair condition), no cut square. Much
47 ### rabbit evidence. Molehills on outfield.

46
47
47
45

### Posts removed. Well used pitch.
###
###
###

2x tennis court size, floodlit
MUGA. Good all weather
surface. Good fencing.
Rebound boards.
Briar Hill Playing Fields

0

0%

0
0

Franklin Gardens Northampton Saints RFC

Victoria Park

4

6

3

3

3

3

5

5

3

0
31

0%
76% On street parking - appears
adequate.

1-2

4

4

3

3

5

4

3

3

3

2

5

2

2

3

Adult football

Dallington Park

6

6

3

3

3

3

5

5

3

31

Tarmac basketball court. Open
access. Substantial, low level
fencing in good order.
Reasonable surface. Not lit.
Leaf litter
Site also contains base of 2x
former tennis courts (now
marked for children's play) and
76% redundant bowling green.

Dallington Lawn Tennis
Club

Ground Adjacent St
Andrews Hospital.
Princess Marina Hospital
Grounds
St Crispin Hospital Cricket
Pitch

No pitches. Just junior size goal in middle of field. Area could
easily accommodate at least 2x adult football. Grass appears
0% regularly cut. Site is level although undrained. Much litter.
0% Site includes main stadium pitch, 1x full floodlit adult grass
rugby and 2x adult grass rugby pitches. The 2x pitches are
slightly less even. All pitches have exceptionally well
maintained surfaces and are securely fenced off. Marked as
'Northampton RFC training pitches'. Changing is within main
stadium complex.

46 ### A lot of tyre tracks across pitches which seems to be caused
by line marking machinery on wet ground. Room for 2x mini
pitches.

No trace of cricket. Well drained site. Adult pitches have
sideways slope. Floodlit grass area next to pavilion (training
area?)
1-4 Adult football
5
Junior football
6
Mini soccer

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
4
4

4
4
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

5
5
5

2
2
2

3
3
3

3
3
3

47 ###
48 ###
48 ###

Private tennis club. Site
contains 6x artificial grass, 1x
tarmac and 1x mini tennis
courts. All floodlit. Couldn't gain
access.

2

8

5

3

3

3

2

5

3

0

0%

32

78%

St Crispin Bowls Club

0

1

Cricket

5

4

3

2

5

4

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

3

0% Very well maintained grass area in front of private hospital.
No pitches although some markings, croquet?
Abandoned football pitch on site of closed hospital

49 ### Attractive pitch and pavilion in grounds of former mental
hospital. Artificial wicket in good condition. Artificial surface
nets. New build housing is very close to boundary.

Bowls club is next to cricket
ground with separate entrance
and car parking. Green is
hemmed in and overlooked by
new build residential
development. Large pavilion in
need of painting. Green is
undergoing close season
maintenance.

Millway Primary School
0

0%

0

Millway grass pitches?
0

0%

0

0

0%

0

Melbourne Playing fields

Primary school with large pitch area. Notable as has an
0% artificial cricket wicket. Access through school.
No pitches nor evidence of pitches. Flat, scrub land that
could be developed for pitches although currently for sale as
0% development land.
Field in residential area used for dog walking. No trace of
0% pitches.

Duston United LTC

Private tennis club. Site
contains 3x blue all weather, 1x
green all weather
Bowls club next to tennis club. 1
green, fully enclosed. Dedicated
parking. Couldn't gain access.

Northampton West End
Bowling Club

Mendip Road Recreation
Ground

Open, tarmac surface
basketball court in centre of
field.

Former British Timken site Timkoff Cotswold Avenue

Errington Park

`

0

0%

0

Tarmac MUGA. Enclosed, open
access. Good substantial
fencing. Reasonable surface.
Not lit.

No pitches nor markings. N side of ground is prob too sloping
although wear on grass on opposite side suggests either
training or junior play. Enough room for a junior marked
pitch.
0% Rebuild of previous works sports area, now within a
residential site - Heritage Park, Duston. Apparently will
eventually have 1x adult and 1x junior football pitch plus
cricket on site of earlier ground - considered to be of very
high quality. Large, new sports pavilion under construction.
Previous on site tennis and bowls have been removed.
No changing. Both pitches of minimum adult size (although
one has smaller posts) and capable of staging adult or junior
play.

1-2 Adult football

5

4

3

3

3

4

2

3

3

2

0

2

3

3

40 ###
0 0%

Junior Mixed

Male Veteran

19

Junior Female

1
2
1
1
4
6
1
3

Junior Male

Adult Male

Cricket clubs
Abington
Bold Dragoon
County Hall
NCCC Academy
Northampton Saints
Old Northamptonians
Spencer CC
St Crispins Ryelands
Total

Adult Female

Cricket Clubs

0

0

0

6
5

0

3
14

Ground
Great Billing Sports Field
Old Scouts RFC, Rushmere Road
Wootton Hall
First Ground - Milton Keynes, 2nd Ground - County Ground NN1 4PR
Birchfield Road east, 2nd Ground - Wooton Hall, 3rd Ground, off Butchers Lane, Boughton Park
Billing Road NN1 5RX. Second ground - St Andrews Hospital
Play outside Borough, but reside within Borough
St Crispin Hospital. 2nd team - Sports Field, Great Billing

Appendix E - Playing Pitch Model Calculations - All Pitches
Football

Mini-soccer

STAGE ONE

Adult games

154

Identifying teams

Junior teams

110

STAGE TWO

Adult games

0.5

Calculate home games per week

Junior teams

0.5

STAGE THREE (S1x S2)

Adult games

77

Assessing total home games per week

Junior teams

55

STAGE FOUR

Adult games

0%

Junior teams

0%

Adult games

31%

Junior teams

0%

Adult games

69%

Junior teams

48%

Adult games

0%

Junior teams

52%

Mid week 1Specify day

Adult games

0%

Junior teams

0%

Mid week 2Specify day

Adult games

0%

Junior teams

0%

Adult games

0

Junior teams

0

Adult games

24

Junior teams

0

Adult games

53

Junior teams

26

Saturday AM
Saturday PM

Establish temporal demand for
pitches

STAGE FIVE (S3 x S4)

Sunday AM
Sunday PM

Saturday AM
Saturday PM

Defining pitches used each day

Sunday AM

Adult games

0

Junior teams

29

Mid week 1Specify day

Adult games

0

Junior teams

0

Mid week 2Specify day

Adult games

0

Junior teams

0

STAGE SIX

Adult games

88

Establishing pitches currently available
STAGE SEVEN (S6-S5)
Saturday AM

Junior teams

55

Adult games

88.0

Junior teams

55.0

Adult games

64.1

Junior teams

55.0

Adult games

34.9

Junior teams

28.6

Adult games

88.0

Junior teams

26.4

Mid week 1Specify day

Adult games

88.0

Junior teams

55.0

Mid week 2Specify day

Adult games

88.0

Junior teams

55.0

Sunday PM

Saturday PM

Identifying shortfall (-) and surplus
(+)

Sunday AM
Sunday PM

65
0.5
33
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
33
0

Rugby
Union

Cricket

Hockey
20

14

33

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

10

10

13

7

17

0%

0%

0%

25%

0%

0%

75%

100%

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

25%

100%

0%

10%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

15%

0%

0%

25%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

25%

0%

0%

0

0

0

2

0

7

10

0

0

0

0

2

17

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

34

21

28

1.5

19.3

34.0

13.9

34.0

19.3

34.0

20.1

34.0

17.8

34.0

19.3

0
0
0
0

25

19

28.0
17.0
11.0
28.0
28.0
28.0

8
0
5
0
0

4
4.0
0.0
4.0
1.0
0.0
0.0

